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V. SUMMARY (cont inued) 
B. Jeremiah and the Foe from the North 
BIBLIOGRAPHY . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
CFLI\.PTER I 
I NTRODUCTION 
A casual read i ng of t h e book of Jeremi ah r eveals his 
concern for' a foe uhich shall come fr•om the north . This 
part i cular study .seeks t o elucidate -vrhat Je remiah had in 
mind and i-Thy 1 t had importance t o him . Before engaging ih 
thls study j.t ivould be vJE;ll to consider several top :Lcs -vrh:Lch 
give a background to this inve stigation . 
A. Interest . 
A study made of the ancient past must ha ve some relevance 
to the present , perhaps · no more than aesthetic or ant iquar-ian, 
i f i t :Ls to exc it e sufficient interest to provide motivation 
for the research . The present writ er became especiall y inter-
ested in the prophet Je remiah :i..n 1:?38 , -vrhen, because of a 
b roken foo t , he had time to attend a Minister ' s Conference on 
a nearby college campus . It was there he firs t heard Dr . Al vin 
A. Ahel"n , novr dean of the Bibltcal Sem:i.riary, New Yol"k , speak 
r egarding the bo ok and message of Jeremiah . He presented the 
challenge of a booL no t chronologically arranged and the greater 
chall enge of a prophetic me ssag e no t adequately understood or 
appreciated . r.1 'n~e than that, J eremlah 1 s me:::; sage contains some 
2 
of the x•j_chest. material in the Old Testament and. :l s str:lkingly 
!)arallel to t·Hentieth century America . Pl"ofessor~: '\.-Tilson King 
of Greenville College and Geol"ge Turner of Asbury Theolog:l.cal 
Seminary expressed great appreciation for thi s prophe t and. 
h:ts message . The lectui'es of Professor Elmer A. Leslie of 
Bo ~:ton University ~:et forth t~achings of Jeremi ah 'Hhich seemed 
to the present i·lriter to indicate an intensive study 1·7ould be 
rei·Tarding . lfl'len he requested the ass :Lgnment of a topic re-
garding thi s pPophet, the subject -vrhich :Ls the t i tle of this 
study was suggested. as one i nviting invest igation . 
B. Other Investigations . 
Evex•y \Vriter dealing v7:Lth Jeremiah and some of those 
treat ing the Old Testament :n genera l must give some notice to 
this problem . Thel"e is no unanimity of scholarly opinion 
regarding this enigma . The introductions, histories, and 
expo sitions often give a survey of the question . It has been 
considered most penetratingly by J . Philip Hyatt , Joh..11 Skinner, 
Adam C. \fJelch , and Fritz 1--Tilke. 1 The meaning of the 1-10rd. 
"north" has been given special study by Otto Eissfeldt, Arvid 
Kapell"Ud, and Aa.rre Lauha . 
C. The Is~mes . 
It i s debated 'Hhether the 1vord "north11 is directional or 
symbolic . Th f b b · 1 · a· t · f · d 2 e ·o e ~s een va.rlous_y 1 .en 1·1e . Certain 
1 . See the bibliography for their respective works . 
2 . The late date of the bulk of the book of Jeremiah held by 
c. C. Torrey ha s been adequately disproved by Bright, Hyatt , 
and others; hence it will receive no treatment in this study. 
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passages must be ignored or removed by textual surgery to 
support the more common views. The prophet's contact with 
history is debated. The question has bearing on the problems 
of the begfunning of the prophet's ministry, the composition 
of the book, and his reputation as a prophet. 
D. Procedure. 
After a background study in the Hebrew prophets, a 
study was made of the times of Jeremiah. vn th the historical 
context in mind, the Hebrew tex t of the Songs of the Northern 
Peril in chapters 4, 5, and 6 was given grammatical and exe-
getical consideration, including a comparison -with the Septu-
agint Greek Version. The book of Jeremiah was searched for 
passages referring to the foe, the destruction, the reasons 
for the destruction, and the philosophy of history. The study 
of the passages referring to the north revealed several in-
stances which seemed to have overtones of meaning rather than 
simple direction. A brief survey of other Biblical uses of the 
word strengthened this belief. It was, therefore, necessary 
to make a study of the term 7 7 -:>.!:5 • All the Biblical occur-
rences were surveyed, then reconsidered after a study had 
been made of the earlier cognate. A search of the Ugaritic 
literature was made for the word ~pn. Each occurrence was 
examined for expected meanings but when they were not found 
it was admitted. As will be seen, this study of the Ugaritic 
meaning is crucial for the understanding of Hebrew usage, and 
therefore occupies considerable space. Though Sumerian did 
not have Semitic cognates, there are concepts whiCh bave 
relevance to the Hebrew ideas by their mutual relation to 
the Ugaritic. These concepts are a legitimate part of this 
study. Post-Biblical material was utilized as confirmatory 
evidence. In the final chapter the concepts which have re-
ceived independent investigation are brought together and 
conclusions are drawn. 
E. Distinctive Elements. 
This study employs Sumerian and Ugaritic materials in 
the semantic approach. I t incorporates the results of an 
original exegetical study of pertinent parts of the book of 
Jeremiah. It makes a contribution by the examination of 
4 
every occurrence of the word 7 1 :J:f in the Old Testament, of 
the word unorth" in the New Testament, and of available ref-
erences to its use in the Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha. This 
study presents a collection of relevant proper names. Instead 
of parallel treatments of the nations in the times of Jeremiah, 
this study begins well before the time of his ministry and 
gives a chronological treatment of world history with special 
emphasi s on .:fudah. 
CHAPTER II 
THE MEANING OF THE TERM 11 NORTHn 
A. Sumerian Antecedents. 
Though there is no cognate of 7 7 "J :5 in Sumerian, 1 there 
are concepts which are related to the meaning of the Ugaritic 
Saphon and the Hebrew 11 ~") 5 • The relevance of these concepts 
will become apparent in the discussion of the Ugaritic Saphon 
·and need not necessitate long explanations at this point. 
Therefore, without validating the selection, the relation of 
gods to the north and to mounteins will be noticed. 
1. The Sumerians and Their Successors. 
The Sumerians were a non-Semitic, non-Indo-European 
people who were in Mesopotamia in the early part of the 
fourth millennium B.C. Apparently they were invaders who 
came from the mountainous2 north; possibly from the Ural 
region.3 This possibility is suggested by the nature of 
their language which is agglutinative.4 The chief languages 
1. 
2. 
4: 
Lauha, Z, 9. 
See the following section. 
Von Schierbrand, Art., 11. 
Loc. cit., and Kramer, SM, 21. 
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of this type are Turkish, Hungarian, Finnish, ru~d Japanese. 
They express grammatical relations by the use af mobile ele-
ments (prefixes, infixes, and suffixes) instead of leaving 
them unexpressed (isolating languages) or modifying the root 
by alteration or fused addition (inflectional languages). The 
Sumerian language bears no furtre r relation to the other lan-
guages of this type and stands unrelated to any other known 
language living or dead. It could not have been deciphered 
had it not continued as the literary and religious language of 
the Semitic successors, the Accadians. 1 For over a thousand 
years it was the sole written language of Mesopotamia.2 Not 
only did their successors use it, but Sumerian remained for 
long the learned tongue of Western Asia being taught in the 
schools of Syria and Asia Minor about 1400 B.c.3 
Since it is not possible to study the language of a 
people without being influenced by their concepts, it is not 
surprising to find Sumerian ideas in other literature. The 
concepts which are pertinent to this study were expanded and 
given greater definition by the Accadians, but they were 
borrowed from the Sumerians.4 These ideas then came from the 
third millennium B.C. 
1. 
2. 
4: 
They also used the Sumerian cuneiform script to write 
their own Semitic language. From their bilingual dic-
tionaries Sumerian was deciphered. 
Albright, SAC, 9, c. 3500-2500 B.C. 
Loc. cit. 
Krammer, SM, 20; Finegan, LAP, 50. 
The Sumerian literature has been preserved in about 
three thousand clay tablets which date approximately 2000 
1 B.C. Some of the literature was old before it was copied 
on the extant tablets. It is therefore the oldest written 
literature of any significant amount ever discovered, 2 and, 
7 
therefore, gives direct data from ancient times. The lexical 
and grammatical problems are not all solved, and the literature 
is far from a definitive interpretation. However, the data 
is adequate for the concepts of interest to this study. 
2. The Gods and the Mountains. 
The old goddess, Ninkharsagga, "Lady of the Mountains,"3 
first appears in the Sumerian texts in the role of creatress, 
though she has other functions in later references. Nammu, 
' 4 
probably an eternal goddess, was the primeval sea who gave 
birth to all the gods.5 First-begotten was the cosmic 
mountain consisting of heaven and earth united. 6 Heaven 
(An) and Earth (Ki) were god and goddess of whom was born 
Air (Enlil). Other heaven, animal, and vegetable gods were 
their descendents. At Nippur7 in the sacred area, Dur-anki, 
"the bond of heaven and earth, 11 Enlil split the crust of the 
earth with a pickax so mankind could break through and populate 
1. Kramer, SM, vii; Finegan, LAP, 50; they were found in the 
mounds -which cover the cities of ancient Sumer. 
2~ Kramer, SM, viii. 
3. King, LBE, · 111 ~ 
4 ~ Kramer, SM; 40. 
5. Ibid;; 114. 
6. Ibid., 39. 
7. Central Sumer slightly belovT Babylon. 
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the land.1 The word 11 Sumer 11 can be derived from "the region 
of Nippur." 2 It was at Nippur that the assembly of gods 
was traditionally thought to have taken place. The place 
of meeting was called 11 Ubshu-ukkinna, 11 which later referred 
to a part of the temple.3 
However, the gods were not restricted to one meeting 
place in Mesopotamia. There was a celestial abode with 
various significant names: E!?;-arsag-l{Ur-lturra ('Mountain-
house of the lands'), E-garsag-kalamma ( 'House of the !~ountain-­
bf ~.' th«? :\,forld 1 ), Ekur ('Mountain-house, 1 properly E-gur, 'House 
4 
of the Ocean of Heaven' ), and E-sharra ('House of Assembly'). 
11 The Lord of the Lands 11 in the oldest Sumerian pantheon 
ruled from a great mountain.5 That this refers to Enlil is 
seen in the triumphal inscription of Lugalzagesi, one of the 
most important rulers in Sumerian history. This inscription 
from Nippur says: 111·1hen Enlil king of the countries had 
granted to Lugalzagesi ••• 116 That the air-god should be 
associated vTith mountain peaks in the primitive mind is not 
surprisi ng. A god should, to their land-bound thinking, 
have something solid under his feet so earth was necessary. 
Therefore, the Air-god finds his locus vThere land is a 
minimum and air is at a maximum. If he dwelt there, it would 
1 •. Frankfort, KG, 217. 
2. Lac. cit. 
3. Ibid.-;-:-325. 
4~ Hommel, Art., 216; Kramer, SM, 81, 'mountain' a.s 'hursag.' 
5. Lauha, Z, 36n. 
6 . Finegan, LAP, 37. 
be natural to assume that other gods either lived there or 
visited him vThen the ideas of the mobility of the gods per-
mitted. 
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In addition to the creation epic of the Sumerians, there 
is a "Myth of Kur11 vihich may have some bearing on this con-
1 
ce t:rt . It is a story of the gods- slaying a dragon which 
was an i mportant motif in the Sumerian mythology of the third 
millennium B.c. 2 However, the Sumerian word 11 kur11 represents 
one of the most difficult groups of concepts to identify 
and ihterpret. One of its primary meanings is 11 mountain, 11 3 
and gods and godesses are the characters in the stoPy. 
Tl1e Tammuz myths deal with a dying deity and his res-
urrection. Though they are still too obscure for safe 
interpretation, 4 there is a passage of value to this study. 
A sorrowing goddess seeking the god says, "They have taken 
him unto the mountain.n 5 Cylinder seals of the mi ddle of 
the third mi llennium B.C. d.epict the liberation of the god 
from a mountain. 6 This is seen in the spring and autumn 
rains w'hen the god of rain is released from the mountains 
and the clouds ·which may be seen there in dry seasons come 
over the land bringing rain. There is victory over death; 
the god is liberated from the mountain.7 
1. Different gods in the different versions. 
2. Kramer, S:M, 77. 
3. Ibid~ :, 76. 
4. Ibid. , 13 ~ 
5. Frankfort, KG, 323. 
6. Ibid.; 324. 
7. nrra:., 322. 
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The importance of mountains in the Mesopotamian religious 
thought is seen in the number and prominence of Ziggurats. 
The Sumeri ans having come from a mountainous country con-
structed artificial mountains on the flat plains, and wor-
shiped from their summit. Many of the ·ziggurats bore names 
which characterized them as mountains. 1 The Biblical Tower 
of Babel was no doubt planned to be the ziggurat of ziggurats. 
They served also as symbols of the earth, that is the world-
mountain2 of their creation stories, of the place of sunrise 
for it caught the first rays, and of the netherworld.3 As 
this '\vas believed in symbol of the ziggurat so it was believed 
of the sacred mountains. Arallu, the name of a mountain of 
the gods, '\'Tas used for 11hell. 114 Just as the top of the 
mountain reached heaven so its base reached the nether regions. 
This idea is common in other religions,5 as is also the idea 
6 
of the mountains as holy places. It is not necessarily true 
that these ideas among other peoples came from the Sumerians. 
In view of their early date and the wide use of their lan-
guage,7 it is not unlikely that the ideas were borrowed from 
them. For an idea to find wide acceptance it must be plausible 
to those to whom it is introduced. It was credible that the gods 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 ~ 
s: 
6: 
7. 
Frankfort, KG, 
Lauha, Z, · 36n~ 
Frankfort, KG, 
Lauha, Z, 53. 
Loc. ·cit. 
Ibid.--;3"6. 
See preceding 
323. 
C~. Parrot, ZTB, 195-217. 
322. 
section. 
11 
inhabited the mountains. Who can climb a mountain today 
without feeling a nearness to deity? The violence and 
vividness of volcanic activity which appears in the moun-
tains assert that a superhuman poiver is at work. Viewed · 
from the base their tops seem to reach to heaven--the dwelling 
place of God, and their inaccessible peaks and recesses are 
· 1 full of mystery. 
3. The Gods and the North. 
Though the ziggurats served as worship symbols, it was 
natural for the Sumerians to think of the mountains of the 
north , from whence they had brought their religion, as the 
true dwelling place of the gods. There v1as Arallu, the gold 
mountain home of the highest god, An, the father of the gods. 2 
Enlil also ruled from a mountain in the north.3 The mountains 
of the far north were then the home of the Mesopotamian gods . 4 
The descriptions of wanderers vTho had gone far enough5 to 
have a clear view of the mountains would add to the awesome-
ness of these sacred northern precincts . 
The i dea of the holy mountains of the north in due time 
gave sanctity to that quarter of the compass and north became 
a holy direction in many religions . 6 In Persia and India the 
1. Lauha, z, ·36. 
2. Gast~r, F, 170. 
3. Lauha , Z, ,6. 
4 . Hull , ·Art., 452; Selbie, Art., 466; Clarke, CBC, 549; 
Lauha, Z, 51. 
5. The mountains lay some 300 mi les north of central Sumer . 
6 . Lauha, Z, 37. 
i dea of the holy north coming from holy 1nountains in that 
direction is easily seen, but it is not so apparent in 
Greece, Rome, and especially Egypt. 1 
The attendant thought of the north as the source of 
evil 1s also found i n many reLtgions. 2 From it came the 
12 
evil winter storms which make life miserable for man. From 
it in summer came the ivinds which caused the terrible sand-
storms in Mesopotamia. The north until very recent times 
has been t he great unkno\vn and even yet hold.s many secrets. 
The far north with its months of vlinter darln1es s might vTell 
seem the home of evil. HovT much the Sumerians kneiv of it is 
not knm·m. Later, for the Bible vTriters, the land :.: beyond 
the Black Sea and the Caucasus region was the great unknown.3 
From the concept of the north as the abode of deities 
who dvTel t on mountains above the level of man came the 
corollary that north is above and south is below. 4 This 
terrestial organization still holds for the northern hemis-
phere. 
Though these Sumerian concepts became the common oriental 
cosmological mythology,5 there is an intermediate step, for 
which we have data, between Sumer and Jeremiah and the other 
Biblical writers. That is the literature of Ugarit. Though 
1~ Lauha; Z, 37, 38. 
2~ Ibid~; 53f. 
3·. Ibid., · 33. 
4. Hommel, Art.; 216. 
5. cr. Lauha, z, 8or. 
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Abraham may have brought the Sumerian concepts with him to 
Canaan, the Israelite ideas were influenced by their Canaanite 
neighbors. The literature of Ugarit provides uncopied and 
- -- --
unedited data for the Canaanite beliefs of this intermediate 
period. 
B. The Ugaritic Literature. 
1. Its Origin and Nature. 
The ancient ci ty-state of Ugarit had vanished except 
for a few passing references. It is mentioned in the Egyptian 
and the Hittite inscriptions and in the Canaanite correspond-
ence vTi th Egyptian overlords known as the Amarna Letters. 
But in the spring 1928, it was discovered at Ras Shamra on 
the seacoast of Syria where the mainland is nearest the island 
of Cyprus. A peasant, while plowing his field, struck stone 
slabs v7hich proved to be the roof of an ancient tomb. The 
French officials at Beirut were notified and soon excavation 
of the site was begun under the direction of Claude F. A. 
Schaeffer. 1 By 1931 the site was identified as Ugarit, the 
.. . . 
port and capital of the kingdom of Ugarit. Mention in the 
Amarna Letters shows it was an important, though minor, country 
Being as far north as it was, Ugarit fell squarely in the 
Hitt i te sphere of domination and could not play the Egyptians 
aga;;bnst t ]je RlbttJI: tes as s ptithern chieftians did. King Nqmd2 
1~ Oberman, UM, ix. 
2. The correct vocalization of Ugaritic is not certain. 
of Ugarit paid tribute to the Hittite king, Shuppiluliuma, 
for mutual protection according to the official correspond-
enc~ '·lhich has been found. 1 If l'Jqmd dared carry on corre-
spondence with other rulers , the letters have not been found. 
The earliest occupants of the area have not been determined, 
but in the third pre-Christian millennium there were Amarite 
and Canaanite invas ions from the south. 2 
Hundreds of clay tablets have been found so far in the 
excavation of Ugarit.3 Most of the tablets were found in 
v1hat appears to have been the royal library for some refer 
to king Nqmd. 4 The library was located between two temples , 
one of Baal and one of his father, Dagan, and may have been 
controlled by the high priest . The literature may have been 
used in the educat i on of priests in the royal theological 
school. The date of the clay tablets is placed in the 
fourteenth century B.c.5 Some scholars favor a date early 
6 in that century. The Sixation of date is aided by the ref-
erences to Shuppiluliuma, a Hittite king who ruled from about 
1350 B.c., 7 and by a stela found in this archaeological leve18 
'\-7hich -was dedicated by the Egyptian Mami \-Tho can hardly be 
1. Gordon, UL~ referring to tablet 118. 
2~ Kenyon, · BA, 155. 
3. Finegan, · LAP, 146. -
4 • . Kapelrud, ERST, 17, 18. 
5 • Ibid . , -18 • · 
6 . Gordon:, UL, x; Finegan·; LAP, -146, - fifteenth or early fourteanth. 
7: Hrozny, · Art~, 605; - Schaeffer, CTU, 17. 
8 . Dussaud, RS, 25, dates from the fifteenth to the twelfth 
centuries. 
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1 dated earlier than 1350 B.C. In the nature of the case the 
literature is older than the tablet on which it is wri tten, 
for material had to prove its worth in the oral lore of the 
people before it was written by the difficult means of 
writing of that day. Since the literature is largely the-
ological, it is probable that the oral life of the literature 
had been long before there was need for written copies. 2 
Before the Ugaritic literature could be utili zed by 
modern scholars, the previously unknown script had to be 
deciphered. It was found to be an alphabetic script written 
in the cuneiform manner.3 When the previously unknown lan-
guage was analyzed, its Semitic nature was apparent. It is 
close to Hebrew,4 though more ~ecisely it may be closer 
to Amorite or Aramaic.5 However, it shows semantic and 
syntactic peculiarities which were either developed independ-
ently or were related to Semitic dialects which are little 
known or unknown.6 There are still many lexical and gram-
matical difficulties, and the translations and interpretations 
are far from definitive, and the culture lying behind the 
literature has not been adequately comprehended or appraised. 
However, the broad outlines are clear and they provide adequate 
1. 
2. 
~: 
5· 6. 
Dussaud, RS, 25, 28. 
Kapelrud, BRST, 144; one of the temples is much older than 
the other. 
Obermann, UM, xi. 
Ibid., xii. 
I"'66Cr • , XV • 
Ibid., xii. 
data for this study. This is re-enforced by the frequency 
of the appearance of the concepts under consideration. 
The extant literature contains prose and poetry. The 
greater part is religious. It presents mythological com-
positions about the gods and legends in which men are the 
16 
chi ef characters with the gods minglj_ng with them. In addition 
there are some shorter texts whi ch give lists of gods, sac-
rifices, and rituals. Other brief texts are letters, dip-
1 loma tic exchanges, administrative notes, veterj_nary pre scrip-
t . d . t . 2 1ons, an 1nven or1es. The major part of the literature is 
the poetic material regarding Baal and 'Anat. The shorter 
poetic texts are: "The Birth of Gods, 11 "The 1-I'edding of 
Nikkal and the Moon, 11 "The Legend of Krt," and 11 The Legend 
of Aqht. "3 
The reliability of the literature is demonstrated by 
the fine agr•eement between the Baal- 'Anat texts and the cult 
objects uncovered by archaeologists. 4 That the religion ·was 
decidedly of fertility character :ts shown by numerou~ siggs. 5 
The use of the religious poems in cultic dramas is made 
probable by a cylinder-seal which has been found. On this 
seal is depicted a scene of priests wear:tng masks while 
1. Taxation, conscription, professional guilds, land ovmer-
ship, rations, wages, etc.; cf. Schaeffer, CTU, 36f. 
2. Gordon, UL, v. 
3. Loc . . cit. 
11 ~ Kapelrucl, BRST, 21. -
5. Ibid., 20; Schaeffer, CTU, 46f. 
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ff i "f' " . 1 o er ng sacrl · lce. 11 The Legend of Krt" tells 2 of a temple 
tov7er where Kin__g Krt offered sacrifice. In the ruins of the 
Baal ti3mple, the archaeologists have found evidence that such 
a tower actually existed.? 
2. Its Importance and Relevance to this Study. 
The importance of this literature lies in the fact that 
it is an authentic corpus of pagan Semitic literature from a 
pre-Israelite time and from the immediate vicinity of Canaan.4 
Not; only that, it "\vas the first authentic material of the 
type to be found5 and constitutes the most important corpus 
of ancient literature found in this century. 6 It makes, 
therefore, a precious contribution to the archaeology of the 
Bible lands~ 7 even more important than the Amarna Tablets~ 8 
for j_t completely renovated modern knowledge of Phoenician-
_Canaanite mythology. 9 For Biblical studies its discovery is 
of revolutionary importance10 because it gives reliable in-
- - - - " 
formation regarding early Canaanite beliefs and, thereby 
furnishes valid external evidence for research. 11 It presents 
the mythology of Baalism in epic detail Which is a revelation 
1. Kapelrud, BRST, 22. 
2 ~ Line 156f. 
3. Kapelrud:, ERST, 18; 58. 
4~ Obermann~ UM, xvii. 
5. Loc. cit. · 
6~ Gordon, UL~ ix; · Dussaud, RS, 118. 
7. Kenyon, · BA, · 164 ~ 
8~ Dussaud, RS, 14. 
9. Ibid.; 67. 
10. Finegan, LAP, 146. · 
11. Schaeffer, CTU, 37. 
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regarding the paganism which confronted the religion of 
Israel and which drew the fierce attack of the Hebrew prophets. 
The relevance of Ugaritic materials to thi·s study may 
be seen in the fact that Ugaritic has a cognate of the Hebrew 
7 7 :J ':), and it appears several times in the litera tur'e. 
The Sumerian concepts noted in the preceding section are 
1 found here in greater detail. That some of the ideas were 
borrowed from Sumer is made probable by the fact that Sumerj.an 
was taught in the Ugaritic school 2 where the tablets were 
found. Several Sumerian dictionaries were found. among the 
tablets. 3 The ideas of the people of Ugarit, whether original 
or borrowed, were diffused from there throughout Canaan, as 
well as to other lands. This belief arises from the fact 
that Ugarit was cosmopolitan as is evidenced by the seven 
languages which appear in the tablets found there. 4 Some of 
the ideas found in Ugaritic literature may belong to the com-
mon thought patterns of the ancient Near East. 5 In view of 
these facts, this literature contains concepts which are 
either lineal or correlative in their relation to the prev-
alent ideas of the time of Jeremiah. Therefore, to know w:b_a t 
Jeremiah meant when he used the word 7 7 ') 5 , it must not be 
1. In research they were observed here and traced to the 
Sumerian~ 
2~ Albright, SAC, 9 . 
3. Kenyon, BA, 157. 
4. Schaeffer, CTU, 38, · 39; Gord.on, UL, 123, lists: Ugaritic, 
Hurrian, Babylonian, Egyptian, Hittite, and Cypriote. 
5. Cf. Lauha, Z, 79f. 
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understood in its common meaning alone. The context of its 
etymology is helpful but not enough. The semantic value of 
its older cognate will throvT light on its earlier use and 
reveal connotations which would not be noticed if these con-
cepts were not known. Semantic relatives often are not 
etymological relatives, but they throw light upon usage 
though the idea is expressed by a very dissimiliar semanteme. 
For these reasons t his study has noticed certain ideas of the 
Sumerians 1-1hich were expressed in words which were not cognate 
to 7 7 :; 51 and had little apparent semantic relation to it . 
In the Ugaritic cognate of J 79~ there may be found the 
etymological antecedents of . 7 7 ~ Y and its semantic relation 
to Sumerian which did not have its cognate. A study of the 
Ugaritic 1 then, will greatly multiply the possible connotations 
which Jeremiah's use of J7"J:fmay have had. 
3. 
a.. 
(1) 
( 2) 
1. 
2. 
The Pertinent Passa~es. 
Tne Baal -Anat Text s. 
The Maiden Anath follows, 
While Baal leaves for Zaphon 1 s sumnd t . 1 
Tnere , she is ·off on her way 2 Unto Baal upon Zaphon's summit. 
Passages wi ll be referred to by the abbreviation of the 
book giving the translat i on quoted and the passage 
designa t ion us-ed by that book . Other designations follow . 
(DL uses the same designat ion ·as UH, LvffiA) ANET, II.AB. 
i v. 18, 19 . ; UL, 5l.IV . 18, 19 . 
ANET, II. AB .V. 84, 85; UL, 5l .V. 85 . 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
( 8) 
Qui ckly the house shalt thou build 
Quickly shalt l"aise up the pa[Iacii/ I 
I n the mids t of the fastness of Zaphon . -
The sweet -voiced youth doth s ing 2 Of Baal i n the Fastness of Zaphon . 
Come , pray, and I wi ll reveal i t 
I n the midst of my mount Godly Zaphon; 
In the sanctuary, mount of my portion3 I n the pleasance, the hill I possess . · 
vH10 drave Baal from the He ights of Zaphon. li 
There , she is off on her 1my 
To Baal of the Summi t of Zaphon . 5 
There, they are off on their wayc 
To Baal of the Summit of Zaphon. 0 
(9 ) Picks up Pu i ssant Baal, 
(10 ) 
(11) 
(12) 
Sets h im on Anath ' s shoulder . 
Up to zaphon ' s Fastness she bri~gs him, 
Bewails him and buries him too, 
Str•aightway Ashtar8 the Tyrant 
Goe s up to the Fastness of Zaphon 
(And) s its on Baal Puissant's throne. 9 
So Ashtar the Tyrant · ·d.eclal"es: 10 11 I 1ll not reign in Zaphon 's Fastness ... 
11 Returning to Baal of Zaphon ' s Fastness .-
1 . ANET, I I .AB.V.ll6 -ll7; TIL, 5l.V.ll7. 
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2 . ANET, V~AB.A.20 , 21 ; DL, Cnt.I. 21 . 
3 . ANET, V. AB . C, 26f . ; UL, cnt.II I , 27 ( •.. ,God of Sa pan, ... ); 
res t ored by UL in (nt . ix . III~l6 -1 8 . 
4. ANET, V. AB .D, 45; UL, Cnt.IV, 45 . 
5 . A NET, V. A B. D, 8 2 , 8 3 ; -UL , C n t . IV, 8 2 . 
6 . ANET , I.AB.lO, 11 ; UL, 67.1.10. 
7. ANET; I . AB . l3f .; UL, 62 .16 . 
8 . Male . 
9 . ANET , I. AB . 55f . ; UL, 49 .1.29 . 
10. ANET, I. AB . \3 2·:, 63; UL, 49 .I.33, 34. 
11. ATET , I . AB . vi , 12 ; UL, 49 .VI . l2 . 
(13) And so she goes up to Arar, 
Up to Arar and zaphon. 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
(17) 
(18) 
In the pleasance, the Mo£nt of Possession, 
She cries aloud to Baal. 
f H~dd appr~aches him _7 in Sapan. 
f_ _7 Hadd meets him 
_7--of thee, in Sapan.3 
)Il L._ 
Like L J laughe~ in~ _7 gods in Sapan. 
iL" Jry Il Sa.pan. 5 
Toward the Convocation of the Assembly 
In the miL 
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J do not fall 
Do not prostrate yourselves before the Convocation L 
(19) Toward the mountain of Ll7 8 
( 20) 
( 21) 
( 22) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
Toward the Convocation of the Assembly. 
And the lads chance upon the Lady of the Mountain.9 
~hereupon she sets faceJ towar£0the mountain J--number. 
To me let thy legs hasten! 11 L · J the mountain of the cup. 
ANET, IV.AB.iii.30f; TIL, 76.III.30, 31. 
TIL, rnt.x.V.4, 5; ANET omits because mutilated. 
TIL, rnt.x.V.l7, 18; ANET omits. 
DL, 5l.VII.5, 6; ANET omits. 
UH, lnt.IV.63; ANET omits ten mutilated lines in V.AB.D. 
UL, 137.13-16; ANET, III, AB, B.l3-16. 
ANET renders Lala. 
UL, 137.20 ,21; ANET, III, AB.20, 21. 
TIL, ~"nt, II.5; ANET, V~AB.B.4, rendered "And met the 
picked fighters in ••• u 
10. 
11. 
UL, tnt.ix.II.23, 24; ANET omits. 
UL, rnt.ix.III.ll; ANET omits. 
_f 
22: 
( 23) 
In the midst of the mountai n ~ 
Then he sitLS face toward?Lt n_7, God of Mercy, 
He enters the abode of >r 1 
And comes to the domicile of the Kingl, Father of Snm. 1 
( 24) f J the builder of stone----- 2 _7 and the mountain of my loins. 
( 25) Again Baal ~ , 
His h£01J:..7 voice_.L 
J his J earth 
I shall invade f= . ~mountains. 
The early ones, the back ~ 
The enemies of Baal seize the 
The foes of Hadd, the fringes 
J 
_7 they jump • 
forests 
of the mountains.3 
( 26) Then surely set face 
Toward the mountain of Trgz~4 
Toward the mountain of Trmg 6 Toward the furrow of the ---- of the earth. 
Lift up the mountain on the h1nds 
The hill on top of the palms. 
(27) Then t:Sy face shalt thou set toward the mountain of 
Knkny. 
( 28) 
( 29) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
s. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
10-
11. 
Lift the mountain on the hand§ 
The hill on top of the palms. 
He roams the mountain in mourning. 10 
Also ~"Anat goes 
And treads every mountain in the midst of the earth. 11 
UL, rnt.ix.III.2lf; ANET omits. 
UL, Cnt.x.V.ll, 12, ANET omits. 
DL, 5l.VII.30-37; ANET, II.AB.vii.30-37. 
ANET renders "Targhuzizza." 
ANET renders "Tharumegi.u . 
ANET renders '~Loam. 11 . 
UL, 51, VIII.lf; ANET, II.AB.viii.lf. 
ANET renders 11Kankaniya. 11 
UL, 67.V.l2-14; ANET, I*.AB.v.l2-14. 
UL, 67.vJ:.l7; ANET, I*.AB.vi.l7, 11 He cuts a gash with 
a stone.u ---
UL, 67.VI.27; ANET, I*.AB.vi.27. 
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(30) 
(31) 
The mountain in mourning she roams. 1 
I was going and roaming 
Every mountain in the midst of the earth. 2 
(32) She goes up into the mountai~ ~f Mslmt 
Into the mountain of Flight. ' 
(33) And recline on thy mountain In~b 
Thou art her mountain, I know. 
b. 
(1) 
( 2) 
(3) 
(4) 
( 5) 
1 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
The Legend of Krt. 
To a woman's dirg~, 0 father, ~ song? 
For thee, father, weeps the6mount of Baal, Zaphon, the sacred circuit. 
For_the, father, weeps the mount of Baal, 
ZaLPhiln, the sacred circuit.' 
Hear, 0 carpenter god, IlLS_l-Ils, 
Carpenter of the house of Baal 
And thy wives, the carpenter goddesses! 
Go up to the shoulders of the buildings 
To the top of the structures 
The three-or you, my little ones L Jto the mountain----C 
And govern (like) the Lrnougltains? 9 
And govern (like) the mountains?10 
UL, 62.2; ANET, I.AB.2, 11 She ~uts a gGsh 1-Tith a stone. 11 
UL, 49.II.l5, 16; ANET, I.AB.li.l5, 1 • 
ANET renders in other places 11 possession. 11 
UL, 76.III.28, 29; ANET, omits (preceding IV.AB.iii 30). 
TJL , 6 . 9 , 10 • -
Al'TET, KRT. C. i. 5-7; UL, 125.6-7, 11;§z the women, 0 Father, 
in the heights (Who) mourn thee, Father, in the mountain 
of Baal Sa pan? 11 
ANET, KRT.C.ii.l06, 107; UL, 125.107, 11 The mountains of 
Baal Sa§~~ will vTeep for thee, 0 Father. 11 
UL, 126.IV.llf.; ANET omi.ts the last two lines (following 
KRT.C.iv.l5). 
UL, 127.30; ANET omits from KRT.C.vi as unintelligible. 
UL, 127.44; ANET same as preceding. 
(6) 
(7) 
c. 
d. 
(1) 
( 2) 
And go up to the top of a ~o wer; 
Bestride the top of the walLf_l; 
Lift up thy hands to heaven, 
Sacrifice to Bull, thy father El; 
Honor Baal '\-Ti th thy sacrifice, 2 3 Dagon's Son with thine oblation. ' 
He went up to the top of a tower, 
Bestrode the toE of the wall; 
Lifted up his Lhagl~s to heaven, 
Sacrificed to Bull, his father El; 
Honored Baal with his sacrifice, 5 6 Dagon's Son with his LQ£7lation. ' 
The Legend of Aqht. 
Their face-----------~ _7 
Their face ~ J 
My-----------~ _7 7 
I bring you news, DauLiel _7. 
The Non-mythological Religious Texts. 
~ yrs.fj ; ws1}ar ~ v' ; ·y 
starte; liLT J -Baal; Resnef; Dd.ms; Assembl~ of the 
Gods; Sea; utst; Wnr; Milkgm; Dusk; )Il-Sapan; Il-~i_7b; 
..>I1; Dagan; {rest broken). 
God of rBethel); congregation of the God 1s, Assembly of 
the Gods; ~ukamuna-and-Snm; )Il-and-Asherah; Hanan-Jil; 
Nsbt-)Il; ~lm- }Il; >r1-g~, )Il-Add; Baal-~pan, Baal-
Ugarit; by t§e spear of lil; by the nit of iil; by the 
club of 1Il; 
(3) Baal-Sapan: a head of small cattle.10 
1. UL reads 11 Tor. 11 
2. UL reads 11victuals. 11 
3. Al'l'ET, ICRT .A. ii. 74-79 ; UL, Krt 74-79. 
4. UL reads 11 Tor. " 
5. UL r.eads 11victuals. 11 
6. ANET, KRT.A.iv.l66f.; UL, Krt 166f. 
7. UL, 1 Aqht 83-86; ANET omits as mutilated and obscure. 
8. UL, 17.1-11; ANET omits these t exts. 
9 . UL, 107.1-12. 
10. UL, 1.10. 
(4) 
(5) 
( 6) 
(7) 
(8) 
_7 for Sapan: a large beaLSt~1 
L _7 on the Altar ~f Baal L _7 
A small beast for Sapan. 
A large beast: 
A large beast: 
Sapan. 3 
4 Sapan. 
And a head of small cattle _7: Baal-Sapan L 
4. The Literary Contexts. 
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_7.5 
A perusal of the passages cited in the preceding section 
reYeals points of contact with the discussion of Sumerian 
concepts which were presented as a background for this study. 
However, these passages assume more meaning if they are seen 
in the context of the story of which they are a part. Other 
passages seem irrelevant, but their pertinence will be made 
clear in this and the following sections. 
The passages from the Baal-Anat texts may be set in this 
context: 
We hear that Baal is enthroned among t~e7gods on the mountain in the north ( 1 ~ ~ t::J "'l/,). ' If 
anyone wishes to have access to him, he must look 
for him there, whether it be Mot's messenger ad-
vancing his complaint, 8 or ~nat, who laughingly 
1. UL, 3.34. 
2. UL, 3.41, 42. 
3. UL, 9.4. 
4. UL, 9.7. 
5. UL, 9.14. 
6. Kapelrud's references have been correlated with the above 
passages and their number substituted. in the following 
notes. "context" means that Kapelrud refers to a larger 
passage • . 
7. a.l, a.8. 
8. a.l context. 
brings him the glad tidings that a temple is to 
be erected for ~im. 1 The builder of divine abodes 
comes to $afon, and Baal bids him build a temp'e 
on the mountain to the north ( 7 :> ':5 5l 1 I Y). 
The temple is built, and Baal lives in his abode 
on the mountain. Sacrifices are arranged, and 
turbulent festivals held for the gods, accompanied 
by an abundance4of wine being consumed and fertility-rites observed. The gods on ~fon · ( 7:) '5 :::J. o ~X ) 
walk in procession and enter the temple in state.5 . 
Thereafter follows Ba~l 1 s ascension to the throne: 
11 I have become king!" 
But in time also Baal's turn arrives to de-
scend into the ground as it was previously Mot's, 
and, accompanied by weeping and mourning, he disap-
pears. c Anat fetches him and buries him on ~fon' s 
mountain, und.er7observation of all prescribed mourning-rites. So closely is Baal bound up with 
the mountain of the north, that he not only has 
his temple built and his throne erected there, but 
also has his bul"•ial-gl"ound there. 
His throne on the mountain in the north does 
not, hovTever, remain unoccupied. One of 'Atrt 1 s 
sons seats himself o§ the throne of Baal and de-
clares himself king. But no condition is ever-
lasting in the old cultic ritual of Ugarit, so 
closely connected with the change of the seasons 
as it is. Baal embarks on a contest with Mot and 
his abettors. On 7 9 ~ 5I II 5 , 9 the very mountain 
stronghold of the gods, the f i ght between the gods 
. opens, the struggle, as to who is to be king on 
the mountain in the north10 Baal is .victorious, and Mot must go in his grave. 
1. a.2 context. 
2. a .2. 
3. a.3. 
4. Between a .3 and a.24; Sapan is not mentioned in II. 
AB.vi. 
5. a.25 context, a.30 context. 
6. a .25 context. 
7. a.9 context. 
8. a.lO. 
9 . a.l2 context. 
10. Kapell"'Ud, JS, 101, 102. 
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It would seem that El (or Il) had previously been the 
chi ef god of the Ugaritic panthe on , but at the time of the 
texts had retired to some distance. 1 He was honored and some 
decisions 1-1ere left to him, but it v7as Baal ·Hho vTas 11 ki ng of 
the gods •112 Baal -vms a young god ivho had no 11house 11 or 
temple, probably because he had been imported from a foreign 
country i n comparatively recent times . 3 \--Then Baal was im-
ported and became a popular god, the old god El became more 
remot e. 4 Though the meaning of Baal's des i re to have a house 
i s quest i oned, 5 it seems to refer to the intense cultic and 
historical struggle of the new god for status and a shrine. 6 
Corollaries of the house buildj_ng motif are the alliance of 
gods with Baal and the alliance of other gods 1-Tith his arch 
enemy, Mot. Their enmity is portrayed as irreconcilable; 
agreement and compromise was unthinkable.7 Annihilation or 
unqualified submission was the only termination.8 
~Le Legend of Krt, commonly vocalized Keret, is the 
story of king Krt who lost his entire family: brothers, 
wife, and children. While moaning his plight, he fell asleep 
and in a dream El appeared. El prescribed certain rituals 
1. Kapelrud, BRST, 133, Obermann.,Art., 25. 
2. Kapelrud, BRST, 133; 
3. Dussaud, RS, 69; cf. Go~don, UL, 10. 
4. Kapelrud, BRST, 136. 
5. Obermann, UM, 6. 
6. Kapelrud, BRST 137. 
7. Obermann, UM, 4; cf. Gordon, L'iBA, 5-26, regarding the 
story of the Baal-Anat texts. 
8. Obermann, UM, 4. 
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to be fulfilled and told Krt to make an expedition to Udm, 
whose king, Pbl, had a beautiful daughter, Hry. After Krt 
besieges Udm, Pbl will permit Hry to marry him and she will 
bear him offspring that his line may be preserved. This 
dream was carried out and the pantheon attended the v7edding. 
Another section tells of Krt 1 s illness and recovery. 1 ~ne 
tablets containing this legend are of particular interest 
because one has a colophon which says it was copied during 
the reign of Niqmadd who ruled in Ugarit aroung 1365 B.C. 
n~at it contains a core of history is probable. 2 
TI~e Legend of Aqht is that of King Daniel who had no 
son. To secure a son he wined and dined the gods ivho inter-
ceded with El and secured his blessing for Daniel and his 
wife, Dnty. In due time they J.wd a model son, Aqht. While 
hunting with a bow which was given to his father by a god, 
Aqht met Anat v7ho desired his bow. She instigated a plot 
whereby a god, Uptn, turned into an eagle killed Aqht. 
Daniel through the help of Baal secured Aqht 1 s remains from 
the entrails of an eagle, that they may be buried. Aqht 1 s 
sister, Pght, started out to kill the assassin, Yptn, but the 
remainder of the text is fragmentary so the outcome is not 
knovm.3 This story is mol"e mythological than the Legend of 
Krt and probably has less historical core.4 
1. Gordon, UL, 66, 67; cf. Gordon, LWBA, 28-32. 
2. Pritchard, ANET, 142. 
3. Gordon, UL, 84, 85; Gordon, L'•TBA, 33-43. 
4. Pritchai"d, ANET, 149. 
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The passages from the non-mythological religious texts 
are excerpts from lists of gods, sacrifices, and rituals. 
5. The Concepts. 
a. T'ne North. 
Though ~pn, 1 the cognate of 7 7 _:) 5', occurs repeatedly, 
it is not given a directional rendering by the translators. 
A few occurrences2 of the term could possibly be rendered by 
"the north" or 11 of the north," but this meaning does not seem 
the most apt, even when the passages are considered alone and 
certainly not when considered in the light of other usage. 
The term epn usually occurs with a combining form which 
alternates between srrt and ~.3 These words are variously 
rendered: "mount, 11 11height(s),n 4 11 crest, 11 "summit," or 
"fastness.u5 A consideration of these terms, in the light of 
the Sumerian ideas of a thousand years earlier which show a 
relation between "up 11 and "north,n suggests that the remote-
ness expressed by these terms for inaccessible mountain tops 
may be rendered ''recesses. " 6 ~rrt and ~ would be synonyms 
used for vari ety or parallelism. If this were followed, 
these combined forms could be translated "the recesses of the 
north." 
Though the word "north11 does not appear in the translations, 
............, 
1. So transliterated in UH though ANET would presuppose ZPHN. 
2. a. 13, 14, 15, 16; b.l, 2; d.l, 2, 3, 8. 
3. a.l-4, 6-12. 
4. Obermann, Art., 26. 
5. Gordon, UL, UH; Pri tchard, ANET. 
6. But see next pa~agraph. 
~pn does stand for concepts which are related to the older 
SUmerian ideas. It is possible that a translation could be 
made which '\vould make this directional orientation clear. 
However, the concepts "'·Tere more concrete in Ugarit than in 
Sumer and. the scholars 1 rendering of l;lpn as a Pl"oper name 
is preferable. This will be more apparent upon examination 
of other factors. In certain passages1 the need for a proper 
name to give concreteness to the concept seems very strong. 
At a later time l''el ~:tgtons were connected with definite lo-
cat i ons, and a defini te place is needed. to satisfy the 
language here. Though there are no grammatical reasons why 
the phrases :?rrt li!Pn and. ~ :;;pn cannot be translated. "the 
recesses of the north, 112 they ought not to be so translated 
for semantic reasons. 11 Recessesn is a possible meaning of 
~rrt, but it appears to be clesely synonymous with ~ 
"1-Ihich seems definitely to mean 11 heights. n3 
To summarize, a study of the Ugaritic use of $pn and 
attempts to give it directional meaning reveal it is not 
directional in its primary sense. A review of other concepts 
will show its relation to direction and will show the defi-
niteness of the word. 
b. The Mountains. 
The word 11mountain 11 occurs in the Ugaritic literature 
1. a.5, 13; b.l, 2; d.l, 2, 8. 
2. Gordon, Letter. 
3. Loc. cit. 
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in a context very similiar to that observed in the Sumerian. 
The gods frequented the mountains. 1 It was there that the 
divine assemblies were held. 2 The seat of divine govern-
ment seems to have been a mountain. 3 The gods met in combat 
on the mountains4 and entered the under world through an 
opened mountain. 5 The wanderings of the grief-stricken were 
6 
on the mountains. One goddess is so closely identified 
with a mountain she was called "The Lady of the Mountain."7 
The translators hav? taken certain words which are closely 
associated with mountains to be proper names. 8 Inbb is 
Anat's mountain. 9 Trmg is the mountain where Mot lived or 
along the road there. 10 Particular•ly associated with the 
name of Baal is the v70l?d )ipn. 11 If it was a mountain, it 
greatly strengthens the place of mountains in the thought of 
Ugarit because that word occurs repeatedly in a context 
referring to gods. 12 This question will receive further 
consideration in the next section·. The words O?rrt and mrym 
1. Passages: a.5, 13, 19-33; b.l-5. 
2. a.17, 18. 
3. Cf. a .13, 19, 23; b. 4, 5. 
4. a. 24. 
5. a.26, 27; Gordon, UL, 37n. 
6. a.28-31; b.1, 2. 
7. a. 20. 
8. a.5, 13 (?), 26, 27, 32, 33; b.l, 2. 
9. a.33; Gordon, TIL, 52. 
10. a.26; Gordon, UH, glossary 2219. 
11. a.l-13; b.l, 2; d.2, 3, 5, 8; Gordon, U1I, glossary 1744; 
Kapelrud, ERST, 57f; Eissfeldt, BZ, lf. 
12. a.-1-16; b.l, 2; d.1-8. 
seem to denote ideas applicable to mountains. 1 Mountains, 
or a mounta in , occupied such an important place in Ugaritic 
rel igious thought they had a tm.zer j_n the temple of Baal 
which evidently was a cultic symbol.2 
c. Sapan . 
The Ugari tic cognate of 7 7 ::J 5 is transliterated ~pn3 
and vocalized 11 sQ1pan, 114 11 safon, 11 5 and 11 zaphon. 11 6 It is used 
alone 7 and ¥71th combining forms "YThich indicate height or re-
8 
moteness . The letters ~pn occur in a difficult mutilated 
passage. 9 Though the current translation obscures it, the 
transliteration, "yd::mnhm. tliym_ r J 
l?Phm E : J" shm·l s it is deserving of further study.lO 
Sapan also appears as part of the compound proper names of 
deity: )Il-Sapan, 11 Baal-Sapan, 12 Baal-mrym-Sapan, l3 Baal-
:;Jl'rt-Sapan, l4 and Baal-b§rrt-Sapan. 15 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
lf • 
s. 
6 . 
7. 
8. 
9 . 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
The god Baal is connected vTi.th Sapan j_n context as well 
Gordon, UH, 266, 267. 
b.6, 7; Kapelrud, ERST, 18, 58. 
Gordon, ill-!; Kapelrud, ERST; Eissfeldt, EZ. 
Gordon, DL; Kapelrud, ERST. 
Kapelrud, JS, 101, 102. , ;, 
Pritchard, ANET; Eissfeldt, BZ; Lauha, Z; cf. 1Tf 0 5 c; 0 r o v', 
accusative of ~ o' 1 o s , dark( in Hom. Od. ix. 25f, x .190f. 
a.5 (if il is an adjective), 13-16; b.l, 2 (in ANET 
translation); d.4-7. 
Srrt or m~~ a.l-4, 6-12. 
Passage 11 c \1 Aqht 84). 
So, Gordon, UH, glossary 1744 . 
a.l7; d.l. cr. a.5. 
b.l, 2 (one translator separates by comma, see notes); 
d.2, 3, 8. 
a.2, 7, 8 . 
a .12. 
a .4. 
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as in compound words. Baal lived on Sapan; 1. there he ruled2 
and had his temple built.3 In mortal combat he fought there,4 
and when he was killed CAnat brought him there for burial.5 
Baal calls himself il ~pn, 11 god of Sapan~" 6 In this passage 
the vlord "my mountain" is significantly qualified, apposition-
ally by this expression, il tpn.7 Since Baal is speaking, 
the relation of Baal, mountains, and Sapan is established. 
Baal is the god who inhabited a mountain knm.m as ~pn. He 
\vas referred to as Baal-b§rrt-Sapan, 8 "Baal in the heights9 
of (mount) Sapan," Baal-~rrt-Sapan, 10 Baal-~-Sapan. 11 
Usage 110uld tend to shorten this to Baal-Sapan12 and the 
parallel expression . )Il-Sapan. 13 The close ident7,:"ty of Baal 
and hj_s mountain, Sapan, in time allowed Sapan to stand for 
Baa1. 14 Baal's relation to his mountain is seen in the tower 
in his temple in Ugar:i.t from which sacrifices were offered to 
him. 15 This "tva s the cul tic Sapan which stood as a symbol of 
the mythological Sapan and of the geographic Sapan. No doubt 
1 • a .1' 2' 1~ ' ·s' 7, 8' 13. 
2. a.6, 10, 11; Obermann, UM, 49. 
3. a.3; Obermann, UM, 53. 
4. a.6. 
5. a.9. 
6. a.5; Kapelrud., ERST, 57~ 
7. Obermann, UM, 51. 
8 .• a.4. 
9 Or: crest, fastness, summit, top; so in follmving. 
·• t. di t • t II • If 10. a.l2; same transla 10n as prece . ng excep om1 1n. 
11. a.2, 7, 8; same translation as preceding. 
12. b.l, 2 (see notes); d.2, 3, 8. 
13. a .17; d .1. 
14. d.l.~ -7; Kapelrud., BRST, 57 J. JS J. 102. 
15. b.6, 7; Kapelrud, BRST, 1~, 5b. 
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Baal was supposed to live here, when at the same time he was 
regarded as l i ving on mount Sapan. 
The texts have given the name Sapan and show its relation 
to Baal, but they do not give the origin of the name, why it 
was as so cia ted vTi th this particular deity, or the identity of 
the mountain. To answer this lack other factors must be ob-
served. The directional connotations of the occurences of 
~pn have been shovm to be weak in any easel and in some cases 
its concreteness practically demands a proper name. 2 Since 
the cognates of :;:pn with a directional meaning occur only in 
the West Semitic languages and not in the East Semitic lan-
guages,3 it seems probable that some geographical object 
became sufficiently well known to serve as a directional 
land mark as D 7 "sea" for "west" and 
-r' . , :-:1 ;; J 11 driedn 
. . " ' 
or "pal''ched" for "south." That Baal vTas known in Palestine, 
south of Ugarit, is obvious in Biblical history. At some 
early date, the name of his mountain serving as his name by 
identity became the name of the important god of the north. 
Later the distinction became clearer, but different from the 
original distinction: Baal was the god, 7 7 ':J Cf was the di-
rection.4 This distinction may have been begun before the 
extant Ugari tic tablets were made. Since Ugari t -vms cos-
mopolitan, the importation and exaltation of a new god would 
1. Section 11 a, 11 11 The North," above. 
2. Passages: a.5, 13; b.l, 2; d.l, 2, 8. 
3. Lauha, Z, 9 . 
4. Dussaud, RS, 69. 
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be a topic of conversation for travelers to the south . This 
event, though comparatively recent, must have oc curred a con-
siderable time before the tablets were written, because the 
struggle had succeeded to the point that Baal had a temple. 
During this period, prior to 1360 B.C., the distinction be-
tween Baal and the direction of his residence \-Tould have had 
t i me to start in the southern territory. 
If this theory is true, an examination of the Hebrew 
usage of 7 7 J;_J.5" may reveal traces of the older meaning . This 
will be done in succeeding sections of this work. Further, 
one may look in the Ugaritic literature, which contains the 
earliest cognate of 7 J 9:5, for possible etymology. 
_ As noticed above ~is best treated as a proper name. 
It could have been coined, but coined words are made to 
express some meaning and would, therefore, have an etymology, 
though it may be unknown. Sometimes proper names are common 
nouns which have come to mean the thing par excellence. Since 
~pn is the mountain of Ugaritic religious thought, it may be 
the 1-1ord for "mountain" or a synonym. It has been suggested 
that ~pn means, literally "height.ul Possibly, as lexicog-
raphers2 and grammarians3 suggest for 1 7:9 ~, it was derived 
from the Ugaritic cognate of 17.9 :f, "to shine, 11 "to be 
bright," "to watch," 11 to peer," "to look forth, 11 from which 
1. Obermann, UM, 51. 
2. Koehler, KB, 812; see below for other opinions. 
3. H. Bauer and P. Leander cited by Lauha, Z, 10. 
verb comes the place name ;7 9 55 h , both common1 and proper 
noun, 2 in the sense of 11 watchtower, 11 "mountain fort," 11 look-
out,11 or 11 elevation. 11 3 
11e must therefore assume that just like Hebrew Ramah 
("heightu), Mizpeh/Mizpah ("look-out"), Gibeon ~ 11 hilJ.!,, 
so Ugaritic SPN became the name for a definite 1 ele-
vation,11 and that this "elevation'' or 11 pl~tform11 
was believed to be the topos of the gods. . 
This theory of c. ep-ymology will find confirmation, as will 
another, after the identity of the mountain is considered. An 
Amarna Tablet , from shortly after the Ugaritic tablets were 
vTri tten, 5 refers to a Canaanite place by the name Zapuna. 6 In 
the Israelite tribe of Gad there was a height called Saphon 
or Zaphon, 7 but j_t was hardly that important. The Assyrian 
king, Tiglathpileser III, (c.745-728) in his annuals mentions 
a mountain named ba-)-li-~a-pu-na in the general area of 
Lebanon and north Syria wi thout more precise locat i on . Like-
i·T i se Sarg on II (c. 722-706) names the large mountain ba- ; - i l-
?a-pu-na.8 The statement of the location of the later permi ts 
bel i ef that it i-JaS located near Ugarit. 9 
If the ol"'iginal in_habi tants of Ugari t did not share the 
common oriental idea of the gods l i ving on the mountains of 
1 • 2 Ch . 20 . 2L! ; Is • 21 . 8 • 
2. Josh. 15.38; 18.26; Judg. 11 . 22; 21.1; 1 S 7.5; 22.3; 1 K 
15.22; 2 Ch. 16.6; Jer. 40.6; Hosea 5.1. 
3. So: Obermann, Art., 24. 
4. Obermann, Art., 25. 
5. About 1325 B.C. 
6. Amarna 174.16 cited by Paton, Art. C, 180. 
7. Josh. 13.27; Judg. 12.1. 
8. Lauha, z, 11; Eissfe1dt, BZ, 6; Paton, Art. B, 288 . 
9 . Eissfeldt, BZ, 7. 
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the north, they no doubt had reverence for the mountai.ns 
visible from their town. If this idea came 1-Tith the Canaanite 
and Amor ite invasions of the third millennium, or if it came 
later, it would cause the people to regard with a1-re a near· 
mountain in the north. If this idea prevailed in Sumer away 
from mountains on the north, how strong must it have been in 
Ugarit where a mountain, the modern Jebel Aqra, highest in 
Syria,1 dominates the northern horizon beyond the white cliffs 
of Minet -el-Beida, the port city of Ugarit. 2 It is easy to 
see how this towering "lookout" of the gods may have received 
its name. Also, the pr•imary meaning of tl .:>:!, "to shine, 11 
"to be bright," finds relevance in reference to a mountain 
peak which catches early morning and late evening sunrays 
when the city belovr is dark. 
The fact that Jebel Aqra was shrouded in heavy clouds 
more often than not makes a cognate of J 9 :5, "to hide, 11 
"to treasure up,n a possible root for the derivation of 
Sapan. 3 In that case, it might have meant "the hidden one 
(of the mountains)" or, as infinitive absolute, the one 11hid-
ing" all the mysterious regions north of it, or 11 dark 11 in the 
sense of "mysterious." 
That Baal was the god of rain, storm, and fertility is 
shown by the Ugaritic literature and the artifacts which the 
1. Gaster, T, 170; Schaeffer, CTU, 71, says 1,780 meters. 
2. Schaeffer, CTU, 71. 
3 • BrOivn, BDB, 860 , 861 • 
1 
archaeologists have found. When he was adopted., it -vms no 
wonder Sapan became his mountain for it would be easy to be-
lieve the controller of storms and clouds lived there. 
The name Zaphon is found among the nature gods of the 
later Canaanit es: Shemesh (Sun), Yareah (Moon)., Hadah (or 
Addu or Adad) (Storm)., Resheph (Lightening), Sharabu (Heat), 
Bi rdu (Cold), Selem (Darkness)., Uru (Li.ght), Sheol (The Under 
World), and Dagon (probably: Corn). 2 In that time Saphon 
probably meant 11 The North" and Baal Saphon meant 11 01vner of the 
North" or 11 The Lord of the North." One of the gods mentioned 
in the treaty between Baal, king of Tyre, and Esarhadon, king 
of Assyria., was Baal-sapunu.3 
The feminine form, Baalat Zaphon., is the name of a deity 
worshiped at Memphis in Egypt. 4 
d. Summary. 
The Ugari tic literature provides the most ancient in-
formation regarding the- Canaanite conception of the divine 
abode. It is on top of a mountain in the north.5 This moun-
tain was called 11 Sapan, 11 but it is very doubtful if that word 
ever meant 11 north 11 to the Semites of Ugarit. 6 The name of the 
mountain became interchangeable with the name of the chief god, 
1. Kapelrud, BRST, 93f. 
2. Paton, Art., C, 180f. 
3. Paton, Art., B, 288. 
4. Loc. cit • ., referring to the Sallier Papyrus, 4, 1 rev. 
5. Gaster;-T, 169 . 
6. Obermann., Art., 24. 
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Baal, and possibly more popular because more concrete and 
imposing. Being the god of the north, which by common belief 
was already sacred for more than a thousand years, 1 it was 
only a matter of time until that direction was lmovm in Pal-
estine as ) 7 ~ :5 • 11 Northn vras not the original meaning of 
2 ' . 
that term in Hebr:ew and it is the task of the next section 
to shov7 that it vras not the exclusive meanj_ng in Biblical 
Hebre-vr. 
In contJ•ast to the varying usage of ~apon in HebrevT, 
the meaning of the word remains admirably constant 
in the texts from Ras Shamra. Whatever ~N had 
meant originally to the Ugaritic people, at the 
time of our tablets it came to be a name of tran-
scendental significanse, designating the mythological 
center of their gods. 
Perhaps the closest parallel is that of Zion among the 
Hebrews. However, the Hebrews used their sacred mount as a 
cul tic center as '·lell as conceiving of it as the dwelling 
place of God. Ugarit, being shut in on the north by an 
imposing mountain, concentrated on that mountain the old 
mythology of the north. 
c. The Hebrew Prophets Before Jeremiah. 
1 ~ Amos. 
The only occul"ance of 7 1 ~ S in the book of Amos is purely 
directional. Speaking of the severity of a coming famine of 
God's word, it is said that: "They shall wander from sea to 
1. Since Sumerian times. 
2. Obermann, Art., 24; cf. Eissfeldt, BZ, 16. 
3. Obermann, Art., 25. 
1 
s ea , and f r om north t o east •.• n- Perhaps thi s means from 
the Dead Sea t o the Mediterranean or more g enerally t o t h e 
ends of t h e earth. 2 No r th and east do not r epr esent oppos i te 
di rect ions as one might expect but are the only practical 
di rect i ons to go from Amos' home in Tekoa in time of famine. 
To the south lay the desert and to the west was the sea. In 
thi s famine men shall g o far north (from Tekoa), and, fa i ling 
in their search, they shall go the only practical directi on, 
east. Th e text i s, therefore, not suspect. 
7. 2. ' Isa i ah 1-39 . ~ 
Though the vTord 7 7 :> 5I occurs tvTice in this section of the 
book of Isaiah, there are other passages of importance to th i s 
study. Isa i ah ·Has a more highly educated man than Amos and 
being less isolated knevT the popular thought. He evidences 
knowledge of the popular· ideas ·which have discernible relation 
to earlier ideas. 
(a) 
(1) 
( 2) 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
The Lol"'d Dwells upon ~ M01)ntain. 
4. From the Lord. of hosts, who CJ·Hells on Mount Zion. "-
They shall not hurt or destroy in all my holy mountain .5 
8.12. 
Harper, ICC, 183. 
The question of the division of the book of Isai.ah is not 
critical for this study, therefore the customary divisions 
1-39 , 40-55, 56-66, are here followed although scholars are 
by no means agreed upon them. The difference of time before 
or after Jeremiah is not crucial for the problem of the 
"north ." 
8 .18b . 
11 . 9a. 
(3) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(1) 
( 2) 
(e) 
At that time gifts will be brought to the Lord of hosts ••• 1 to Mount Zion, the place of the name of the Lord of hosts. 
The Lord Will Rule from a Mountain. 
The Lord of hosts will reign on Mount Zion and in2Jerusalem and before his elders he will manifest his glory. 
The House of the Lord is to be There. 
It shall come to pass in the latter days that the mountain 
of the house of the Lord shall be established as the high-
est of the mountains •• 3and say: 'Come, let us go up to the mountain of the Lord.' 
The Lord Works on a Mountain. 
1fuen the Lord has finished all his work on Mount Zion •.• 4 
On this mountain the Lord of hosts will make for all peoples 
a feast ••. and he will destroy on this mountain the .•• the 
hand of the Lord will rest on this mountain. 5 
The Lord Fights on a :Mountain. 
So the Lord of hosts will come dmvn to fight upon Mount 
Zion and upon its hill. Like birds hovering, so the Lord 
of Hosts will protect Jerusalem; he wi61 protect and de-
liver it, he will spare and rescue it. 
These references are not exhaustive but are sufficient to 
show that Isaiah at least used the popular beliefs of the an-
cient east to convey his message. 7 The similiarity to the 
beliefs of Sumer and Ugarit j_s obvious. It is striking that 
Isaiah prescribed a fig poultice8 like that mentioned in the 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8 . 
18.7. 
24. 23b. 
2. 2a, 3a. 
10.12a. 
25.6a, 7a, lOa. 
31.4b, 5. 
These beliefs are not peculiar to Isaiah; cf. Jer. 31.12; 
Ezek. 28.14, 16; Mic. 4.7; Joel 3 (4).17,21; Ps. 2.6; 48.2; etc. 
38. 21. 
1 Ugaritic veterinary prescript ions . This close relation of 
Ugaritic thought and Isaianic thought wi ll r1el p interpret other 
passages. 
Because of the importance of the firs t occurrence of the 
wor d 7 7-:J:f, an extens i ve context will be given. It occurs 
in a taunt against the king of Babylon, that city be i ng men-
tioned before and after2 the passage under consideration. 
Your pomp is brought dovln to Sheol, 
the sound of your harps; 
maggots are the bed beneath you, 
and worms are your covering. 
How wou are fallen from heaven, 
0 Day Star, son of Dawn! 
How you are cut down to the ground, 
you who laid the nat ions low! 
You sa id i n your heart, 
'I wi ll ascend to heaven; 
above the stars of God 
I vTill set my throne on high; 
I will sit on the mount of assembly in the far north~ 
I will ascend above the heights of the clouds, 
I will make myself like the Most High, ' 
But you are brought dmm. to Sheol, 
to the depts of the Pit. 
Those ·Hho see you will stare at you, 
and ponder ovel"' you: 
1 Is this the man vlho made the earth tremble, 
who shook kingdoms , 
-vrho made the 1vorld like a 
desert and overthrew its cities, 
who did not let h i s prisoners go home? 13 
The Babylonian king :l. s poPtrayed as aspiring to the height 
of heights, unreasonable amb i t ion , but wi ll be brought to the 
depths of depths , utter destruction. 4 The Most High occupies 
1 . 2 K .20 .1~ Ugari t ic t exts: 55.28-30; 56 .33-35 . 
2. 14.4, 22. 
3. 14.11-17. 
4. Obermann, Art. , 24; Johnson, Art., 83 . 
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1 
a mountain in the north like Baal-Sapan in Ugaritic mythology, 
or more appropriately lik e An, the chief of the Sumerian-Bab-
ylonian pantheon. 2 The latter is even more probable if this 
were written in Babylonia in the s i xth century as is commonly 
believed.3 That date would also strengthen the view that these 
ancient ideas were common in the time of Jeremiah. Lik e Gil-
gamesh of Sumerian mythology, a man who desired immortality, 
a privilege of the gods, so the king of Babylon desired to 
aggrandize himself. 
The reference to the morning star is an allusion to 
a myth no longer known,4 one identical to the stories of the 
fall of Satan,5 or a direct quotation from the Ugaritic 
parallels6--the fall of Mot, enemy of Baal (Lord). Satan 
and Mot sought to exalt themselves, but thei r abasement was 
complete. 
The expression "I will sit on the mount of assembly in the 
far north" is slightly different in the Septuagint: 7. "I will 
·sit on a lofty mount, on the lofty mountains of the north."S 
This may have been deliberate or it may have read I Y l /J as 
I. 
2. 
?• 
4-· 
5· b. 
~ : 
Johnson, Art., 82; Eissfeldt, BZ, 14£'; Schaeffer, CTU, 71. 
Driver, I, l29n; Gray, ICC, 256, 257; McCurdy, HPM, iii, 4l7n. 
Kapelrud, JS, 104. 
Kapelrud, JS, 104; cf. Bentzen, lOT, i, 242. 
So, categorically, Morgenstern, Art., 109. 
Albright c i ted by Morgenstern; Art., 112. 
Codex B. ~ • 
f) .) )/ ( \ ...... / 7T K "' L 0 f v 0 f ~ L (.../ ~ "7 /\ ~ J <.:: , . L 
0 If '1 (I ~ T ;_ I( f 0 .5 /3 0 f F(_ ~ v. 
' { a.. ' I C.. 
TI 11(?. The meaning of the two passages is about the same, 
but the Septuagint is less specific. It seems very unlikely 
that the unusual expression of the Hebrew should come from the 
more common one suggested by the Septuagint. The word 7 D~r 1 
, 
11 the extremities of, 11 "the inmost recesses of," "the 
most remote regions of,"l,2 is rendered in the Septuagint as 
11 on the lofty mountain of 11 which, to be even a free translation, 
presupposes the myths of the high mountains of the north . The 
7 (\t../ 71)\11 expression here used, 7 v~ ~ 1 J t , corresponds closely 
with the Ugaritic ~rrt ~pn ~n~ mrym ~pn.3 It occurs four other 
. times in the Hebrew Bible4 in similar contexts. It has been 
ta en explicitly to mean 11 the top of Mount Zaphon" of Ugarit.5 
It should be noticed that the context of this occurrence of 
the word 7 7 9 3 is a reference to a foreign king. 6 
The other passage in which {7 f:JS' occurs is an or acle of 
destruction against Philistia. 
Wail, 0 gate; cry, 0 city; 
melt in fear, 0 Phi listia, all of you! 
For smoke comes out of the north, 
and there is no straggler in his ranks.7 
The destroyer is not identified but his direction of 
approach is from the north . The smoke of destroyed c i t i es i s 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
Gesenius , GT, 368 , 369 ; GraK, ICC, 256, 257. 
In verse 15: "the depts of the Pit. 
Kapelrud , JS, 103. 
Exelc . 38.6, 15; 39 .2; Ps. 48 .3. 
Eissfeldt, BZ, 15, referr i ng to this passage; Koehler, KB, 
812, referring to Is. 14.13 and Ps. 48 .3, though not Ezek . 
38.6, 15; 39 . 2. 
Lauha, Z, 50, 51. 
14.31. 
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seen in the north getting nearer as the enemy approachesl or 
it is bl mm do-vm to Philistia covering it vlith a haze as may 
be seen many miles from a forest fire. The allus ion no doubt 
refers to Assyria as the oracle is attributed to the time of 
Ahaz 2 and that date is recognized .3 Howeve r , the id~ntity of 
this foe is not crucial for this study. Though this occurrence 
seems purely directional, it may be more than that s ince it is 
t he Lord 1-rho is the ultimate cause: 1~ From the traditional 
direction of the abode of de i ty comes the divine vis itat ion . 
This circumlocution for "Assyria advances" is not only mor•e 
poetic, it expresses to the popular mind the idea of di vine 
l"etribution . 
Other passages in this section of the book of Isaiah 
v7hich may have con.i':lection with Ugari tic mythology include the 
common use of t he tex•m 11 the Lord of hosts " wh.:..ch may have arisen 
during a pol ytheistic era, as a statement of faith by those 
true to the \Tor•ship of the Lol"d. , or i t may have a continuous 
gene al ogy fl"Om the pantheon of Sumer . An unusual expression , 
"the hos t of height 11 5 is more clearly such a reference. There 
is a clear reference6 to a mythical serpent, Leviathan, ivhich 
probabl y goes back to the serpentine monsters of Babylonian 
1 . 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
5. 
6 . 
Gray, ICC, 269 . 
Verse 28 . 
Gray, ICC, 266, 267 . 
Verses 22, 23, 30 . 
211. 21 , i.d.entified 1-1i th 11 the host of heaven" by Gray , ICC, 
l!r.)~ . 
. f;.. ~ ,.. 
27 .1 ; cf . Job 3 . 8 ; Ps . 74.14; 104.26 ; Enoch 60.7 - 9 , 24f . , 
and 4 Esdl"as 6 . 49 - 52 . 
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mythol ogy though they are given diffei•ent names thei'e . 1 The 
fact that these passag es are usua lly dated later than the rest 
E:t rengthens l"a ther than v7eakens the a mount of thi s type of 
thought in the pre -Je remiah t i mes. 
3 . Zephaniah . 
The only occurrence of t h e 'HOl"d 7l':JS in the book of 
Z 1 • b . . t h 11 F- ~+'b L - d7 il l t ' h t ep_1an:La_ l S ln _e pas sag e: ie L'G. ~e or_:~ ll _ _ __ s r et;c_ ou 
h i s hand against the north, and. destroy As syr i a. 11 2 In t h e 
ora cles against fore ign nations, t h e nat ions are grouped to -
gether: Gaza, Ashk elon, Ashdod, a nd Ekron;3in..hab i tants of the 
seacoast, Cherethites, 4 Canaan, and land of the Phil is tines ;5 
6 Moab and Ammonites. The grouping here is diffel"ent: Ethi-
opians, /7 ::> Y, As syria, and Nineveh. 7 Followi ng this list i ng 
there i s an oracle a gainst Nineveh. In the preceding and 
succeeding chapters the prophet directs oracles against Jeru-
salem. As though to shm-1 that punishment is for evil conduct, 
not by divine failure or demoni c caprice, he announces the 
destruction of known evil nations on the val'•ious sides of 
Jerusalem . The first t1-10 groups seem to be a dual reference 
to the traditional enemy, the Philistines, on the vrest . Tul'•ning 
east he procla i med utter destruction upon Moab and the Ammonites. 
l. Gray, ICC, 451 . 
2. 2.13a. 
3. 2.4. 
4. Southern Philistia; Septuag i nt and Syriac sometimes render 
this word "cretans;" so here. 
5. 2.5. 
6 . 2. 8 . 
7. 2 .12, 13. 
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11 Ethiopains 11 probably is used to refer to Egypt which they had 
ruled until about twenty-five years before Zephaniah. 1 In 
either case they represent the southern quarter. An immediate 
turn refers to the northern qual"'ter vlith increasing specifica-
tion in three steps. (1 ~ S" may be merely direction, but no 
other directions are mentioned by name. It is likely a quasi-
proper name referring to the land near the next mentioned 
country used as a broad term, practically directional. 
There is also a reference to the holy mountain of the 
Lord: "In my holy mountain.u 2 The name of the prophet is 
-vmrthy of notice. It has commonly been held to mean 11 The Lord 
hid, n 11 T"ne Lord hides, 11 or "The Lord is protector, 11 perhaps 
referring to providential protection in a persecution by 1~-
nasseh. Hov1ever, since the discovery of the Ugaritic literature, 
another possibility is presented, namely, that it is a compound 
of i7 7 tl 7 and JJ Further consideration of this will be 17"' c / • 
reserved for a special section on proper names. 
D. The Book of Jeremlah. 
1 • The Evil Coming on Judah. 
Fl"'om his inaugural vision3 Jeremiah learned that destruction 
was coming to Judah. He faithfully proclaimed that truth4 though 
his life was endangered when his enemies sought the death sen-
tence for him.5 The nature of the predictions of destruction is 
1. Smith, ICC, 232. 
2. 3.llc. 
3. 1.13f. 
4. See the many passages cited in Chapter IV of this study. 
5. 26 .11. 
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reserved for consideration in another chapter. The concern here 
is with passages v7hich contain the word J7 :J::f and vrhat is said 
that may contribute to an understanding of that word. 
a . I said, 'I see a boiling pot facing away from the north. 1 
Then the Lord said to me, 'Out of the north evil shall 
break forth upon all the inhabitants of the land. For, 
lo, I am calling all the tribes of the kingdoms of the north.tl 
Three times in this passage from the inaugural vision the 
word } l:) <:5 is used. First, when Jeremiah reports the sight of 
a kettle; literally, "and its faces from faces of northvTard." 
Then, the Lord is bringing "the evil 112 11 from north11 in the 
form of "kingdoms of northward. 11 The fact that the first and 
third have the locative suffix does not keep them from being 
proper nouns for it occurs in such cases,3 but their use hardly 
admits of a proper name: 11 faces 11 and "kingdoms" of Zaphon. As 
the suffix indicates, the term is directional, and it is general . 
It is possible to read the second as "from Zaphon," but, con -
trary to English usage, being without the definite article 
makes it less likely a proper name than if it had the article.4,5 
Moreover it is better to understand this occurrence in accord 
vlith the other•s rather than introducing a definite idea. The 
evil which is to be brought is definite, but the place from 
whence it comes is general . 
1. 1.13b-15a. 
2. With the definite article. 
3. Jouon, GHB, 222-224. 
4. Jouon, GHB, 427; cf. D:lvir!tson, S, 24. 
5. So in other occurrences without the article in Hebrevr. 
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b . Flee for safety, stay rot, for I bring evi l from the north 
and great destruction . 
c. 
d . 
Flee for safety • • fol"' evi l looms out of the north and 
great des truction .~ 
Behold~ a people is coming from the north country, a 
great nation from the fa rthest parts of the earth . 3 
~nese three passages are from the Songs of the Northern 
Peril . The nature of the destruction and the reasons for it 
are given at some length, but the foe i s identified as 11 from 
the north 11 or 11 from the north country. 11 Gramma t ically, the 
first two, which are ident ical Hebrew forms, could be rendered 
11 from Zaphon 11 and the third 11 from the land of Zaphon, 11 if a 
study of history vTould show any reason for it . Without that 
evi dence it is best to regard these as directional r eferences, 
but to say that does not explain why t hat direction vlas chosen 
when the foe is not identified, nor does i t say all that may 
be meant by that direction . That is the p1,.i r pose of this part 
of the study and need not be fully considered here. 
e. Har k, a rumor! Behold, i t comes!--a great commotion out 
of the north country to ma~e the cities of Judah a deso-
l ation , a lair of jackals . 
Grammatically , this otherv1ise unidentified 11 north11 could 
be rendered "from the land of Zaphon. 11 It i s in a g roup of 
1-rarnings, laments, and prayers. 
f . Lift up your eyes and see those who come from the north .5 
1. 4. 6bc . 
2 . 6 . 1 . 
3 . 6 . 22. 
4 . 10.22. 
5 . 13 . 20 . 
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The context of this passage i s broken.l Before it there 
is a passage clearly dated after the fall, but j_t opens an 
oracle on the coming disgl"'ac e of Jerusalem. This, too, could 
be translated "from Zaphon." More precise definition i s not 
given. 
g . Can one break iron, iron from the north, and bJ>onze?2 
In the Septuagint this enigmatic statement is rendered: 
111·!ill iron be knovm? vihereas thy stJ•ength is a brazen covering •113 
The prophet has pronounced a woe upon himself and sa·i d he has 
prayed, then the text becomes difficult. The two following 
1 l.J. verses seem out of p_ace, ' unless t hi s verse can be interpreted 
i n such a way as will tie them in . Then the context cont inues 
11ith a poetic plea for vengence upon his persecutol"S . The 
verse under consideration is said to be untranslatable,5 cor-
l..,upt, 6 and gibt keine.q Sinn . 7 It is therefore of little value 
for this study. It seems it may be a complaining reference to 
the pi•omise of God to make him 11 an iron pillar, and a bronze 
wall . 11 8 The 11 iron from the north" seems to him to have broken 
his "iron pillar" and "bronze wall. 11 11 Enemyu is a vrord in the 
difficult preceding verse . This iron ( or enemy) could be 11 from 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8. 
Cf . Rudolph, J, 81 . 
15.12. n r "£.,.,ro .s' Ei yv v .. )(rf7'1( (!"c T <~.L. (7-L r .1 
,Xtt. 'lll( oJv' i l<rXLI~ o-oU . 
Smith, J, 324 ; Skinner, PR, 204 . 
Skinner, PR, 204. 
Smi th , J, 324 . 
Rudolph, J, 90 . 
1 . 18. 
\ jc Ct. L 
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Zaphon 11 if the other passages vTere so rendered. for it evidently 
refers to the same concept of "north.u 
2. ~~e Return of Israel. 
Though Jeremiah was the prophet of doom and destruction, 
he had a firm faith in a restoration . This he preached on 
many occasions but especially in the context of his proclamation 
of the New Covenant •1 He vlrote i t in a letter to the Exiles, 2 
saw it in the v.7ork of the potter , 3 and acted on his faith in 
the purchase of the family inheritance in Anathoth during the 
4 
siege of Jerusalem. In some of his utterances on the subject, 
the v7ord 17 ~ ~ appears . 
a. The Lord said to me, ' Faithless Israel has shown herself 
less guilty than false Judah . Go, and proclaim these word13 
tov7ar'd the north, and say , "Return, faithless Israel, •.. 11 ':J 
b. In those days the house of Judah shall join the house of 
Israel , and together they shall come from the land of the ,.. 
north to the land that I gave your fath ers for a heritage. 0 
These passages come from a chapter which is "one of the 
most intricate of the many critical problems which the book of 
Jeremiah presents, and no anal ysis that has been given is 
completely satisfying. 11 7 The context of these verses is said 
to be an intrusion int~ the chapter . 8 However, it seems tha t 
the first part is a call for the Northern Kingdom alone to 
1 . 31 . 1 - 40 . 
2 . 29.1-32. 
3 . 18 . 1-12 . 
4 . 32 . 6-44 . 
5 . 3 . 11, l 2a • 
6. 3 .18 . 
7. Skinner, PR, 79. 
8 . Smit h, J, 18 . 
retUl"n, and the second is a statement that b,oth kingdoms shall 
1 
return. - Regardless of whether 11 Israel 1' refers to the Northern 
Kingdom or to the ideal, combined 11 Isr•ael, 11 the prophet 1-1as 
to speak 11 northwal~d., 11 toward the land to which they had gone , 
or were to go, captive. The use of the locative suffix does 
not prevent 1 ):JY' from being a proper name, but neither Israel 
noi" Judah were taken captive to Zaphon. In reference 11 b 11 the 
Septuagint after the word 11 north11 adds: nand from all the 
countries. 112 
c. As the Lord lives who brought up the people of Israel 
out of the north country and out of all the countries 
where he had driven them.:J 
This is from a new oath which substitutes the Return for 
the Exodus as the distinctive work of God . Though a proper 
name is possible, it is grammatically improbable , and histor-
ically it is excluded. 
4 d. Out of the north country. 
· d t · 1 t "en except ·it ha!=! "the This is l en l ea o passage ~ ~
' ' 
descenda:nts of the house of Israeltt instead of uthe people of 
Israel,n and it uses the locative suffix. 
e. Behold, I will bring them from the north c~untry and gather 
them from the farthest parts of the earth.~ 
From the great message on the Restoration comes this 
1. Cf. Rudolph, J, ;~3. 
2. Cf . next passage~ 
3 . 16.15. 
4. 23. 8 . 
5. 31. 8a . 
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promise of the Lord. A proper name is improbable for historical 
reasons. 
3. The Nations. 
\fuatever is meant by Jeremiah's call to be 11 a prophet to 
the nations,ul more than one nation comes under his moral 
scrutiny. In the review of nations the word J7~S occurs, 
but is it a proper name? 
a. Behold, I will send for all the tribes of the north, says 
the Lord, and for Nebuchadrezzar the king of Babylon, my 
servant, and I vlill bring them against this land and it~ 
inhabitants, and against all these nations round about. 
In this prediction of destruction the Lord says he will 
use certain peoples. The Septuagint reads 11 tribe from" for 
n tribes of" and omits follovring nnorth" to "and I will ••• 11 
The Hebrew may have identified the general expression, "tribes 
of the north, 11 by reference to 27.6 where the added expression 
occurs.3 This could be translated 11 Zaphon, 11 but the context 
makes it unlikely: 11 tribes 11 and later identified without the 
1vord "north. 11 
b. All the kings of the north, far and near, one after another, 
and all the k4ngdoms of the vwrld vlhich are on the face 
of the earth. 
This passage occurs in a list of kings who 'VTere or will be 
made to drink the cup of the wrath of the Lord: Jerusalem, 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
1.5. 
25.9. 
The Septuagint does not name Babylon in 25.11, 12, but has 
only "the Gentilesu and "that nation." The rest of chapter 
25 is chapter 32 in the Septuagint which omits the reference 
to Babylon in that place also. 
25.26. 
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Judah, Egypt and foreigners among them, Uz, Philistines (Ash-
kelon, Gaza, Ekron, and Ashdod), Edom, Moab, Ammon, Tyre, 
Sidon, 11 coastland across the sea, 11 Dedan, Tema, Buz, 11 and all 
ivho cut the corners of their hair," Arabia, 11 The mixed tribes 
that dwell in the desert," Zimri, Elam, Media, and Babylon. 1 
nNorth," 2 though it has the defin:i_te article, is hardly a 
nation (if it ever is so used), because of the expression 
11 far and neai' 11 vThich indicates near and. distant kingdoms in 
that direction; possibly: AI'am, Assyria, Mitannj_, Ugarit, 
Accad, Hittite, Scythian, or Amorite, as distinct from Tyre 
and Sidon which were named. 
c. Behold, waters are rising out 3f the north, and shall 
become an overflowing torrent. 
In an oracle against the Philistines, that vrhich shall 
destroy them is portrayed as a flood from the north. Tyre 
and Sidon are cut off by this same flood. 4 If t here were his-
torical 1varrant, this could be translated as a proper name. 
4. The Conquest of Egypt. 
The occuri'ences of 7 7 :J 5 in the prediction of the conquest 
of Egypt are of particular interest. Describing the defeat in 
battle it is said that: . 
1. Septuagint and Old Latin omit Babylon. 
2. Septuagint reads: b... -rr '1 t. L .....:. T t:7 u , u east wind" which is 
ignored by Rudolph, BH. 
3. 47. 2a. 
4. 47.4. 
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a . The swift cannot flee aivay, nor the vmrrior escape; in the 1 north by the river Euphrates they have stumbled and fallen. 
'Hi th the additional geographical information, this can 
hardly be rendered 11 Zaphon. 11 The Syriac reads i nstead: 11 vT i th 
the warr•iors, tt a poetic repetition. The Septuagint omits and 
understand a neuter plural noun. The locative suffix is used 
here . 
b. For the Lord God of hosts holds 2a sacrifice in the north country by the river Euphrates . 
Here is presented a poetic description of the battle 
slaughter, This too is kept from being a proper name by the 
additional geographic datum. 
c . A beautiful heifer3is Egypt, but a gadfly from the north has come upon her . 
In a passage filled vTith symbolism, the enemy is pictured. 
as a gadfly harassing the heifer , Egypt . This could be treated 
as a proper name. 
d . She shall ~e delivered into the hand of a people from 
the north. 
The fate of Egypt is given . This i.s the only occur•renc e 
of the combination "people of the north 11 in the book of Jere-
miah . If warranted, this could be considered a proper name. 
5. The Fall of Babylon. 
In a very long oracle on the fate of Babylon there are 
four occur'rences of the i·lOI'd 7 ?f) 5. The oracle has prose and 
1. 46. 6. 
2. 1!6 .lOb. 
3. 46.20 . 
l.t 
I • 46. 2L!b. 
poetry interspe~sed. 
a . For out of t h e doDth a nat ion has come yp aga i nst her, 
v7hich shall ma ke her land a des olat i on.-
b. 
11 A nation" coming fl1 0m a proper name seems improbable . 
For behold, I am st irl"i ng up and bri nging aga i nst B~bylon 
a company of grea t nations, fro m the north count ry . 
The context of thi s pa ssag e even more strongly precludes 
t rea t ment as a prop er name. 
c . Behold, a people comes fr om the north; a mighty nat ion 
and ma~y kings a r e st irring from t h e farthest parts of the 
earth . 
This seems to be a modification of an earlier oracle 
against Jerusalem. 4 The context of an attack on Babylon does 
not r ead i ly permit the treatment of 7 7 r:::J::f as a proper name . 
d . For the destroyers shall come against them out of the 
north, says the Lorc1.5 
This could be treated as a proper name i f there were 
need. This verse and the three just before it are omitted 
by the Septuagint. 
6 . Summar-y. 
Jeremiah learned in his inaugural vision that the evil 
vias to come from the north . It is true that no direction i s 
mentioned and no specific foe designated in the early chapters. 
However, since those chapters discuss the apostasy of Israel 
and Judah, they do not require the mention of either foe or 
1 . 50.3. 
2. 50 . 9a. 
3. 50.41. 
4. 6.22. 
s. 51 . 48b. 
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direction.1 The passages regarding destruction, vlhich use 
the word 7 7 9 ~ , do not refer to the foe by name, except in 
the ~~ssoretic text of a passage which includes other nations. 2 
The Septuagint text does not include the name of Babylon as 
the destroyer, but it does include the other nations as objects 
of destruction. The other passages regarding the destruction 
do not mention the names of invaders until after the time of 
the passages containing the word 7 7 ~ 3" .3 The authorship of 
some of the later oracles is under debate, but their precise 
dating is not crucial for this part of the study. 
Each occurrence of the word /7 9 ~in the book of Jeremiah 
has been given in a brief context. The larger context has 
been described and an observation made regarding possible 
treatment in each case. The word (1 :J S'" occurs tvrenty-fi ve 
times in the book of Jeremiah, which are well distributed 
throughout the book. It stands alone in only t1vo instances, 1f 
and both have the locative suffix; this occurs five times.5 
Since that suffix is attached to proper as well as common 
nouns, 
6 it is no h,elp in deter•mining the quality of the noun. 
The other occurrences are as indecisj_ve from the grammatical 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 . 
5. 
6. 
Disagreeing: Driver, BPJ, 21. 
25. 9 . 
Hov1ever, there are passages which refer to warnings coming 
from points in the north (4.13-17; 8.14-17) and speak of 
escape routes to the south (6.1) which indicate the direc-
t ion , though not identity of the foe; but in one passage 
(lf. 9 -12) the direction is "from the desel"'t," south. 
3.12; 46.6. 
1.13, 15; 3.12; 23. 8 ; 46.6. 
Jouon, GliD , 222-224. 
standpoint. The most common use i s the fol'"'m 77:.-J·~f?, 11 from ••• , 11 
"\·Thich is found. ten times •1 The other thirteen occurr ences are 
closely related. to another iWrd. in the construct state. The 
most common of these is "land of .•• 11 i·Thich occurs eight t imes. 2 
The following occux• once each: 11 fa ~ es of ••• ,tt3 "tri bes of ••• ,"4 
Il k_. "' f n5 11 • 1 f u6 d " k -· d . f. n7 
_ ..Lng"' o . ..• , p eop e o ••• , an ..Lng .oms o ••. 
The word. 7 7 9 5f i s the Hebrev7 cognate of ~pn vThich was the 
name of the mountain of Baal and. came to be the i-TOrd. for Baal 1 s 
direction from the west Semit ic peoples . 8 In vi ew of this 
h i story of the -v10rd. 7 7 9'5 befor e the time of Jeremiah , each 
occurrence was considered. to see if i t we re poss ible to render 
t he v10rd as Sapan ( or Zaphon) referring to Sapan 1 s land.. 
was such a recent vlOrd i t had not found its i·Tay i nto the east 
Semitic languages, and could., the r efore, st i ll ha ve some of 
its earlier meaning . There were eleven occurrences of the 
"1-TO rd. which could conceivably be r endered. 11 Z.aphon. 11 Seven of 
these i-lel'"'e the use of the ex pression 11 from ••. 11 which 1-1ex•e n o t 
a 
made more s p ec i f ic by the context. / Lik ei,Ti se, other expr'ess i ons 
1 . 1 . lLf ; 4 • 6 ; 6 • 1 ; 13 . 20 ; 15 • 12 ; !f 7 • 2 ; 4 6 • 20 ; 50 . 3 ' 41 ; 51 • 4 8 . 
2. 3 .18; 6.22; 10.22; 16.15; 23.8; 31.8; 46.10; 50. 9 . 
3. 1.13. 
4. 25. 9 . 
5. 25. 26. 
6. 46. 24. 
7 . 51.15 . 
8 . See sect i on 11 B11 of this chaptel'' . 
9 . 4 • 6 ; 6 .1 ; 13 • 20 ; 15 • 12 ; 4 7 . 2 ; 4 6 . 20 ; 51 . 4 8 . 
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If til "t- .b f 112 J! 
'Were not defined: land of ••. :~ rl es o .•. , and _J people 
of •.• u3 \·Thether they may be tx•ea ted as proper nouns may be 
made p1•obable by an analysis of the other> foul"teen occurrences. 
Though proper names of persons are lli thout the definite 
article:~ proper nouns Hhich originally were comrnon nouns 
sometimes retain the article:~ but usage fluctuates.4 How-
ever, 
les noms des points car>dinaux gener•alement n 1 ont 
pas l ' article, bien qu 1 ils l'aient qu~nd ces noms 
sont employes avec leur sens premier. 
In view of these facts:~ not much can be proved by the use or 
lack of the definite al"ticle . The lack would be more appl"O-
priate for direction :~ and it could be used or omitted with 
a noun used as a proper noun . c The article occurs but onceo 
and then in the construction 11 kJngE_ of ••• u and the e.xpres s :ton 
"far and near.n In such a context it can hardly be a proper 
name. Therefol"e:~ the one most l ikely to be a propel" noun 
by the grammatical rules is eliminated by the context . Bo~-
ever, the rules do not preclude some of the occurrences without 
the article from being proper nouns. The first! of the inde -
pendent occurrences is the direction lvhich Jeremiah called for 
Israel to return. This precludes its being a proper name 
1 . 6 . 22; 10. 22. 
2. 25. 9 . 
3. 46.24 . 
4 . Da. vidson, S, 24 . 
5 . Jouon, GHB, lf 27. 
6 . 25. 26. 
7. 3.12 . 
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because Israel vlas not taken captive by such a countx•y . The 
. 1 
second- is located by the context as being near the Euphrates 
River; ho·Hever 7 there is another vTord in the Syriac 7 and the 
Septuagint omits it and 7 by gx'amma tical construction., under-
stands some neutel" plural noun. '·lhen used of a pot u facing 
a-vmy from {7 :J ~, " 2 the rendel"'ing 11 zaphon11 hardly seems appro-
priate . "Kingdoms of • • • n3 is another expression ·Hhich re-
quires more than a name of a country . Close l:Lnkage with the 
Euphi'ates keeps tiw occurrences4 from referx>ing to Sapan 1 s 
land . The h:Lstory of the captivity of Israel and Judah l"e-
moves five occurrences5 from the list of possible proper 
nouns . 
Though the use of the . iVOl"'d to indicate country could have 
arisen as did the use fox> direction., it is iWl"th noting that 
the Ugaritic tablets use the word )ugrt to x>efer to their 
pol:L tical and tel,..ri torial unit. "Sapon., on the other hand, 
is a toponym of an altogether different connotation . 11 6 More-
over, Ugarit had. ceased. to exist five centur:les before Jere-
miah . 7 In view of these facts and since fourteen of the 
occux•rences of 7 7 9 :fin the book of Jeremiah cannot be proper 
nouns, it is almost certain the other eleven are not . The 
1 . 46 .6. 
2 . 1 . 13 . 
3 . 51 . 15 . 
4 . 46 . 6, 1 0 . 
5. 3 . 12, 18; 16 .15 ; 23 . 8; 31.8 . 
6 . Obermann, Art ., 23 . 
7 . Finegan, LAP, 146. 
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situation, then, is the exact opposite to that found in the 
study of Ugari tic usage. There ~pn 1-ras found to be a ppoper 
name, though it was an object connected vTi th concepts vlhich 
had directional connotations. In more than seven and one-
hal f centuries a proper name of the Ugaritic Semites had been 
adopted by their southern Semite neighbors but not by the 
eastern Semites . The 1vord had not only become a common noun, 
it had lost most of its mythological value. Mythology generally 
pPesupposes polytheism and, for that r eason, \·ras not favorably 
1 received in Israel. Though the Israelite populace vTas no t 
far x•emoved from polytheism at many times, the YahvTistic 
leaders 11 de-mythologized11 certain aspects of popular thought. 
It is to be expected that remnants and adaptations of mythology 
\'Till be found in their 1-1ri tings. 2 The mythological elements 
in Jewish thought enjoyed a renaissance i n the Pseudepigrapha . 
~~e purpose of this entire chapter is to see if there is 
evidence that such thought was current in the time of Jeremiah. 
The evidence as it relates to thi s problem \,Till be summarized 
at the end of the chapter. 
In the book of Jeremiah, from the north comes : evil, 
great destruction , gi•eat commotion, iron, waters , gadfly, 11 those, 11 
tribes or tribes and Nebuchadrezzar, tx•ibes of kingdoms , kings , 
a nation, company of grea t nations, and destroyers. Other 
directions rece i ve scant notice. \·.,Thy did Jeremiah use north so 
1 . Bentzen, IOT, i, 241. 
2. Loc. c:tt. 
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extensively as the direction from which evils were to come? 
Of coupse, 11 the north" playi3d a part in his call and it was 
from that direction the prophecies were fulfilled. However, 
the fact is more important than the direction in the early 
prophecies . If it were not, the proportion of discussion 
vlould be reversed. Further, i t may be shown that there are 
overtones of meaning in this use of 11 north 11 in the prophet 's 
call which would make his early prophecies valid even if th:ts 
fulfillment had come from the south. 1 The question, then, is: 
Why did a wi nd from the nor>th "ring a bell 11 in the sensitive 
mind of the young prophet? 
One of the earliest aspects of 11 north 11 to impress Jere-
miah was the view of the "stony fields of Benjamin11 as he looked 
northward from his home tmrard the mountains of Ephraim. Fx'om 
Anathoth Jeremiah could. see far to the north a nd across the 
wilderness to the east, for that town was just over the brow 
of Mount Scopus about four miles northeast of Jerusalem. There 
as a boy , he felt the full force of the winter's blast and the 
cold northern rains. During his impressionable years, he 
v7ould naturally think much about the direction of rugged aspect 
and from behind whose mount ti ±ns came the cold and rain that 
mad.e h i s life uncomfoJ'table . 
Th i s feeling -vms deepened when he leai'ned that the north 
was "the h i st or ic qua rter of trouble for Palestine ." 2 Hi s 
1. See summary at the end of thi s cha ptex' . 
2 . Cl arke , CBC, 54 9 . 
fa t her and gran dfather , a n d perha p s Je r em:'La h himself, had 
t alked. vTith peopl e 'Hho kne\·l fir s t hand. of the j_nvasion of 
Assyr:'La to t ake :'Lnto capt i v:'L ty Sa mai'ia, i·l :'L th which h e 1vas 
connected. by sympa thy as 'Hell a s d e sc ent . They woul d a l so 
t ell of t h e later i.nva sion o f As s yria which i n cluded. Anathot h 
l in t h e l ine of ma rch - t o Je~ru salem, vlhen King He zekiah vras 
shut up 11 1 1 -:: e a bird " in J e rusal em . There i·Te re t he stories of 
Esal"'haddon 1 s Egypt i a n campa i gns , and the t a l e s a b ou t t he a rmi e s 
of Ashurbanipal a s t hey marched upon Egyp t a fei<T y ears before 
J eremiah was born . Perhaps as a boy , Je r emia h h a s seen t he 
ruthless Assyrian so l di ers wh o came from t he north and made 
life precarious . Even i f t he debat ed Scythian invasions never 
occurred , stori es of these seet hing, b l ooO.- thi:r•sty ho:rd.es in 
the north would be carried by merchants in the i r travels and. 
vJOuld be heard by Je remiah llhen he i<T ent to J erusalem. 
Finally j_t must be r emembere d tha t "alr eady at the time 
of J eremi ah the Jevrs ha v e __ noi<Tn old. ideas of 1 t he 1' orth 1 as 
II'"' impl y ··.ng e l ements of mystel"'Y · c:. No t onl y h a cl the name of 
Baal 1 s moun tain become a ·He s t Semi t ic IW l"'d, bu t Baal a nd. his 
r el.·_gion had press e d Yah1·1ism into a l ife a n d dea th st r uggle . 
Though Yahwi s m 1von, i t must no t b e supposed that all t h e l ore 
which accompani ed. Baa l i s m was ob l i terated as heret i cal . F i rst, 
i t could. not be done , and second, the i mpl i cations lvere not 
al'i·Tays seen s o a l"'i te, custom, ol"' bel ief c ould be condemned . 
1 . Isa i ah 10 . 28 - 32 . 
2 . Bentzen, IOT, ii , 122 . 
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Not only vTas there this contact vli th north Semi tic tradition, 
but there were the common oriental mythical beliefs which the 
Sumerians had passed on to the eastern Semites vTho expanded 
and spread them. About a century before Jeremiah, Babylonian 
envoys visited Jerusalem, 1 and commercial intercourse prob-
ably maintained a constant exchange of ideas and 11 yarns. 11 
A study of the use of 719 '!f has practically eliminated 
the poss i bility of its being a proper nounCin the book of 
Jeremiah. Ho1v-ever, 11 north" suggested many things to the mind 
of Jeremiah. It was the overtones of meaning 1-rhich seemed 
to surround certain occurrences of the word. ~orhich prompted 
the study contained in this chapter. Before the final summary 
is given , the usage in the book of Ezekiel, Jeremiah 1 s younger 
contemporary, and in other materials, must be noticed to round 
out the exten~ and significance of these various bel iefs . 
That mountains were important in popular religion in 
Jeremiah 1 s time may be seen :i.n his denunciations of false 
religion, 2 and in the reforms of Josiah.3 But the concept 
is favorably used regarding Zion. The expression 11 the height 
Of Zion' II 7 7 ~ <:>.'- TI ,·--, 1-t: ,4 t / ~ is strongly related to the Ugaritic 
usage in spelling as 1-1ell as in meaning. However, the Septu-
agint, Old Latin, Targum, and Vulgate have 11 mount of Zion . 11 
This maintains the idea, but it does not have the close agree-
ment in spelling. 
1 • Isaiah 39 .1 
2 • 2 • 20 ; 3 • 6 ; 17 • 2 , 3 • 
3 . 2 K • 23 • 5 f • 
4. 3.31.12. 
~1ere are in the book of Jeremiah proper names which 
will be considered in a later section of thi s chapter: Zeph -
aniah~1 Shaphan . 2 
E. The Book of Ezekiel. 
The i·Tord l 7 :J':f occurs more times in the book of Ezekiel 
than in any othei' book of the Old Testament. It has forty-
f our occUI'rences compared to twenty-six in Joshua and t"Y7enty-
five in Jeremiah. Hoivever , thirty occurrences are in the la st 
nine chapters ivhich have to do with the restored temple, city, 
and country. Though these are directional references, some 
of them are not without overtones of significance which i·Till 
be noted. Others merely give directional reference to gates~3 
chambers~ 4 doors,5 or temple sides,6 and need not receive 
further consideration though other references to the same 
obje6ts must be considered. 
A grammatical analysis of the occurrences of 7 7 9 5 shows 
that the definite article and the locat ive suffix are muc~ more 
freely used than in Jeremiah, but the use with "from" occurs 
compa1~a ti vely fevl times. The locative suffix occurs seventeen 
times, eleven of which occur in the last nine chapters. It 
i'las noticed in the analysis of the usage in Jeremiah that the 
1. 21.1; 29.25, 29; 37-5; 52.24. 
2. 26.24; 36.10; 39 .14. 
3. 40.19 , 20, 23, 35, 40, 44; 42.1, 2;46. 9 (twice ) • . 
4. 41.11; ~2 .11, 13. 
5. 42.4. 
6. L12.17. 
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locative suffix may be used '\vith proper nounsi.. Rovrever, its 
directional meaning made it most useful in descriptions of 
physical location . The definite article is used sixteen times 
alone and ti-7 i ce vTith prepositions. Only t'\-ro occurrences are 
found i n th~ first thirty-nine chapters . Thirteen of the 
occurrences are among those referring to gates, chambers, 
doors, or temple s i des vrhich are so purely directional they 
need not be discussed. Therefore, though the article used 
vr i th a noun of both common and directional meaning often in-
dicates that the noun is used in its common meaning, this is 
by no means al-vrays true. The uses '\·Ihich are not so clearly 
directional need notbe judged to be a proper noun . Though 
the article did not oft en occur in the expression "from north," 
it does oft en occur in the idioms "the way of the north" and 
"the gate of the north." Most important of the g rammat ical 
observations is the fact that three of the five occurrences 
of the Hebrew idiom which most closely corresponds to the 
Ugari t ic express ion 11 he ights of Sapan11 al"e found in Ezekiel . 1 
1 . The Vis i on of God . 
The record of Ezekiel's mysterious vision of God i s fj_lled 
vl:L th symbols wh:Lch have taxed the i magination of exegetes 
through the centuries. There are references to clouds, fire, 
wheels , a firmament, a scroll, and creatures '\·rith symbolic faces. 
The cloud, 1-1i th which all of this was connected, ¥las brought by 
1. 38.6' 15; 39 . 2. 
a stormy v7ind 11 from the 7 7 9 S' II Ezekiel was in Chaldea when 
l 
this occurred,- therefore this is probably not a reference to 
Mount Sapan . Judah had been invaded from the north and the 
invaders vTere sent by God.. Also, the north -v;ras, in Babylonian 
thought, the location of the dwelling of the gods. When the 
treasures and sacred vessels of the temple were carried away 
by a ,Pagan pmv-ei", 2 the imp1ica t ion -vms that God had departed 
from his city, Zion . It was natural, therefore, that his 
manifestation to Ezekiel should come from the traditional 
dvlelling place of deity. 3 
2. The Vision of Pagan Worship. 
The first scene of the vision has to do \vi th an image 
seen in or near the north11 gate of the temple.5 This image is 
called the nimage of jealousy, which provokes to jealousy. 116 
Being north of the altar of the Lord nmy imply that, because 
the Lord's temple had been plundered, the people had given 
another god precedence. 
It should be noticed that the word for image, ? )? --q, 
occurs only here and three other places. 7 But, "it was in gen-
eral use among the Phoenicians for a statue of a god or goddess.u 8 
1. 
2. 
3 . 
L1 
r • 
5. 
6. 
7. 
n 
o . 
EzelL 1.1, 3 . 
2 K. 24 .13 . 
Redpath, E, 3, 4; the contrary arguments of Cooke, ICC, 10, 
are not convincing . 
The -v10rd "north" occurs four t imes in verses 3 and 5 . 
8 . 3-6. 
The Septuagint has the meaningless express ion 11 the pillar 
of the DUl"'chas er. 11 
Deut. 4:16; 2 C.33.7, 15. 
Cooke, ICC, 92 . 
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The vrord "north" does not occur in the second scene of 
the vision of pagan worship--that of the clandestine worship 
of pictures by the Jewish elders . Neither does it appear in 
the fo urth scene where men turned their backs on the temple 
of the Lol"d and vlOl"shiped the sun in the east . Hm·Tever•, the 
word 7 7 9 5 does appear in the third scene . At the entrance 
of the north gate of the house of the Lord, ~here were women 
weeping for Tammuz . In thi s mythology he "~ilas the god. of veg -
etat ion who died at the end of summer . The date of his death 
and funeral v7ere occasions of lamentation . 1 The fact that 
this is the only mention of this ancient 2 cult by name , and 
the story of Ezekiel 1 s finding it in the temple, may mean it 
had recently been imported from their Chaldean overlords . 3 
The location of the v1eepi11_g near the north ga te may be sym-
bolic of the precedence given this new god over the Lord . 
Moreover, 
t h e modern Assyriologist remembers that the north 
had a fatal significance in the myth of Tannnuz: the 
summer solstice, vThich brings the annual death of 
the god, brings 4the sun to its farthest point north of the equator . 
3. Destl"uction. 
The first reference to destruction j_n '\vhich the WOI'd 
"north" appears immediately follows the vision of the pagan 
'Horship . The six men '\•Tho vTere the executioners of the city 
1 •. Redpa th, E, 38 . 
2. Cooke, ICC, 96, says at least 3,000 B.C . 
3 . Loc . cit . 
4 . Cooke, ICC, 96 . 
entered through the north gate . 1 This directional reference 
" i s perhaps an allusion to the constant belief that evi l and 
0 
misfortune came from the north."~ It is entirely probable 
tha t the young priest Ezekiel before going into capt i vity had 
heard the prophet Jeremi ah pronounce destruction from the 
ominous north . 
The sec ond reference t o the destruct i on receives a dual 
t . 3 men 1on . The Negeb, the district south of Judah., was to be 
destroyed by a fire burnj_ng from south to north. Thi s i s an 
allegory 1vhich i s explained in the following paragraph as a 
prophecy against Je r usalem and Israel to the effect that t h e 
sword of the Lord was drawn against all fl esh from south to 
north . Th e direct i onal s ign i ficance of these statements is 
not J:..novm , but it has been conjectured that Ezeki el expected 
Nebuchadrezzar to attack Egypt first and approach Jerusalem 
from the south. 4 However., it probably means 
simpl y from one end of the Holy Land to the other; 
beginning with the south because t he seer is on the 
nort h, and theref~re looks at once on the 1-lhole ex-
tent of the ruin .~ 
4. The A ttacl~ on Tyre . 
A prophecy of x•uin says the Lord 11 will bring upon Tyre 
. c 
fl"Om the north Hebuchadrezzar k ing of Babylon. 11 0 Though the 
1. 9 .2. 
2. Redpath, E, 41. 
3 • 20 • l~ 7 ( MT 21 • 3) ; 21 • 4 ( MT 9) • 
4. Redpath, E., 103 . 
5 . Currey, Art., 89 . 
6 . 26 . 7 . 
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cities of Tyre and Babylon were almost on the same latitude, 
t he Chald.ean armies did attack Palestine from the north .l 
Thi s invasion ioTas to occur at the command of God, therefore 
thi s reference though seemingly a mere reference to direc t ion 
has overtones of meaning --God sends the invader from the 
direction popularly considered to be .his residence . 
5 . Th e Companions of Egypt in Sheol. 
In a lamentation over Egypt, several nations a re mentioned 
as her companions in the nether vror.ld . Sometimes that place 
is spoken of as Sheol and sometimes as the Pit. Some of the 
na tions ment i oned a1•e: Assy1~1a, Elam, Meshech, Tubal, and 
Edom. After referring to other nat i ons it is said that nthe 
princes of the north are there, all of them, and all the 
Sidonians, -vrho have gone down in shame "ivith the sla~~n . n 2 The 
word 7 7 ~ !:f "i-T i thout prefi x or suffix stands with 11 px•inces 11 in 
construct rela t i on to it . It may, therefor•e, refer specifically 
to Zaphon . 3 Ugarit 1 s having fallen a half of a millennium 
earl i er would not preclude a reference in this context. Being 
mentioned with Sidon s eems to refer to a country in the im-
mediate proximity, other Phoenician and Syri an countries.4 The 
referenc e has no bearing on the locat ion of Sheol , why the 
nat ions were sent there, or the agent of the Lord . 
1. Redpath, E, 135. 
2. 32 .30 . 
3. So: Eissfeldt, BZ, llf; Koehler, KB, 812. 
4 . Cf. Cooke, ICC, 355 and Cur•rey, Art., 140; Lauha, Z, 16, 
says it may be more definite. 
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6 . Gog and his Allies . 
The three occurrences of 7 7 ::>!::!in this passage ar>e the 
important references containing the expressj_on 1 !J/ :J 1 7 
/1 :J Y , 1 u extremities of the northn which closely corresponds 
to the Ugari tic express j_on "heights of Sapan. u Though the 
other two occurrences of this expression in the Old Testament 
may be referred to Mount Zaphon, 2 these three cannot.3 Most 
of the allies which a1~e named lay east and southeast of the 
Black Sea, while Gog seems connected vTi th Asia Minor . 4 Hm·7-
ever, Persia, Cush, and Put,5 certainly are not north of 
Palestine . The geographical and historical interpreters have 
been driven to textual surgery or mental gymnastics by this 
reference in particular . This assemblage of geographically 
opposite nations is strong evidence for the north as a symbol 
of d.:Lsa ster . 6 11 The na t:tons mentioned are very warlilce and may 
therefore be naturally named together 't-7ith the foe from the 
north, the enemy ' par excellence. 1 11 7 Passages regarding Gog 
vThich ut ili ze mythological language to expx•ess the ominous 
character of the a ll iance against Israel , 8 also suggest a 
1. 38 .'6, 15 ; 9 . 2. 
2. Eissfeldt , BZ, 14 f . 
3 . Koehler, YJ3 , 812 . 
4. Cooke, ICC, 406. 
5. 38 .5. 
6 . Clarke, CBC, 549 , referring also to Jer. 1.11-19 ; Is. 14.13; 
Ezek . 28.14, 16; Joel 2.20; but this is the strongest. 
7. Kap elrud., JS, 103, 104, citing Jer. Lf6. 9 ; Ezek. 27.10; 30.5; 
Nahum 3.9. 
8 . 38.18 -23 ; 39 .17-20 . 
symbolic interpretation in terms of popular mythological 
thought. 
Gog, what little vle kn.ov7 of the name, is always 
connected v7i th the unknown lands of the nor•th, wh:l ch 
were ever the source of disaster for Israel, but 
with him are foes from the south, too, for he heads 
a coalition of all those di stant nations that have not 
yet heard of Yahweh 's prowess on behalf of His people . 
The intent i on of the writer is obvi ously to emphas i ze 
that the enemy is univrrsal in scope, even as it is 
absolute in character . 
7. Other• Occurrences of 7 7 :::> Y . 
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In addition to the occurrences of 7 7 9g" vThich were dis-
cussed above, and those cited as being purely direct i onal, 
there are several passages where the meaning is direct i onal 
but 'Hi th overtones 1vorth noticing . In a discus sian of tvTO 
chambers for the priests2 i t is observed that the chamber 
facing south was for the priests of the temple, but the chamber 
facing north "\vas for the priests . of the altar . Tl1.e spec i al 
group , the sons of Zadol{, 1vho alone could 11 come neal" to the 
Lord to minister to him11 occupied the chamber facing the 
sacred nol"th . Tl1.e place vlhere the guilt offering and the s i n 
offering were bo i led and the cereal offeri ng baked "\·laS in the 
north row of holy chambers. 3 On three separate occas :i..ons, the 
prophet vras led to the north gate instead of the south gate 
for no given reason . The temple , which was discussed at 
length, 1vas oriented tO"\v-ard the east . 1fuen its gates wer'e 
1. Frost, OTA, sa . / . 
2. 40.44, Ll6. 
3 . 46 .19. 
4 . 42 1 . . _, Li4.4; 47.2. 
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mentioned they were discussed in the order east, north, and 
1 
south, and its dimensions were given in the order east, north, 
2 south, and west. But when the boundaries of the country are 
given, they appear in the order north, east, south, and west.3 
The portions of the tribes are given from north to south. 4 The 
boundaries of the sacred oblation are given in the very unusual 
order north, west, east, and south.5 The boundaries of the city 
are given in another order:. north, south, east, and west; 6 
this is the order of the boundaries of the suburbs also.? The 
exits of the city are named in the order: north, east, south, 
and west. 8 It will be observed that all the other directi ons 
appear in second place at least once, but north always appears 
first; this special consideration for the north indicates the 
special place it had in Hebrew popular thought. 
8. Summary. 
The book of Ezekiel is a fruitful source of data for this 
study. In the number of occurrences of the word 7 7 '.) Y , it 
exc eeds the book having the next largest number by about sixty 
per cent. A vision of God comes from the north, new gods are 
located north of the altar of the Lord, the agents of the de-
struction of Israel enter from the north, and Tyre is destroyed 
1. 40.19, 20, 23, 35, 40, 44. 
2. l.j2.1?. 
'·. 47.15, 17. 4 48.lf. 
5· 48.10. 
b. ~ .16. 
7 •• 48.17. 
8 48-30. 
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by an invader from the north. The princes of the "north" may 
specifically be the princes of Zaphon. Three most important 
references in the Gog passages strongly argue for the north 
as the symbol of the source of destruction. These major ideas 
are supported by the overtones of other references. 
Though modern scholarship is widely divided on many ques-
tions regarding Ezekiel, 1 extreme skepticism is hardly justified.2 
Then, even if some passages are dated later, it may be said that, 
in the time i mmediately following Jeremiah, "the northu defi-
nitely had special connotations. These i nclude the location 
of the residence of deity and the source of the agents of 
destruction. 
Once in Ezekiel the English word 11 north1t does not represent 
}l :J:5 but ? X'n 0, "left," which is used of the direction 
north four times in the Old Testament.3 There is one proper 
name, Shaphan,4 which must be considered in the special section 
on that subject. Worship on mountains and hills was practiced 
and received prophetic condemnation.5 
In a lamentation over the king of Tyre, his exalted position 
is expressed by various symbolic expressions among whiCh are 
two of great interest: nyou were on t he holy mountain of God, 11 6 
I. 
2. 
3· 
See Rowley, BEMS, 146-190, 
Pfeiffer, IOT, 531. 
Koehler, KB, 924, citing: 
16.46; Job. 23.9. 
8.11. 
6.13; 20.28f. 
28.14. 
for good discussion. 
Josh. 19.27; Is. 54.3; Ezek. 
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and n cast ycu ••• from the mountain of God. 111 Because the Lord 
said He placed the king of Tyre on this mounta i n, it seems 
proper to regard this use of D ' "J7 ? /'<... as referring to T7 7 17 1 
and not gods. That the Lord was associated with a mountai n is 
confirmed by the statement 11 on my holy mountain, the mountain 
height of Israel, says the Lord God."2 
F. The Other Old Testament Passages. 
Having made a study of the passages in which 7 l ') :S occurs 
in prophetic thought before and including Jeremiah, the con-
firmatory evidence from the younger contemporary, Ezekiel, was 
reviewed. The study must now review the usage in the liter-
ature generally dated later3 than Jeremiah to determine if 
these ancient concepts were common in the later period. If 
there is evidence, it will render it more probable that the 
concepts, which have been shown to be ancient, wer e current in 
the time of Jeremiah and, perhaps, were used by him. The 
passages will be reviewed in the order in which they stand in 
the Hebrew Bible. 
1. The Law. 
The word /7 "J )" occurs in sixteen passages in the Penta-
teuch. In all but one, the reference is to simple geography: 
direction of vision, tabernacle arrangement, camps, boundaries, 
1. 28 .16. 
2. 20.40. 
3· There is not unanimity among scholars on this subject, but 
precision of dating is not crucial for this part of the study. 
If a passage were early it would add little to the already 
strong evidence; if it is la t e the evidence is adequate there 
also. 
1 
or direction of march . - Iowe vei', t hei'e is one passage of 
significance for t his study . Regarding the burnt of fering it 
is said : "He shal l kill it on the north side of the altar 
before the . Lord . 112 
Ri tual among the Israelites was never, in or1g1n, 
·w! .. thout meaning , though the meaning i n some cases had 
been forgot ten. It was not, ther efore, without s ome 
reason that the north side of the altar 1-ras hel"e 
stress ed, 'northuard before Yahlveh. 1 Th e suggest ion 
ma y be hazal"ded that t he idea vms to face Yah'Heh; 
a lthough •.• the lo calised presence of Yahi·Teh, hovr-
ever conceived, in the sanctuary was b y far t he ~os t 
pre valent, it is just possible that some o l3d -1wrid ideas w~y sometimes have come to the fore . 
2 . The Prophets . 
Nos t of the pas sages from 11 The Prophetstt vThich have not 
1l been d:tsc us:::ed are instances of s impl e geographi cal direction . · 
Hovrever , there ai'e se ven passages whi ch require more careful 
not:tce . T1-10 of these passages use 7 1-9 g as a propel" nane 
nzaphon . 11 5 They vTlll be discussed in the section on that 
SL1bje c t. 
·lhen King Ahaz v:.! .. s:i..ted rnmascus h e saw an altar 'Hhich he 
l il'-ed . At h:i.s command such an alta r vras c onstructed and put 
i n the temple in Jel"Usalem . He r emoved the old bronze altar 
1 . Gen . 13.14; 2 . 14 ; Ex . 26 .20 , 35; 27 . 11; 36 . 25; 38 .11; 
40 . 22 ; Ium . 2 . 25; 3.35; 31!.7, 9 ; 35.5; Deut . 2 . 3; 3 . 27 . 
2 . J.J e v • 1 . 11 • 
3 . Oester1ey , SAI , 1 61 . 
lf . Josh . 8 . 11, 13; 11 . 2; 1 3 . 3; 1 5 . 5, 6 , 7, 8 , 18, 11; 1 6 . 6; 
17 . 9 ' 1 0 ; 18 . 5' 12' 1 6 ' 17' 1 8 ' 1 9 ; 1 9 .ll!' 27; 24 • 30; 
Judg . 2 . 9 ; 7 .1 ; 21.19; 1 S. 14.5 ; 1 K. 7 .25; Is . 43 . 6; 
49 . 12; Zech . 6 . 6 ; 14.4. 
5 . Josh . 13 . 27; Judg . 12 .1. 
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I·Thich then stood beti·leen h is altar and the temple and put i t 
11
on the north side of h:Ls altar . " 1 Hei'e the bel i ef that God 
d1vel t in t h e temple seems to have been strongel" than res p ect 
fop t h e sa c l''ed north. The ol d al tal'' was not allOI·Ted to stand 
nearei' deity than the neil one, but l·lhy the old altar vras placed 
on the nol"th side of the neu al tal" is not explained . It Jay 
·uell be that th:Ls uas a concession to the conservative group 
among the temple pi•iests; the altars I·Tel"e made equidistant 
from t h e sacred precints, but the old altar was allowed t o 
stand on the north. There must have been some oppo s ition or 
s ::..gni ficance ree;arding the place it ·Has set, or the 11 noPth11 
1vould. not have been entered in the recol"d . 
In a pa ssag e lvhich refel''S to the agent llhom the Lord will 
rai se up, it is said that 11 I st i rl"ed up one from the north." 2 
This is commonly tak en as a x•eference to CyPus . 3 Though Persia 
!r 
1vas east and southeast of Babylon, ' both Hei•od.otus and Xenophon 
repor•t the march of CyPus on Babylon as from the north . 5 Hoiv-
ever, i n this passage thel"e may be only a refeJ:>ence to the 
sa~red. direct ion from ivhence deity 1muld 11 stir up 11 h i s mundane 
agent. The Hess:Lanic element :ln this passage Pl"Oduced the be -
l ief in Je-vr lsh theology that the :Messiah would come from the 
,-1-'h 6 no_ i.J.!..!. o 
1 . 2 K . 16 .F!. 
2. Is. 41 . 25 . 
3 . Smith1 I, ii, 130 f .; Lauha , Z, 16 . 4. Susa, Persepolis, and Pasargadae . 
5 . Sm:i_ th , }ffi , !J 5 , Lf6 • 
6 . Lauha, Z, 16. 
After a graphic descriptfuon of an invasion of locusts , 
Joel says that the Lord 11 w:Ul remove the northerner far from 
you ."1 To assign this to a later writer2 is not necessary . 3 
Generally locus ts came to Palestine from the east and southeast , 
but under> certain circumstances they might come from the north-
11 
east.· The reference to north does not seem t o be an attempt 
to emphasize the unusual character of these s-vmx•ms. 5 
The l ocusts aPe Joel's historic point of depapture , 
they are the ones vTho caused his thoughts to be lead in 
the direction of the judgement which was to come. But 
the locusts stand fun a greater concatenation, they are 
representatives of the powers of chaos from the north, 
.., J 7 9 ::f 17 , whom Yahweh will drive back . There 
can therefore be no doubt that Joel had the mythi cal 6 element in mind ¥Then he chose the designation 11 19 Y ,7. 
Zechariah , in an exhortation to the Exiles to escape from 
Babylon to Zion, says, "Flee from the land of the north . n7 In 
addit i on to the fact that Babylon was reached by going north 
from Jerusalem, it is probable that there is here the thought 
that the Exil es '\'Tex•e in the land where they ivere taken by the 
foe from the north at the command of deity i·Thich x•esides in 
the north . 
In a vision Zechariah saw horsemen dispatched to the 
four quarters of the earth. The interesting thing is that the 
angel cr i ed, 11 Behold.., those '\'Tho go to-vmrd the north country 
1. Joel 2 .20. 
2. Bei·Tel", ICC_, 111. 
3. Kapelrud , JS, 108 . 
4. Smith, XII, 419 . 
5. Ibid., 397. 
6 . Kapelrud, JS, 108. 
7. 2. 6 LHebrew lQJ . 
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have set my Spirit at rest in the north counti•y . nl Just i·Tha t 
is meant by the vision is not certain, 2 but the Spirit of God 
is as so cia ted v7i th the north country. Though this has been 
taken to mean Babylonia and not the fal'' north , 3 it should be 
not i ced that the vision opens vli th a concept i·Thich seems to 
be borrmved. 11 from a popular mythological x•epresentation ac -
cording to i·Thich the approach to the d:vrelling of Deity i-Tas 
guarded by a brazen mountain . " 4 Though it may not be precisely 
determined what is meant by setting God ' s 11 Spil'"it at rest in 
the north count1~y, 11 it is apparent that there are ovel"tones 
of meaning in this . use of 7 7 r:J :! . 
3. The 1·lri tings . 
In this section of the Hebrew Bible also, t here are ref-
erenc e s containing l J ~ Y vlhich seem to be merely simple 
geographical loca t ion . 5 However , Psalm 48 contains one of the 
7 7 1:\ <..t. .7 n ' --. 1 • important occurrences of the expression ~J ~ 1 J 1 
The Psalmist refers to 11 the c i ty of our• God ! His holy mountain .~. 
r 
Mount Zion , in the far north, the city of the great King . no 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 •. 
6. 
7 . 
Offensichtlich will er Zion mit dem Gottesberg im 
Norden identifizieren, urn zum Ausdruck zu bringen, 
dass Zion dem ko smischen Nordberg in dessen Eigen-
schaft als wirklicher Wohnsitz der Gottheit, als 
Resid.enz Ja~I.Ves, des ' Grosskonigs I ubel'> a1 l e vTel t , 
entspri cht . 
6.8 . 
Lauha, Z, 16n . 
Mi tchell, ICC, 180 . 
Ibid . , 178 . ~107 . 3; Song 2! . 16; Eccles . 1 . 6; 11 . 3; rnn . 8 . 4; 1 Clj . 
9 . 24 ; 26 . 14 , 17 ; 2 Ch. lf • 4 • 
48 . 2 L 3J. 
Lauha, z, 41!; denied by De1 itzsch, P, i:i , 103 . 
Thi ::: has been ta1_en more spec :i. f:i.cally as identifying Zion ¥7ith 
h 1 lllount Zap __ on . This apparently repl"'esents an attempt of 
Yahiveh :Lsm to assimilate the ol d concept of the fai' no:eth I>Thich 
had not been eradicated . 2 
Psalm 683 does not use the \-lOl"d 7 7 :J 5 and its intel'"'Pre -
tation is debated, but 
thel"e can be no doubt that i·re enc ounter here I'emi -
ni::::cences of an anc.:.ent dispute as to i·Jhich mounta i n 
was the sacred one, which the o~iginal mount of the 
gods , t the mount in the nol"th . t 
In Psalm 89,5 7 7 .IJ S in the ex)res::::ion 11 the north and 
the south11 occui'S :Ln poetic paJ•alleli::::m vrlth Tabor and Tiel"'mon . 
r 
This ha s been equated \-lith I•1ount zaphon , 0 but that vli th vThlch 
"the south" is t o be equated 1 ::: not ' . 7 cer-e a :~.n . CePtain Septu-
ag :::_nt manuscl'':;_p ts i nclud.:Ln ... ~ Codex B i nstead of usouth, tt 17 !J 7 , 
" " ' 
11 
u ., .~ h ~ nd -· a_,_ "' , ,.., ea , ,., ~--'- c_ .L _ J. c u e .. , a He brevr t ex t 
of' D 1 i·lhich a lso means u_Hewt . u Th:i.s l"ead:i.ng is even moPe 
::::ugg est·; ve of some special meani ng im~Jl i ed by the vTOl ... ds used . 
Thhi :t :::; even mor-e probable 1-rh.en i t :!. s x•ernembered that :!.n t h e 
sec ond prec edin~ verse t here is a reference to the 2ah ab of 
mythol ogy . 
n 
s ::_mple geograph.:Lcal d:Lrect:lon is hardly adequate 0 5_n the 
expression 113e stretches out the north over the vo id, and hang s 
1 . Eissfeldt, BZ, 1 6; I~o elJ.l ei,_, KB _, 812; Johns oJl, A_rt . , 0 2 . 
2 . Kapel rud, JS, 104 . 
3 . Verses 15 and 16 . 
4. Ka-oelrud , JS, 105 . 
5 . Ver::::e 12 r 13 7. 
6 . Koehl er, ITB, Zl2; Eissfel dt , BZ, 1 2 , 13 . 
7 . Eissfel dt, BZ, 13, suggests some po ss:Lb i lities . 
8 . Lauha, Z, 49 ; Eissfeldt , BZ, 13 . 
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t h e ea rth upon nothing 111 T11.e 11 sh ades n and "the 1m ters and 
the ir• i11.1"1.ab itants 11 of the nether vlorld have been not i ced. 
Sheol and Abaddon have been mentioned by name. It goes on to 
discuss clouds, the moon, the bound:l:F.r between light and darkness, 
and the pillars of heaven. In this use and context, Mount 
Zaphon is hardly meant. It seems to be a reference to t h e . 
mythol ogical north whi ch -vms the meeting place of heaven and 
the nether· 1vorld; perhaps it i s used by synecdoche for the 
expanse of heaven . A mythological connotation is made more 
probable by the use of the mythJ.cal concept Rahab in the 
f i fth verse follow·ing thi s use of {7 :J :1 . 
T11.ough the precise meaning of the vTOrds describ i ng Job 1 s 
theophany aJ•e debated , 2 it is of note that the appearance 
c omes 11 from the north."3 Also , by implicat i on, the res :.dence 
of God is located i n the nol"th j_n an earlier statement: 11 By 
the breath of God ice is given, and the broad waters are 
u4 f rozen fast . 
T11.e statement of the PI•overbs that 11 the nol"th i·Ti nd br i ngs 
forth rain" is probably a simple statement of fact , but at 
the same time :tt must be remembeJ•ed that in Hebra i c thought it 
r.::: 
1vas God 'Hho brought the rain . ~ 
1 . 
2 . 
3 . 
lJ. 
' .. 
T11.e word 17 r:J :f occurs several times i n the account in the 
Job 26 . 7 . 
Lauha, Z, 47-4 9 . 
37 . 22 . 
37 .10 . 
Job 37 . 11, 12; Ps . 68 . 9 ; 135 . 7, 147 . 8 . 
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book of Dan i el regarding the ~Tar betvTeen 11 the king of the north" 
and "the king of the s outh . ul Though this 11 king of t h e north 11 
is usually identified -v; i th a Seleucid king , 2 there ai'e escha -
tological overtones vlhlch connect thi s 1-Ti th the concept of 
evil coming fr•om the north. 3 11 The king of the north11 shall 
hear tidi ngs from t h e east and the north4 vlhi ch. so a larm him 
h e shall sally forth on a furious car>nage, 11 yet he shall come 
t o h · s end . " Tl1e north i s om:i.nous even to 11 the Icing of the 
north . 11 
Tho ugh it does no t use the word {7 :J '::! , another pas sage 
has r•elevance . The stone ·uhich struck the g i'eat image of the 
king ' s v i s i onS 
i s the Rule of Yahiveh and. therefo r'e ..:.. t grovrs to 
become a mountain l·lhich f i lls the earth . TJ:1.is i s 
po ss ib~y a distant echo of the ' Mountain of God ' s 
Myth. I 
G. Other Literature. 
Brief notice should be given to the use of the term 
"north 11 in three bodies of Ll tera ture from Jevr i sh and Chl,., i st ian 
sour>ces and i n certa i n other references . This evi dence should 
confirm the persistence \'l i th which t hese ancient concepts have 
been held and the 1-my j_n i·Thi ch they have been modified, some-
t ..:..mes almost beyond recognition . 
1. 11 . 6, 7, 8, 11, 13, 15, 40 . 
2 . Lauha , Z, 77; cf . Eissfeldt, BZ, 26f . 
3 . Lauha, Z, 77 . 
4 • Da n . 11 . 4 4 • 
5 . Ian. 2. 35 . 
6 . Frost, OTA, 1 90 . 
1 . The Apocrypha . 
1 The vlord nnorth" occurs at least five times :i.n the Old 
Testament Apocrypha . In the conclusion of 2 Esdras, 2 which 
is not contained in the Latin but is in the oriental versions, 
thei'e is 11 a dreadful vision" appearing from t he east . These 
clouds of dreadful appearance are "fr om the north to the 
south . n3 After the co:rnage there ¥Till be heavy rainstorms 
l! 
"from the south and. the north . 11 ' These I'eferences seem to be 
purely directional \vith the east being given the major signif -
icance . 
In the book of Judith5 it i s said that "Assyria came 
from the north out of the mountains . 116 This may refer to the 
mountains of northern Palestine, 7 but, i n view of the common 
belief regarding the north a s the source of evil, 8 it is 
possible that this concept is present hei'e . Th:ts belief may 
also be present in the statement of Sirach9 that "the hurri -
cane from the north" comes from God . 10 By implication, God 
the sender is i n the north . Th.ree vel"Ses later these same 
1 . Crud en 1 s Concox•dance of t he Apocrypha is not exhaus t ive . 
Some addi tional passages have been found . The references 
are discussed i n the order of books followed by Goodspeed, A. 
2 . Dated 66-270 A.D . by Goodspeed, A, 39 ; Pfeiffer, A, c. 90 A . D. 
3 . 2 Esdras 15 . 34 . 
4. 15 . 38 . 
5 . Dated c . l50 B. C. by Goodspeed., A, 131 . 
6 . Jud:i.th 16 . !J . 
7 . Bissell, A, 198 . 
8 . In addit i on to above, see Lauha, Z, 53f. 
9 . Dated c . l80 B. C. by Goodspeed, A, 221 . 
10 . l-!-3 . 17 . 
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ideas are reflected j_n the statement regai•ding 11 the cold north 
-· Ill 1nnd . These passages are adequate to shov7 that j_n the Apoc -
rypha s ome uses of "north" are purely directional and others 
hav·e poss:lble or definite overtones of meaning . 
2 . The Pseudepigrapha :-
In the designation of the mountains of God in Jub i lees2 
11 stellt es Zi on als nordlichen Geg enpol .dem heiligen Sudberg 
Sinai gegenuber . u3 In the Psalms of SolomonLi Pompey is the 
one vrho comes 11 from the uttermost part of the earth11 5 or 11 from 
the other s1de of the world . 11 6 This i llustrates the concept 
of distance at a time considerably after Jeremiah, if Pompey 
1s the propel"' identification of the invader . 
In the book of Enoch, 7 there are many references t o moun-
ta i ns, and one is specifically ident i fied with the Lord: 
This h igh mountain wh i ch thou hast seen, 1-lhose summit 
is like the throne of the Lord, is _Iis throne, 'Hhere 
the Holy and Great One, the Loi•d of Glory, the Eternal 
King , ·H..:.ll sit, 1·7hen8He shall come dmvn to v:L s i t the earth wi th g oodness . 
The othei' directions do not rece i ve the explic i t treatment of 
their three portals that is given of the north . From one 
portal comes the noPth \·l ind v7hich brings cold, hail, frost, 
1 . 213 . 20, cf . Lauha, Z, 54 . 
2. 4 . 6, da t ed c .l20 B.C. by Bentzen, IOT, ii, 237 . His order 
of books is followed in the discussion . 
3 . La uha , Z , Li 5 . 
4 . 8 . 16, dated after 37 B. C. by Bentzen , IOT , ii , 239 . 
5. Cooke , ICC, 411. 
6. Harris, OPS, 8 . 16 . 
7 . Parts dated before 150 B. C. and other parts before 63 B.C . , 
cf . Bentzen, IOT, ii , 243 . 
8 . 25 . 3 . 
d ' . 1 snovl, ei·T, ana r a ln . One portal blows f or good , but the other 
t wo blow violence and mi sfortune . 2 '7: In another· pas :::ag e,.J angels 
are di:::patched to t he north to do some measuPing and bring to 
11 the right aous 11 something of value to them 1-Thich may be ideals 
of righteousness . 4 At another time, a person i s set "between 
n5 the t-v1o vTinds _. between the NOl"th and the Vest . Just what 
is meant is not clear, and, fo r that r eason , some overtone of 
meani ng is necessary t o i nterpret the passage. A brief state -
ment i s g1 ven r egarding the three direct ions , but 
the north is di vided into three parts: the firs t of 
t h em is for the dwell i ng of men : the second f or the 
seas of water , with the valleys and forests and clougs; 
and the th i rd part i-Jith the garden of righteousness . 
That mythology enters into t hi s concept of the n ol"t h i s ob -
vious , but it has l i ttle cont act wi th the conc epts which hav e 
been tra ced in this study . There are other passag es in which 
"north" seems pur ely directional . 7 
The Zadokite Fragment says 
vlhen the bro houses of Israel sepai'a ted, L_Ephraim 
departed from J udah , an.9l a l l i·Tho proved faithless were 
delivered to t he svrord , and tho~e v7ho held fas t excaped 
into the land of the North • • • 11 
This l"eference to the l and of the north has been taken to mean 
1 . 3r1 . 2. 
2 -4 -::; . ) . _./ . 
3 . 61.1 . 
4 . Cf . Charles, E, l 60n . 
5 . 70 . 3 . 
6 . 77 . 1 . 
7 . 32 . 1 . 
8 . 9 .!! . 
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I:atnascus, 1 but the passage is enigmatic to say the least. If 
the faithless were killed and the rest 1-rent to Damascus, who 
vlere left? This pas sage rna y have mythological content . 
3 . The New Testament . 
The worc'l (3 °( F ~ s , "north, 11 occurs ti.Jice in the New 
Testament . Once it refers to one of the four direct ions from 
i·7hich people shall come into the Kingdom. 2 The other occui>-
rence is one of the foup sides of the Ne1.r Jerusalem . 3 The 
vTOr·d )< ~ fo s, "northwest, n occurs once in the des Cl"' iption 
of a haPbor . 4 Eovrever 7 there aPe some proper names in the 
Nev7 Testament which have relevance to th:Ls study. Tl:.ey ·H i ll 
be considered in the section devoted to that subject . 
4. Miscellaneous References. 
In ancient and modern l iterature, mythology, and customs, 
the north is given special place . Mo unta ins, especially in 
the north, have special notice, 1vhethel" actual mountains or 
mythological places . A rernnant of the "north" concept ion is 
found in the customs attending the Christian sacrament of 
Holy Communion. 
The fact that the v70l"d nnoPth11 is coD.nected vTith it is 
not known by many ministers, though the pPactice remains . 
vlhen the mini steT• officiates at the service, except in the 
acts of taking the elements from the table, he should properly 
1 . Charles, AP, ii, 816n . 
2 . J..Jk . 13. 29 . 
3 . Rev . 21 . 13. 
4 • Acts 27 . 12 . 
stand at the 11 north 11 or l"ight end (as he faces the congregation) 
' l 
of the communion table . This custom may be related to the 
EebPeH custom of lcilling the burnt offering on the north side 
of the altar. 2 If this were observed in the temple, t hat 
would be the right side of the altar as one fac ed the most 
holy pla ce . In transmi ssion, sometime ~ the orientation was 
changed from having one ' s back to the congregation to facing 
the congregation . 
The north in mythology in most cases is accompanied by 
a mountain or mountains when it is regarded as the residence 
of the deity or deities . This northern mountain ·vas 1 ... egarded 
as a pillar reach:l.ng from the center OP 11 navel 11 of t he eaPth 
to the center of the heavens. 
I1os t cult -centePs 1-1ere rega1~ded. as being at the foot 
of this mounta i n and thePefore as marking the 1navel 1 
of the earth . In Greece , this idea was entertained 
about Delos , Paphos, Pythoi, and other shrines. Sim-
i lar j_deas obtained among the Semites . Palestine it-
self was regarded in Je"l'lish m:l.drash as the 1navel 1 of 
the earth, more precise localizat ions being Zi.on and, 
among the Samaritans, Geriz~m.) 
The belief that the gods d1-1el t on a northern mountain 'VTas 
very widespread, as will be seen in following list of peoples 
and the mountains on which their gods were supposed to d'\vell: 
Tibetans, Himavata; Buddhists, Sumeru; Aryans, Meru; Hindus, 
Kailasa; Chinese, K'Han-lun; Norsemen, Asaheim; Burmese, Myemnoh 
Toung; Indic, Uttakuru; and Avestan, Hara-berezarti . The 
1 . Merrill, BH, xv . 
2 . Lev. 1.11. 
3 . Gaster, T, 170; whence also the data for this discussion . 
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Egyptians believed that the gods d:welt on a northern mountain. 
The gods of the Pars is live on the Elburz Mountaj_ns; the Hun -
garian folklore i s s imilar . The storm god of the Khevsu:r•s 
of the Caucasus lived on a high mountain in the north. The 
North American D:ikotas believed that Heyoka, god of seasons, 
dviel t on a mountain neal" the North Star . The Masai bel ieved 
in a northern heaven . 
In the Syriac Alexander legend, that hero sees Par•ad.ise 
from a place in the north; and in the Teutonic Flatey-
book (fourteenth . century) , the hero Helge !hol"eson goes 
to the nort h in order to join the blessed . 
11 The numinous quality of the north also inspires the belief 
that it j_s the seat of demons . 112 Thi s is found in Vedic belief 
and among the Iranians, Mandaeans, Manicheans, Jews, Greek s , 
and Hexi cans . In the late Gr•eek mythology, demons are conjured 
from the north, and Plutarch locates Typhon there . Ivlllton in 
Paradise Lost has the rebel ang els assemble in the north . Shake-
speare has La Pucelle3 invoke the aid of sp i rits "under the 
lordly monarch of the nol"th . 11 
H. Proper Names . 
1 . Names Containing the Thl"ee Consonants of f 7 9 Y' . 
Tb.e Sumerians did not have a cognate of ]7 .9::! , therefore 
their Pl"Opei' names do not have relevance to this study . The 
use of :;i p~ as a proper name 'tvas an integral part of the dis-
cussion of the Ugarit i c data . It 'tvas the name of a particulal .. 
1 . Gaster , T, 170 . 
2 . Loc. cit . 
3 . Henry VI, v. 3 . 
mountain v!hich \·las the residence of Baal and came to stand fop 
his name as 1·lell as in compounds which vrere used of the moun-
tain oP of Baal . Compounds ·Here used in the Carthaginian 
inscriptions where a ·Homan 1 s name is ~ .Y ..J J 9 5f, 1 1vhich 
jo ins the name of the god and his mountain . The names l':J'3 I::J.Jf' 
, 
2 11 servant of :;lpn, 11 and 7 9 ':f 7 ::J , probably 11 prince of 
~pn 11 are found i n Phoenician inscriptions . The so-called Job -
stone, found east of the Sea of Galilee, contains a divine 
name 'Hhich seems to be ] ~ :i /\' J j~ 1'\. 4 In Assyrian several 
\-lest Sem:I.tic names ax•e found : Baal - ~apunu, Gir-~apunu, Giri-
~apuni, Ba )li-~apuna, Ba ) i l-:;lapuna, and. $apuna . 5 
In the Old Testament, 7 7 9 C:f appears as the name of a 
place in Gad, 6 1-1h:tch is probably the same site in another 
reference.7 The Septuagint Codex B regarded as the direction, 
B t>(' f A. v , but Codex A has I.. t:- f L v'a.. and one codex of the 
Old Latin has Sephin . A son of Gad is given as Ziphion in one 
account, 8 but the ·samax·i tan, GT•eek, and the other ac count9 
have Zaphon, though the Syriac in the second account reads 
Ziphion . The compound Baal-Zephon appears as a s i te along the 
1 . Smith, ICC, 1 84 , referring to CIS, Nos . 207, 371, 415; 
Paton, Art . B, 288, No . 107 . 
2 . Loc . cit . , CIS, 265 and Euting, 1 9 2. 
3 . Loc . cit ., CIS, 208 . 
4 . Loc . cit. 
5 . Loc. c i t. 
6 . Josh . 13.27. 
7 . Ju dg . 12 . 1 . 
8 • Gen . !! 6 . 16 . 
9 . Num . 26.15 (tl-rice ). 
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route of the Exodus, in or near Egypt. 1 Elizaphan, son of 
Parnach , 2 ·Has a leader of the tribe of Zebulun. 3 The name of 
the Kohathi te, Elizaphan , 4 is somet i mes called Elzaphan,5 but 
the Septuagint has £), L cr.<{ 1>"'"' v i n all three instances . This 
suggests that thi s name is derived. from the impei•fect of a 
verb r athel" than from a p ropel" name . The abbrevi at ion of the 
name of God, 17 1 , is compounded i.vi th ]D:f as Zephani a h , the 
name of fou r p ersons: an ancest or of one of David. 1 s Koha t hit e 
sing ei' S, 6 the prophet, 7 a priest :i.n the t ime of Je remiah, 8 a nd 
a man in the t ime of Zechari a h . J The pri est vras cont emporary 
with the prophet; one of the others was earlie r and the other 
later . The one reported as b e i ng earlier is nentioned in a 
boo ,_ i·7J::- :i tten lat·er' than t he others . It is possible, t herefore, 
tha t the name arose from provi dent ial protec t ion during a per -
secut:"Lon of I1Iana sseh ra t her than by the amalgamation of the 
name s of t·Ho antithet:i_cal deit i es . Thel"e is ment :~on o f a 
Zephaniah in the Elephantine papyr-i 1 0 "'vhich come f r om t he 
middle of tb.e fifth pre - Chr:Lst:i.an centur·y . A Hebre1v- legend on 
a l ater manus cript a ls o r efers t o a Zephaniah . 1 1 I har•aoh gave 
l . Ex . 14.2, 9 ; Hum . 33.7. 
2 . Hum . 34 . 25 . 
3 . lThic_'l see belmr . 
4. Num. 3 . 30 . 
5 . Ex . 6 . 22 ; Lev. 1 0 . 4 . 
6 . 1 Ch . 6 . 36 L217· 
7 . Zeph . 1 .1 . 
8 . 2 K . 25.18; Je r . 21.1; 29 . 25, 29 ; 37 . 3 ; 52.24 . 
9 . Zech . 6 . 10 , 14. 
10 . Smi t _ , ICC, 1 8!~, re ferl" i n g to C 20, D 32 . 
11 . Loc . c:'L t . , l"'ef erring t o Bri t:i.sh Museum No . 1032 . 
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Joseph the name Za phena th-~Janeah , 1 ivhich the Rebre';.rs int eJ: -
preted as 11 revealer of a secl"et o 11 Egyptoloe;ists rec ognlze · n 
the Septuagint f orm, tp o v & o )A- f ~ v 1 )( , Egyp t j_an vlords 
meaning "salvation , f! or "saviour• of the age.n 2 
2 o Names Conta in:i.ng Ti-70 Consonants o 
If 71 :JS' is deri ved f rom 17 ':] sr ,3 then the VOi'iel letter 
could have dropped, and the follmving forms vlould. have resulted : 
Zeph o ( grandson of Esau), l.f also spelled Zephi ,5 Zephath ( Ca -
naani te city) , 6 Zepha thah (Septuagi nt (J o ~ f ~ V ) 7 (valley 
n 
of d:trect i on where Asa fo ught the Ethiopains), 0 Zuph ( Zophai ) 9 
( son of Elkanah) , 10 Zuph ( land. to wh~tch Saul searched. for the 
animals ) , 11 and Zophim (field. 1-vhere Balak blessed Israel ) o12 
If /1 ~ ~ i s the root , then Ziphi on in the previous section 
iwuld be formed. fl"Om the original l"o o t 1 ~ ~ with the ending 
bei ng the same morphological suffix as Zaphon,Gibeon , and 
Zebu1un o1 3 
3 . Related. Names . 
One of the titles of Baal of Ugarit is 11 Zabu1 ffrinciJ, 
1 • G en • 41 • If 5 . 
2 ~ Gesenius, GT, 71 7 . 
3 o Koehler, YJB , 812 . 
Lf . Gen . 36 . 11, 15 . 
5 . 1 Ch . l . 36 . 
6 . Judg o 1 o 17 • 
7 . Preferred reading , Kittel (Begrich) , BH, 1 3 97 . 
8 . 2 Ch . 1 !.1 . 10 . 
9 . 1 Ch . 6 o26 Lf17o 
10. 1 S . 1 . 1; 1 Ch . 6 . 35 L2Ql 
11 . l s . 9 0 5 . 
12 . Num . 23 . 14 . 
13. Cf . Koehler, KB, 248 . 
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Lord of the Earth . 11 1 1-Iha t zbl means is not definite ly k.nO"i·m~ 
but 11 prince 11 f i ts the context well . 2 The name zbl b ' l occurs 
several times i n the Ugari tic l i terature3 and in the longer 
f orm zbl b Cl ar~ . 4 Zebul occurs as a proper name in t he t · me 
of the Judges . 5 There seems to be no doubt that the El:roni t e 
oracle god -vras Baal - zebu1 ~ 6 but -vras changed by YahH i stic "i-Tl..,i ters 
to Baal - zebub ("l ord of a f ly" ) 7 to show their der i si on and to 
dis cred i t the god even by the name by whi ch he ·Has _{novm . By 
Nell Testament t imes (3 t£ e- ~ { & (f 0 J,)) 8 was an opprobrious 
9 
epi thet, which some ta_{e to be a 
10 
word for dung, "lord of dung . " 
. t 11 " ? _._ /J o;;::? . 11 . A 
·Hr l e ~ - C: c f\ ) '- ( · { -
compound using a rabbinic 
The Greek authorit i es do not 
related uox'd is the name of 
one of Jac ob ' s sons, Zebulun, l2 and t he tri be t raced to him . 
It shows a kinship i n morpho l ogy to Gi beon . Other compo unds 
1 ""7 l4 i nvolving the name of Baal are : K1r jath- baa1, :J Meri b-baal,-
GuP - baa115 (Gur alone16) , the contracted form : Bel~ 17 and 
1 . Finegan, LAP, 147, 14 8 . 
2 . Kapelr ud, BRST, 61 . 
3 . 68 . 8 ; 133 . 10 ; 137 . 38, 43 . 
4 . 49 . I . l4f; III . 3, 9 , 21 ; IV . 29 , 40; 67 . VI . 10 ; c.nt . l . 3f . 
5 . Judg . :: . 28 , 30, 36 , 38 , l~l . 
6 . 2 K. l . 2, 3, 6 , 16 . 
7 . Ka_elrud.~ B ST, 60 . 
8 . Nt . 10 . 25; 12 . 24 , 27; I-fl . 3 . 22; L lc . 11 . 15, 18 , 1 """ . 
9 . Bruce ~ EGT, 1 , 165 ; Nestle, Art., 181, "never explained." 
10 . Thayer , GL, 100 . 
11 . L oc . c j_ t . 
12 . Gen . 30 . 20 . 
13 . J osh . 15 . 60; 18 . 14 . 
14 . 1 Ch . 8 . 34; 9 . 40 . 
15 . 2 Ch . 26 . 7 . 
16 . 2 K • J • 27 . 
17 . Is . 46 .1; Jer . 50 . 2; 51 .44. 
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1 Bamoth- baal . Baal worship connected with high places caused 
a common noun to become a PT'oper noun, Bamah. 2 The plural, 
Bamoth, also appears as a proper name . 3 
The name Shaphan i s applied t o at least t-v10 persons . 4 
Olde r lexicogra phers5 regarded i t as from an unused verb re -
la ted t o 7 :J 5f and 7 :J u , "to cover, to hide . 11 More recent 
scholai'S indicate the root is unknm·m . The common noun occurs 
:Lnfrequently and means 11 Poc :: baclgeP . " The i mPOl"t a nce here i s 
that this name from the time of JePemiah is also a Phoen~cian 
6 
name . 
4 . Summa ry . 
There i s a def i n i te relationship bebreen t h e propel" names 
of Pho en::i.cia, Assyria, and Israel . Zaphon, alone and in com-
pound s : is found in Biblical names. One of t hese is a geogi•aph -
ical location on the b ordel" of Egypt . Some of t he;:e Hebrew words, 
v7hich are 1-> ela.ted in f orm t o spn could have come from that 
source . OthePs seem to have a verbal origin . If 17 '9 :f is 
l"egar ded as the root of 77-'J:f, an additional group of names 
show a l''elat ionsh i p . The Ugari t ic 1w:ed Zbl shov1s r elat ion to 
an El kr•on:i_te god of the n:Lnth c entury 7 whom a Hebrew king 
sought to consult . Th e 1wrd probably was preverted to discredit 
1. J osh . 13.17; 
2. Ezek . 20 . 29 . 
3 . Num . 21 . 1 ) , 20 . 
4 0-r 22..,. l 2 Je 3L 10 ·" i:i"z l,. R ,~ b 0K . ?2 12· • a • '--1\.. . • :; , -·- ; 1~ • o • ; c .1 • ..1..:1 e_.... . - • -1... u • • _ \. • _ • , 
25 . 22; Jer. 26 . 24, 39 .14. 
5 . Gesenius, GT, 845. 
6 . Ko ehlel", -Q3 , 1 005 . 
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the god . The Gree~c equ:t valent of the go 1 s name is fo und in 
the rTeVT Testament . Compound names formed ir~th the iWr'd Baal 
occ ur several t imes i n the Old Te stament . 
I . Summary . 
A consideration of "Jeremi ah and the Foe f rom the North" 
n ecessarily as _:: s vlhat :ts meant by t h e term ( 7 ') S A careful 
reading of t h e pa ssag es i n which Jeremi ah uses that term suggests 
t hat something more than mere direction is inherent in t h e 
word . A study of the word in i ts oldest Semit i c cognate pre-
sents an ent i rely di fferent meaning of the word, but it i n cludes 
concepts which are found in Hebrew literature under di fferent 
1wrds. These ideas \·Tere found to exist in an even earlier and 
non-Sem: tic l i terature. 
Before the year 2000 B. C. it was definitely believed that 
the gods of Sumer lived on mountains in the north . Thj_s be-
l ief was symbolized in the Sumerian religion by the use of 
ziggurats, man made mountains. Thes e bel:i.efs persisted in 
Mesopotamia duri ng the peri od of Old Testament history . 
Sumerian writings in the library of Ugari t sholl the i nter-
course of the ancient cultures. The recently di scovered UgaPi t ic 
l i terature provides data which has been preserved s inc e about 
1400 B.C. in the ruins of a library. This data has not been 
subjected to editorial revision or copyists errors since the 
day 1 t \·laS the l iving l i teratur e of a p eople . The period bet1-reen 
the earl i est Mesopotamian literature and the Hebrew l iterature is 
greatly i lluminated by the literature of Ugarit . The Ugari tic 
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language had a cognate to the Hebi'eW ( 7 :J ~ , but it ·t-ras not 
primari.ly directional . It is transliterated ~pn and is used 
alone and in compounds as the name of a mountain which was the 
residence and peculiar possession of the god Baal . A symbolic 
~pn in the form of a tm·Ter was found in the ruins of the temple 
of Baal in Ugarit . Spn came to be us ed in compounds and alone 
as the name of this deity . Ugarit had been invaded at an 
earlier date by Semitic peoples from the south, and since 
Ugari t was shut in on the north by an avre-inspiring mountain, 
such vie\vs as these people had regarding the sanctity of the 
north were intensified by t his environment. The old mythology 
of the remote north \vas concentrated on the mountain \·7hich 
dominated their northern horizon . 1 
An indi sputa.ble etymology of the 'tTOrd J7f:J.Y' has not been 
produced . It is very doubtful if spn ever meant "nol""th, tt in 
a direct :tonal sense , to the Semites of Ugai'i t . 
a direction occurs only in west Semitic languages, and even 
there the direction was not the original meaning of the vlord . 
A careful study of the Pl"e -Jeremiah prophetic passages in 
context and a survey of later use show the direction was not 
the exclusive meaning j_n Hebrevr thought. 
Nach alledem mu ss es a l s sehr vlahrsheinlich gel ten, 
dass die Israeli ten da.s 1-rort sapon kleines1vegs nur 
1 . It is true that there is no documentary proof that Mount 
Casius ever bore the name Zaphon ( cf . Lauha, Z, 14 ) , but , 
in vi ew of the concepts and the geographical situation , 
there is little doubt that it is meant by the Ugaritic 
usage of sp~ . 
in dem Sinn nNorden," unordliche Gegendtt gebraucht 
haben, sondern dass s i e gelegentlich eine ganz be ."-
stirmnte Loka:lftat, namlich den spatel"en mons Casius, 
dami t meinen . 
However, in general it may be sa i d that 
das \-Tort doch von jener eng lokalen Bedeutung i n die 
allgeme i ne Benennung der nordl i chen Himmelsrichtung 
fruhzeitig ubergegangen ist und dass es also in A T 
ge1vbhnlich schon einen ganzlich von d.er phonizischen 
Ul"bedeutung losgelbsten Inhalt besitzt. 2 
The idea that the gods a-vrel t on mountains was not strange 
to Israelite thought as they thought of Yahweh as di'Telling on 
Sinai -Horeb3 and Iviount Zion, 4 as 'Well as i n heaven . 5 The L o rd 
ivas believed to have won a mountain for Himself. 6 These con -
cepts, the sanctity of mountains among all Semites, and the 
natur·e of Baalism as seen :i..n Ugari t led the Hebrews and Ca-
naanites to 1-10rship on "every h igh hill . " 7 Thi s caused the 
() 
Arameans to think the Hebrew g ods were gods of the h i lls. 0 
There were IP..any mountains holy to the Hebrews: Nebo, Mo riah, 
Ol i ves, Zion , .r.Ii zpah, Ramah, Gibeah, Gibeon, Ebal, Gerizim, 
Tabor , Carmel , and Gilead . These conc e p ts are seen i.n escha-
tological passages a ft e r the time of Jeremiah . Illustrativ e 
is 
1. 
2 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7. 
n 
o . 
9 . 
the pa ssag e i n Zechar .:..ah9 vTher•e "all t he barren highlands 
~ ·c~~el d~ BZ 1 ~ 
..t'.Jl.J u .L - G , " ' u . 
La uha , z, lLf. 
Ex . 3 .1 ; 4 .27; 18 . 5; Num. 10.33; 1 K. l 9 . 8 . 
Amo s 1 . 2; Zep __ . 3 . 11; Is . 56 .7 ; Ps . 21~ . 3; 68 . 1 7 . 
Gen. 11 . 8f; 28 . 12; 1K. 22 . 19 ; Is . 40 . 22; 66 .1. 
Ps . 78 . 54 . 
Cf . Deut . 1 2.2 ; Je r . 2.20, 36; 17.2; Ezek . 6 . 13; 20 .28; 
1 K. 14 .23 ; 2 E . 1 6 . 4; 17.10; Is. 57 . 7; Hos . 4~13. 
1 Y.: . 20 • 23 ' 28 . 
14.10, 11 . 
of 
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Judah wi ll s i n k a n d bec ome a well-wate red pl ain ! Only 
tTerusal em 1-lill rew..a in t oi·Tering above, at its f oPne r 
elevat i onJ domi nat i ng the ·Hhole land physically and 
s piritually; we recogn i ze t h e1 echo of the Mo unta in of the Gods Myth j_n that detail.- . 
Tho ugh the north \·laS the or·iginal iocat i on of t h e moun tain 
of the go ds i n Semi t ic mytholog y, 2 
der Norden i n seiner Eigenschaft als heil :ge Himmels -
richtung k e in 11irldiches Heima trecht in der' al ttesta-
mentl:Lchen Gedank en-v1el t g efunden hat .;; 
This was due t o the sp i x'i tual quality of the prophetic theol ogy 
i-li th 1>1hich one doe s n ot ass: oc i ate a polytheist ic counc i l mounta ·in 
of the gods i n t he north. The:Lr monothe i st :Lc -theocentrici t y and 
ethi cal concept ion of the div:Lne requirement produced a struggle 
1·71 th the na tux'e - mythological rel igion of t he Canaani tes . 4 Hov7 -
e ver, the Babyloni an, Ugaritic, and Canaanite i deas became 
prevale_nt i n the popular rel ~~gion of Israel during the l i fe and 
death struggle of Yah1-1i s m and Baal i sm . Though the former \.-TOn, 
not all elements of the other relig i on vanished over n ight . 
They appear in other mythological references in the Hebr ew 
l i teratur e, somet i mes in the same context as 7 7 :J t::f • The 
Hebrei-7 usag e may usually be tak en as purely direct i onal, but, 
if one is aware of the mythological atmosphere in which the 
l iterature \·Tas written, over - tones of meaning may be seen . 
Even the clear est references to mythology are not g i ven as 
1 . Frost, OTA, 138 . 
2 . Ib i d., 38n . 
3 . Lauha , Z, 51 . 
4 . Cf . Lauha, Z, 51. 
cosmological explanations, but they are used as means of con-
veying meaning to minds acquainted vith this popular mythology . 
There may be an int ended irony \·Then ambitious enemy pm·rers are 
described by their mm myths and their• d01vnfall announced by 
1 the Lord . Though the ideas come from the common oriental 
mythology , they are made to serve Yahwism and convey its supe -
riority to the popular mind . 
In addition to the conception of the north as the residence 
of de i ty, there was also the belie f that it was the d i rect i on 
from l·lhich ev:i.l came . In addition to t he mythical conceptions 
contr:i.buting to this belief among the Hebrevis, there 1-1ere 
geographical-historical factors -vrhich gave credibi lity to such 
a bel i ef . The sea peoples, later Phil:i.stines, j_nvaded Pales t i ne 
from the north and were anything but a blessing to the Hebrews . 
The Baalism championed by Jezebel came from the north . The 
Assyrians invaded. from t he north, and. in Jeremiah ' s lifetime, 
the Chald.eans brought destruction from the north . Thi s too is 
found. in eschatology where the terminal devas t ation is brought 
from the north . Often there is a dual conception of an :imminent 
histori cal enemy and a mysterious supra -historical, supernatural 
destruction . 2 
A separate study -vras made of the Hebrevr proper names vrhich 
might have relevance to this study . Numerous names sho-vr a 
1 . Cf . Luaha, Z, 52 . 
2. Ibid . , 78 . 
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possibl·e relation to 17:) 5. The term also appears as a 
prop e r noun both i n compounds and alone . Other proper names 
show the close ass ociation of the Ugaritic, Assyrian, and 
Hebre\v culture s . 
Though Je r•emiah d oes not use ]7-:J :J as a proper noun, he 
does uE:e it i n contexts which seem to have ovei' t ones of meaning . 
Tha t this is probable is supported by the aspect of that d i -
rec t ion v7hich -vms h i s daily viev7 during chi ldhood , t he place 
of that direction in the unl1.appy events of I srae l ite history, 
1 
and the ol d mythological ideas of the n orth . 'Ynat t hese 
idea s were c urrent in his time is shown by the profuse and 
significant use of the term ]7 ~ ::f by h i s younger contempox•ary, 
Ezekiel, and is confix'med by their• appeal~ance i n li tex>a t ure 
bef.ore and aft er h j_ s t ime . North ·Has a dil"ectj_on "l-7hich com-
cunicated :!.deas to the sens i t i ve young man \·Then it app eared 
i n his call t o the prophet ic office . God was sending "evil " 
on his people . Thi s evil Jeremi ah descri bed as an enemy, but 
i t is clear that the en emy is the agent of t he Lord. Therefore , 
not only in terms o f proportional use of ideas, but in the 
mean:i.ng of the terms, the fact, not the mer e d.ii•ectlon, i-Tas 
the lmportant t hing to Jeremiah . 
,Jeremiah m ew hoiv to linlc up tvlo fac t ors -- the h:Lstorical 
one, that I srael ' s mo E:t dang e l~ous enemi es so often came 
f rom the noT·th, and the old. mythological one about the 
mys ter:Lous threa t from the north which for Je r emiah \·7a s 
full of sinis te r f oreboding_, beca~se it 1-1as so clos ely 
connected v7 ith Baal and. h :Ls c ult . 
1. Cf . h a pelrud , JS, 1 01 . 
2 . Ibid . , lOl!. 
CHAPTER III 
THE TIMES OF JEREMIAH 
A. Preliminary Considerations. 
To understand the times in vThich Jeremiah worked, it is 
necessary to go back about a century and follow the stream of 
world history giving particular notice to political and re-
ligious events and persons in Judah. Jeremiah believed that 
the events of history occurred as the result o-f past conduct. 
To understand this attitude and his other reactions, one must 
see the course of events and the development of ideas. Though 
he did not 't.;rish to be in politics, Jeremiah 1 s clear insight 
and sense of call left him no alternative. 
A period in the history of a nation does not stand alone. 
It has roots in that which came before. It is influenced by, 
and it influences 1 the rest of the known world, and it affects 
all that- follows. This is especially true of Israel in the 
seventh centur·y before Christ. A century is a chronological 
convenience but does not, as a rule, mark a natural unit of 
history. This also is well illustrated by the seventh centur•y. 
Turning points of thj_s time in the history of the Israelites 
are: (1) the Fall of Samaria (721)1 when the kingdom of 
Judah became the living repository of Israelite culture, (2) 
the ascent of Manasseh (696) which marked a new policy re-
garding religion and foreign aff airs, (3) the ascent of 
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Josiah (639) which brought a reversal of these policies, and 
(4) his death (609) which began a period of intrigue and con-
fusion resulting in the destruction of Jerusalem in 587. The 
prophetic periods of the century were. (1) prophets of the 
eighth century wnose activity extended into the time of 
Manasseh, (2) the reign of Manasseh in whiCh there was little, 
if any, prophetic activity, and (3) the revival of prophecy 
in the time of Josiah which continued into the Exile. Another 
view of this period of Israelite history is the decline from 
Hezekiah to the Exile, with the reign of Josiah a bright 
interlude. 
B. Judah under Hezekiah. 
The turn of the ·century found Hezekiah (725-697) the 
king of Judah. This energetic young man had come to the 
throne about the time Samaria fell to the Assyrians. 2 With 
the danger that Assyria might march against Judah, there was 
a feeling that only Yahweh could stem the tide. A return to 
1. Unless otherwise designated, dates are those given in the 
Chronological Table in Leslie, POS, 277• 
2. The dates of Hezekiah are the subject of debate. Albright, 
BP, 67 (from an earlier work), gives c. 715-687. Daniel-
Reps, SH, 410, gives 718-689. Mould, EBH, 637, gives 727? 
or 721?--693· Pfeiffer, IOT, 426, gives 720 (727, 715) ~ 
692. Snell, AI, 143, gives c. 725-696. Young, IOT, 194 
gives 727-699. 
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him -vras needed after the paganizing influence of Ahaz. As 
these influences had come from Assyri a, feeling aga ins t that 
power increased. This feeling was aggravated by the grinding 
taxation necessary to raise the Assyrian tribute. Also, 
Judah saw a vivid example of the results of apostasy to YahvTeh 
in the destruction of Samaria . As Sargon II (722-705) of 
Assyria was a vigorous ruler, Hezekiah, i nfluenced by Isaiah, 
- -
had maintained a nominal allegiance to Assyria but strengthened 
h:Ls position by r·eligious reforms, fortifications, and a water 
supply tunnel through solid rock. 
Sargon II was succeeded by his son, Sennacherib (705-
681). Though greatly inferior to his father, he soon began 
to conquer the subject nations vTho had taken his accension 
as a signal for revolt. He drove the persistent Merodach-
baladan1 from Babylon (703) and defeated his allies, the 
Elami tes and certain Arabian and Aramean peoples. The next 
year he conquered the Kassi tes and the Me des paid tr:lbute. 
Then he invaded Palestine (701) and at Altaku decisively de-
feated a large Egypt i an-Ethiopian army. By extrem~ly heavy 
tribute, Hezekiah escaped the fate of forty-six fortified 
towns. It may be that Tirhakah2 was the military commander 
. . 
for his uncle,3 Shabaka, king of Egypt at this. time. His 
being called. "king11 may come from the fact that he was king 
1~ Marduk-apal-id.d.ina in Babylon. 
2~ Sometimes spelled Taharkah. 
3. Pfeiffer, IOT, 400, denies this and considers the biblical 
reference an anachronism. 
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(688-663) when the biblical record '\vas written. However, 
it is possible that Sennacherib made a second invasion in the 
last years of his reign--after the ascension of Tirhakah (ie. 
1 between 688 and 681). To have Hezekiah king of Judah at 
this time requires late dating of his reign. Since Senna-
-- -
cherib 1 s army had been defeated by a Babylonian-Elami te 
coalition in 691, the West might well have struck again for 
freedom. The crushing defeat of Egypt at Altaku left Sen-
nacherib free to deal vTith Hezekiah. The latter had been 
stripped of l''esour•ces a dozen years before, and Sennacherib 
had only one purpose for Jerusalem--destruction. This time 
Hezekiah l ist ened to Isaiah. : · ·.: L' Sennacherib 1 s forces '\·Tere 
decimated by pestilence and he crept home. A second invasion 
cannot be affirmed or denied by Assyrian records because 
Assyrian records of this period are not extant. It is hardly 
to be expected that a boastful Assyrian would record such a 
defeat. The record of Herodotus is enigmatic. However, he 
says: ' · -: _ 
One night a multitude of fieldmice svmrmed over the 
Assyrian camp and devoured their quivers and their 
bows and the handles of their shields likewise, i n-
somuc~ that they fled the next day unarmed and many 
fell. 
The mention of mice may well indicate that it 1-1as 
a plague vThich struck Sennacharib 1 s ar·my, since mice 
1. Regarding a second invasion see Albright, BP, 43, · and 
Finegan; PAP, 177, 178. It is opposed by Smith and Irwin, 
PTT, 114 , 115. 
2. Herodotus, Book II, Chapter 141. 
are a Greek symbol of pestilence and since rats are 
carriers of the plague ..• plague and disease else-
where in the ¥ible are regarded as a smiting by an 
angel of God. 
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Although Hezekiah vras king of Judah at the turn of the 
century, he was king of little more than Jerusalem, impov-
erished by invasion, and an unhappy subject of Sennacherib 
(705-681) of Assyria. Egypt was ruled by Ethiopian lcings, the 
Twenty-fifth Dynasty--Shabaka (c7ll-c699), Shabataka (c699 -
2 
c689). Isaiah and Micah were prophesying in Jerusalem. In 
Greece the lyric poetry of Kallinus, Archilochus, and Simonides 
of Samos flourished. 
C. Aposta~y and Turmoil. 
If Sennacherib did not make a second invasion of Palestine, 
the important events of the opening years of the centUl"Y vTere 
the changes of rulers and the rebuff vrhich the Assyrians suf-
fer•ed at the ~ands of the Babylonians and Elamites in 691. 
Manasseh, sone of Hezekiah, came to the throne about this time 
(bet1veen 696 and 686) 3 and ruled until 6112--the longest reign 
in Hebre"\-7 history. Coming to the throne as a lad of tvTel ve, 
he began a policy of subservience to Assyria, probably under 
the control of the party hostile to the I•eligious reforms of 
Hezekiah. 
Reasons for a reaction to the reforms of Hezekiah are not 
hard to find. i•Tithout a vital, personal faith in YahvTeh, ·the 
1~ Finegan, :DAP , 179 , referring to 2 Samuel 24:.15-17; Acts 12.:23. 
2 ~ 1J3Id. , 114 • 
3. See note above regarding Hezekiah's dates. 
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common man 1-1as unable to live by the high faith of Isaiah 
(who had inspired the reforms). Isaiah was a spiritual leader 
who saw heights fevl since :Moses had seen--hi s faith was beyond 
the comprehens i on of those l·lho cared little to try. Probably 
the first phase of the reaction was to restore the popular 
worship as it -vras before Hezekiah' s reforms. 
A second and more materialistic reason was the necessity 
of behaving well when one's head is in the lion's mouth. One 
Assyrian conqueror wrote, 11 I required them to sacrifice to 
the grea t gods of the Assyrians."1 Since popular relig:lon 
did not observe exclusive IV"Ol"Ship of Yahweh, it was vTise to 
get along with the world power. This led to the second phase 
of reaction, probably very soon after the first phase, in which 
the worship of Yahv7eh was neglected, Baalism received official 
- -. 
recognition, the asherah was erected (even in the temple of 
Yahweh), the astral cults of Mesopotamia became popular, 
child sacrifice was again practiced, and magic and necromancy 
reached the zenith. 2 
No other period of cuneiform records has y:lelded any 
remotely comparable mass of tablets relating to magic 
and divination, and ••• the royal Assyrian letters of 
the time c3ntain innumerable references to astrology 
and magic. 
Assyrian dress and fads were popular. Though Manasseh could 
not have entirely stayed the tide of Assyrian influence, he 
1. Lods, PRJ, 128 . 
2. 2 Kings 21.5-7. Cf. Leslie, OTR, 167 and D:lniel-Rops, 
SH, 263. -
3. Albright, BP, 44. 
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need not have exerted so much effort to bring it in. He 
became the arch-idolater of Israelite history with a place 
beside Jeroboam I and Ahab in the extent of his evil influence. 
There was precedent for his action in the Assyrian influences 
accepted by his grandfather, Ahaz. 
The third phase of the reaction probably followed immedi-
ately after the second, for when the Yahwist party, and the 
prophets in particular, opposed these policies they became 
objects of regal wrath. The Biblical reference to Manasseh' s 
1 filling Jerusalem with innocent blood has been considered 
a reference to the slaughter of many Yahweh worshipers or a 
number of very important ones. There is a Jewish tradition 
that Isaiah was sawed in two. 2 The Book of Isaiah contains 
a reference to the death of Sennacherib3 (681) which would 
indicate some years under Manasseh.4 According to the 
traditional view~ Isaiah wrote the latter part of the book 
which bears his name after this terrible period had driven 
him to eschatology. However, this date has few supporters 
among modern scholars. They date chapters 40-66 after the 
time of Jeremiah .. ' 
I. 
2. 
4: 
2 Kings 21.16; 24.3. 
Hebrews 11.37 may refer to that tradition. 
37 ·37, 38. . 
If accepted as authentic. 
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G. H. A. Ewald believed !';1icah 6 and 7 reflect condi tions 
in the time of Manasseh, 1 and that he may have lived. as late 
as 675, 2 but conditions in the reign of Ahaz and before the 
reform j_n the reign of Hezekiah may have been sufficient to 
stimulate such thought. 
Because they "\·Jere treated as outlaivs, the Yah1vist group 
went into hiding. Copies of the works of Amos and Hosea had, 
no doubt, been carried to Judah after the fall of Samaria in 
721. Now they, \·71th the writings of Isaiah and Micah, i~ere 
kept h i dden but probably were the subject of many an under-
ground discussion by the Yahvlist party (as elders of Judaism 
in modern t:tmes, and liv:tng i n a Gentile world, meet to dis-
cuss their la\·7). The critical times had brought the opposing 
factions of the Yahvlist party together so that pri estly and 
prophetic views entered these discussions. Psalms, proverbs, 
stories, and laws were treasured. It is commonly believed 
that the J and E documents were combined furing this perj_od. 
Some think 'the flood story came from Assyria at this time 
and \-Tas added in due time.3 It is also believed that the 
major part of Deuteronomy4 was written as an adaptation of 
prophetic i dealism to the needs of the masses for cultic 
embodiment of such lofty ideals. However, there are many 
who believe it came from the time of Hezeki ah or earlier, 
1: Pfeiffer, IOT, · 592. 
2 ~ Smith, BTP , i i , 3 • 
3. Cf. Lads, PRJ, 130. 
4. Perhaps chapters 5-26, 28. 
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and supplied the 11 textstt from '\-Thich the prophets preached and 
the basis for the reforms of Hezekiah and Josiah. 
In Greece the Athenian archon list began in 682, and in 
Egypt Manasseh 1 s contemporary, Tirhakah (688-663), followed 
a policy of resistance to Assyrian pressure . If Sennacherib 
did not ma,ke a second invasion, Tirhakah was successful for 
a tj_me . Sen..n.acherj_b had other trouble and had become noto-
rious for his 1-1anton sack of Babylon in 689. In 681 he '\vas 
murdered by h i s elder sons, Adrammelech and Sarezer, but 
Esarhaddon (681-668), the favorite son, soon gained control. 
His mother '\vas a Babylonain, which no doubt, prompted his 
rebuilding the city and conciliating the people. In 678 
he invaded Phoenicia subjugating all except the island city 
of Tyre. While his army was at Tyre in 677, Manasseh paid 
tr1bute to hj_m. Esarhaddon then spent t1-10 years conquering 
Arab tribes. Having disposed of Egypt 1 s Palestinian allies, 
Esarhaddon invaded Egypt in 6731 but the result was not 
decisive. In 670 2 he returned, captured Memphis, and made 
Egypt an Assyrian province vTith Assyrian officers. Assyria 
had achieved her ambition. Esarhaddon set up a victory stela 
at Senjirli in northern Syria. Tirhakah had taken refuge in 
the mountains, but he soon regained power. On his next march 
west , Esarhaddon died. 
1. Breasted~ HE, 555. 
2. Loc. cit. 
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Ashurbanlpal1 (668-626) succeeded his father as king of 
Assyria while an older brother, Shamash-shum-ukin (668-648), 
ruled in Babylon. Ashurbanipal continued the campaign Esar-
haddon had started. TWenty kings of the area, including 
Manasseh, 2 were required to accompany his army to Egypt ·. 3 
Tirhakah was defeated and fled to Nubia. ~To campaigns 
"t·T ere necessary for Ashurbanipal to reduce Elam to temporary 
submission (665). 4 Campaigns were conducted against Arvad 
and Tabal. Tyre, which had resisted Esarhaddon , was taken 
and plundered. In the far v1est in the little tovm of Locri 
(Italy), Zaleucus was the first Greek to vTrite down their 
oral laws (c.664). 
Tirhakah had stirred up revolt soon after Ashurbanipal 
had withdrawn. The traitors were severly punished, ex cept 
Necho, prince of 3ai s, who was honored and made viceroy of 
Egypt . An Assyrian record says: 
And I, Ashurbanj_pal, -£:Lnclined towar.£7 friendliness, 
had mercy upon Necho, my oim servant, whom Esarhaddon, 5 my o"t·m father, had made k ing in Kar-Bel -matate ( = Sais). 
Ne cho I was given Assyrian troops to maintain his authority and 
to watch his policies, no doubt. 
After the death of Tirhakah (663 ), his co - regent, Tanutamon, 
son of Shabaka, led a rebellion of the princes of Egypt which 
1 . Osnapper (Ezl"a 4.10) and Sardanapalus by the Greeks. 
2. 11 ~ili -in·..:.si-e, king of Ia-U'-di. 11 • · 
3~ Ashurbanipal in Pritchard, ANET, 294. 
4. Smi th MZN; 160. -
5. Pritchard, ANET, 297. 
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defeated the Assyrj_an forces and killed Necho I. The latter's 
son escaped to Syria and was installed as Psammetichus I (663-
609) by Ashurbanipal ·when he drove Tanutamon from Memphis . 
In 661 Ashurbanipal sacked Thebes. This stunning event vras 
long remembered. 1 
The next year the Megarians of Chalcedon founded the 
commercial settlement of Byzantium and Zarathustra 2 was born 
in Media. In that year Jimmu Tenno led the invading forces 
v7hich conquered the Japanese Islands and became the first 
.Mikado . It was about this time that the prophet Zephaniah 
"Yras born, probably in Jerusalem. In 655, Cypselus became 
tyrant of Corinth. In Egypt Tanutamon had re-entered the 
broken city of Thebes and remained there until 69~3 vThen he 
was forced out by the rising Psammetichus I (663-609). The 
latter, the son of Necho and king of Sais and Memphis, ex-
pelled the Ethiopains and founded the Twenty-sixth Dynasty. 
He established a centralized government and restored a con-
siderable degree of prosperity. 
In 652 Ashurbanipal' s brother and vassal, Shamash-shum-
ukin, rebelled vli th the aid of the Elami tes, Egyptians, Syrians 
and Arameans. This bloody' civil war lasted until 648 and shook 
the Assyrian Empire to the foundation. As Ashurbanipal marched 
upon Babylon, his brother burned himself and his household in 
1 ~ Nahum 3. 8f. 
2. Known by the Greeks as Zoroaster, traditional date. 
3. Smith MZN , 160. 
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the palace . 'E11e Assyrian Empire "tvas again united. A series 
of campaigns were undertaken against Elam for her complicity 
in the revolt . By_ a remarkable forced march straight across 
the desert, Ashurbanipal defeated and plundered the western 
allies. Edam and Moab are mentioned in the Assyrian inscrip -
tion s. It 1-ras probably this devastation which ID.arked the 
end of Moab as a strong autonomous state. 1 The terri tory of 
the Kedarenes and l\Tabateans -vras taken by the troops of 
Ashurbanipal, and Ushu and Acco i n Phoenicia were puni shed. 
The regions east of Ant il i banus and the J ordan were over - run 
by Arab tribes from t he Syr.b:Bn Desert. Manasseh -vras captu1..,ed 
and ca~rri ed to Babylon, the probable seat of operat i ons v7hile 
quell 1ng t he revolt . Possibly t o prevent anarchy and further 
rebell i on 1-1hile conducting the Elamite campaigns, Ashurban-
i pal released Manasseh after a few mont hs capt i vity . 2 
Hi s l''estora tion gave Manasseh a ne"t·T c onfidence i n Yah"t-reh 
"t·iho had heard h i s prayer and accepted his repentance . The 
temple and temple mountain "t·7ere cleansed of foreign gods and 
j_dols, the altar of Yahweh i·Jas rebuilt, sacrifi ces i:lere offered, 
1. Albright, BP, lf4, believes Isai ah 15-16 and Jeremiah 48 
represent variations of a popular dirge of about 650 
describing the fate of Moab . Young, IOT, 253, bel ieves 
the prophet Obadlah at this time i-Trot e regardj_ng the 
retribution 11hich came to Edom because she had tak en 
advantage of Judah during the Syro-Ephr•aimi tic Har . 
2 . Lesl ie, POS, 183, ass igns this to the t ime of Esarhaddon, 
about t-vrenty years earlier, i-Then Assyria · was fighting 
Egypt . For this t i me see: Albright, BP, 44; Mould , EBH, 
261; and Ianiel-Rops, SH, 262. 
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and the people 1-1ere ordered to serve Yahlveh. Perhaps encour·aged 
by the example of Psammetichus I~ 1 he bu:U t a city ¥Tall and 
strengthened the military leadership. 
About 650 the Second Messenian War broke out between the 
Spartans and the natives of Mess enia , a mixture of Achaeans 
and Dorians. The Spartans had invaded Messenia about three-
quarters of a century earlier to support their increasing 
population. The First vlar (725-706) 2 resulted in some of 
Messenians emigrating to Sicily and founding Messana , vThile 
the Second Vlar (650-630) made the rising Sparta become 9-n 
armed camp in the midst of a hostile people. Farther west 
the Etruscans were on the move and founded Capua and Pompeii, 
but their south-east advance was checked by the Greeks. 
Rome 1vas governed by Etrus t~·_an3 l{ings who had taken the city 
soon after it was founded a century earlier. About this time 
Egypt enjoyed a revival of art and entered commercial relations 
with the rising country of Greece. AdventurouS' Greeks came 
to the Delta and soon Naucratis, the predecessor of Alexandria, 
was founded. In 645 (the approximate year of the birth of 
Jeremiah), Psammetichus I (663-609) asserted his independence 
from Assyria. Perhaps Ashurbanipal (668-626) did not feel 
Egypt I·Tas worth -vrha t it would cost his v1eakened empire. Ma-
nasseh died in 642 and vTas succeeded by his son, Amon (642-
640), ivho continued the policy of submission to Assyria. By 
1. See beloi·T. 
2. Caldwell~ A1~r~ 149, 150, 536. 
3. Breasted, AT, 497. 
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1 640 Ashurbanipal 1 s campaigns against Elam totally dest~oyed 
her as a nation and the capital, Susa, was shamefully Pillaged . 
Ashurbanipal 1 s activity in the last fourteen years of 
his reign is not known--perhaps he retired from war to enjoy 
the culture for which he is better known than his wars. In 
the capital city of Khorsabad there were six thousand square 
ya~ds of bas-relief. 2 The interest of Ashurbanipal in ed-
ucation led to the establishment of a library at Nineveh 
surpassing all others in size and importance, including the 
one from at least the time of Sargon II (722-705). Copies 
and translations of writings throughout Assyria and Babyloni a 
'tvere made and 
Tens of thousands of c~ay tablets were brought 
together, containing historical, scientific and 
religious literature, official dispatches ~nd 
arch:i -ves, business documents and letters. 
He said, 11 I had my joy in the reading of inscriptions on 
stone from the time before the flood. 114 This pel"iod -v;as the 
zenith of Assyrian pO't·ler, art, and culture. 
D. Revival . 
Amon ( 64 2-40) vTas murdered by his servants, but the 
reason is not known . Very possibly it was cruelty. If 11 ser-
vants11 has a broader meaning, it may refer to malcontents who 
could not face the possibility of a long reign by a king of 
1. Finegan, LAP, 193, gives 646. 
2~ Daniel-Rops, - sH, 263. 
3. Finegan, LAP, 181. 
4. Loc. cit. 
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Manasseh 's earlier policies--political subservience and re-
ligious syncretism. The assassins ivere apprehended and slain 
by "the people of the land," who made Amon's eight-year-old 
son king , .Josiah (639-609). This would indicate Amon's 
policies were popular . No doubt the regents followed these 
policies, perhaps from prudence rather than conviction as 
later events betray lethargy rather than opposition to Yah-
. t. f 1 Wl S lC re orms. 
Not long after the ascension of Josiah, the Scythian 
J.nvasions began, if they are h1storical. 2 These barbarous 
hordes from the north were interested in booty . It is reported 
that vlhen they reached Egypt, Psammetichus I (663-609) :buPned 
them back with a gift of gold, and that they pillaged the 
temple of Aphrodite at Ashkelon on their return march. 
~~is may have been the stimulus which made Zephani ah of 
Jerusalem3 feel that this 1vas t he beginning of the end--the 
day of Yahweh ivas near . 1-lb.ether they invaded at this time 
or not , they had been on the border of Assyria for about a 
century and their character 1-ras knoivn .4 Zephaniah had heard 
of the conquests of Eaarhaddon from his elders. He had seen 
soldiers from the army of Ashurbanipal and heard of their 
1 ~ Zeph. 1.12. 
2. The historicity of these invasions is questioned. 
Herodotus is the only source and he is not completely 
reliable. Cf. Chapter v. 
3 . Not stated but implied by his- knowledge of topography 
and the · religious and political situation. 
4. Skinner, PR, 40. 
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ruthless conquests, but these marauders "i\Tere terri fyirt..g--
11they drank t he blood of their enemies from vessels made from 
1 
their skul l s." As he brooded over these fac t s this "calvin" 
must fit them into his idea of divine sovereignty. Possibly 
he could not erase from his mi nd a passage from tne message 
of Amos, 11 If there be di saster in a city, has not the Lord 
caused j_ t? " 2 He seems to have taken a text from Amos 1 dis-
cussion of the D3.y of the Lord, dra"ivn heavily upon Isaiah, 
and proclaimed in earnest, sober, and vigorous style3 the 
horrors of that D:ly. Not only were his people corrupt morally 
and religiously~ 4 but they were indifferent ,saying Yah"'veh 
"'muld do neither good nor evil. They had to be awakened from 
moral indifference and materialistic skepticism. He pro-
claimed Yahweh in judgment (using local sins as objects of 
his wrath), then predicted the visitation of judgment on 
neighboring countries for their sins, and mercilessly denounced 
the leaders of Je rusalem--his own social class.5 Repentance 
"1\Tas the only thing vThich could stay the hand of Yahweh. He 
believed there would be a remnant and for them he offered 
1. Braham; PI, 62. Also Snell, AI, 159 . 
2. Amos 3.6. 
3. Note contrast to his retiring contemporary, Jeremiah . 
4. See Zeph. 1.4-6 for the best picture of their r eligious 
syncretism. 
5. Tracing his lineage beyond the usual l imit to an uncommon 
name, Hezekiah, probably means he was one of the princes . 
His viev7point is aristocratic and urban (nothing about 
nature in his work). 
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1 hope. The burden of his message almost makes reform too 
late, but i t no doubt prepared for reform lvhen destruction 
was delayed. He is dated as in the time of Jos iah (639-609). 
If there ·Here Scythian j_nvasions (c. 630-625), 2 vThich vTOuld 
account for his feeling of urgency, he should be dated. after 
them, yet his message seems to ante-date the reforms of 
Josiah (621). His generation needed a new philosophy of 
history. He gave little that was new (perhaps the univer-
sality of judgment), but with prophetic insight he related 
earl i er prophecies to his day. A 
hew -characterist i c of his message, and of Jeremiah's 
too, is that they attach as much importance to the 
crime of worshiping3 •other gods' as to sins of a purely moral order. 
This had a far-reaching effect. It made it obligatory for 
the ir successors to stress cultic reform--no eclecticism, 
the right God must be worshiped in the right vmy. 
In Zephaniah there is the first tinge of apocal~ose. 
"Prophecy sa I·T God in h i story; apocalypse saw him almost 
1 . 1 . . 1 4 exc us l ve y 1n mJ_rac e. 
If h is hame means 11 Yahweh hides," j_ t may mean there was 
a pri ce on the head of Yahweh worshipers when he was born, and. 
1. The extent of credit for this hope in chapter 3 varies 
from practically none (Pfeiffer, IOT, 601), to all (Young, 
IOT, 266) with others giving all but verses 14 to 20. Its 
"hope" may account ( perhaps from lectionary use) for its 
canonical position after a book of no hope for an enemy 
and one of rugged trust in a hopeless situation. 
2. See note above regarding their h i storicity. 
3. Lods, PRJ, 133. 
4. Knudson, PMI, 60 . 
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his father's name, Cushi, may mean his grandfather 1vas pro-
Egyptian, but Zephaniah was not cowardly or soft-spoken. He 
;,1as detached like Amos, not sympathetic like Isaiah. He, as 
Isaiah, "knew, and spared no pains to make others kno1v, that 
the ultimate issue of things is never going to be a heaven-
and-hell amalgamation society . 111 
At the time Zephaniah vTas prophesying (c. 626), a young 
man, Jere~tah (born c. 645), of a priestly family in Anathoth, 
Benjamin in Israel, began his long prophetic career (until 
after 586). Very retiring by nature and pleading his youth, 
he was pressed into his work by two visions- -a twig of an 
11 almond tree" (shaked) which suggested "watch over" ( shoked) 
meaning Yahweh 1-ras alert to his purposes , and a pot blo;,m 
upon from the noPth \vhich told him that from the north would 
come enemies aga inst Jerusalem. The latter concept is the 
concern of this study . 
In 627 Periander became tyrant of Corinth, curbed the 
nobles, looked after the rights of the people, gave attention 
to public works, and encouraged art, music, and l iterature. 2 
In 6263 Ashurbanipal died and was succeeded by his son, Ashur -
etil-:Uani (626-622), whose re ign soon ended in disorder. In 
Jerusalem, the Israelite, Jeremiah of Anathoth, Benjamin, began 
his ministry (626-586). 
1 . 
2. 
3. 
Paterson, GFP, 104. 
Cald:vrell, A'TtT, 536. 
Many authorities give this date. Finegan, LAP, 180, gives 
633, Al br:i..ght, BP, 61, says 11 bet-vreen 633 and 628. 
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l Cyaxares , (625-593) - whose grandfather Deioces had 
united the nomad i c Medi an tribes and founded Ecbatana, la i d 
s i ege to Ni neveh in 625 to avenge the death of h i s father , 
Phi'aortes, who had been kill ed in a n earl i er a ttempt to 
capture the c:lty after his break from Assyrian dom5.n...a t ion ! 
However, t he siege v1as raised vlhen Median territory i·Tas in-
vaded by Madyes, king of the Scythi an horde, in pursuit of 
2 the Cimmerians "\·7hom they had driven out of Europe . The 
Scythians remained a force in Asia for tvlenty-e ight years 
bringing to an end thi s brief peri od of Median freedom. 
Farther south, Nabopolassar (625-605), a Chaldean and a 
descendant of r•lerodach-balad.an (721), was able to sieze con-
trol of Babylon because of the dissatisfaction stirred up by 
the Chaldeans, a Semitic people who had come to Babylonia 
about 1000 B.C. This Chald.ean Empire3 was to live nearly a 
century. In Nineveh the sucessor of Ashur-etil-ilani (626-
622), Sin-shum-lisker, -vms of no consequence and vTas immedi -
ately replaced by Sin-shar-ishkun (622-612), brother of Ashur-
etil-ilani and a son of Ashurbanipal. In Greece there had 
been a long struggle to have their oral laws reduced to 
writing as had been done long ago by Hammurabi and others. 
This would make it harder for the judges to twist the law. 
At this time Draco of Athens produc ed such a written code. 
1. Pfeiffer, - IOT, 488~ 
2. Herodotus, History, Vol. I, sec. 103-106. 
3. Or Nee -Babylonian . 
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In Jerusalem "a book of law" gave impetus to the most 
important religious reformation in the history of Judah. 
Perhaps through the influence of his mother, Jedidah, Josiah 
had inclined toward Yah'tvism. He became of age about the time 
of the death of Ashurbanipal and the ensuing confusion in the 
time of the Scythian invasions. Josiah's Yahwistic tendencies 
- . -
began to take concrete form as reforms--in proportion to the 
freedom from Assyria which he felt. To cast out the gods of 
surrounding nations required courage and an assurance of 
abil i ty to make good the political implications of such an 
act. It was after Assyria had a weak king, was under danger 
of another Median invasion, and was suffering raids by t he 
Scythians, that Josiah's reforms took drastic form . 
One of Josiah's early reforms was to repair the temple 
of Yahweh in Jerusalem which had fallen into disrepair after 
its ritual had ceased to be of basic importance in nat i onal 
life. During the renovation Hilk:l.ah, the high priest, found 
a copy of the Law which he sent to the king. Josiah was dis-
turbed by the disparity between the law and current practices . 
He asked the prophetess Huldah, the wife of a palace official, 
regarding the authenticity of this Laiv of Yahweh. After re-
ceiving a validating reply, Josiah, with the Law as guide, 
proceeded to execute the reform 1-Tith vigor. In Jerusalem the 
symbols and vessels of the worship of Baal and Asherah were 
destroyed. The quarters of the male and female prostitutes 
of the fertility cult were torn down. The priests of the high 
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places of Judah were summoned to Jerusalem. The area for 
chj_ld sacrifice vTas defiled. The idolatrous altars on the 
roof of Ahaz's upper chamber were demolished and the Eigh 
Places for the worship of Ash tart, Chemosh, and Mild om 'tvhich 
Solomon had built were destroyed. The sacred poles and 
1 pillars vTere cut down. These reforms were extended beyond 
Judah to Samaria and Bethel. The bones of the priests were 
disintered and burned upon the altars and the living priests 
were killed and burned. As no military conquest of this area 
by Judah is recorded, it is believed that Josiah may have 
been given authority over these areas by his suzerain, Assyria. 
As nominal vassal he vrould have authority to promulgate re-
forms which he could justify to the satisfaction of the suz-
erain. As the suzerain grevl 'tveaker less explanation was 
neceB.sary. It is possible that Josiah took over the territory 
without permission lvhen Assyria ·.grew weak. The reforms 'Here 
climaxed by a gigantic celebration of the Passover in Jerusalem. 
The nature of these reforms leads scholars to the conclusion 
that the copy of Law was a part, at least, of the present book 
of Deuteronomy. Zephaniah prophesied before the reform and 
probably favored it. His work prepared the soil for it to 
. take root. Jeremiah probably favored it at the time 2 and his 
advocacy nearly cost his life at the hands of the men of 
1. Leslie, OTR, 204, Snell, AI, 161, 2 Kings 22-23, and 
2 Chronicles 34-35. 
2. Jer. 11.1-8; 6.16. 
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Anathoth for it invalidated their sanctuary established after 
Solomon banished their ancestor Abiathar for his support of 
Adonijah. A little later he was disillus i oned regarding the 
reform vThen he saw that out'l.vard changes did not correct the 
evi l heart. 2 Nahum and Habakkuk were not prominent, but as 
loyal Yahwists they Pl"obably supported the reform . Perhaps 
the ir youth ivas the reason they were not asked to validate 
the Law of YahvTeh. The fact that the Scythians did not 
attack Jerusalem may have left Jeremiah and Zephani ah i n 
di srepute. Zephaniah i s not heard from again. Jeremiah di d 
not want to speak, but he did after a silence of over a decade. 
By 616 Nabopolassar of Babylon in Chaldea ( 625-605) had 
suffi c i ent mil i tary forces to attack Assyria defeating the i r 
army at Kablinu . Egypt under Psammetichus I (663-609) a ppar-
ently feared the ris i ng Chaldea and came to the support of 
Assyr ia. The1r combined armies were defeated by Nabopolassar 
at Arrapha . The next year (615) Nabopolassar attacked Ashur, 
one of Assyria 1 s four chief cities and onetime capital. He 
v1as dr:L ven ai·Tay by king Sin-shar-ishkun vlho pursued him. At 
Takri tain Nabopolassar made a stand and dec i sively defeated 
h i s pursuer. 
In the meantime the Medes, i'Those period i n h i story was 
davmi ng , had rid themselves of Scythian domination and, with 
their Ary:·a)n brothel''S ;> the Pers i ans, had been awakened by 
1. Jer. 11~18-23. 
2. cr. Jer. 8.6-11. 
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the recent religious revi val of Zarathustra (660-583). 1 In 
t h e far west other Aryians were on the move --the · tribes 
vlh:Lch became the Gauls moved i nto the area whi ch later became 
France. After the Medes had conquered the eastern Assyrian 
provinces , Cyaxares ( 625-593) in 614 aga i n led the Ivledes 
against Assyria. Marching down the Tigri s they captured and 
destroyed Ashur. Nabopolassar arrived too late for the attack 
on Ashur, but he made an alliance vlith the Hedes accepting 
Amyitis, granddaughter of Cyaxares, as the wife of his son, 
Nebuchadrezzar. 
An outbreak in the south kept Nabopolassar from attack -
ing Assyria i n 613. The next year he joined Cya.xares in the 
siege of Nineveh from June unt i l August. The defence of t he 
c i ty was despera:be but unavailing . The prophecy of Zephaniah2 
came to pass. In August, 612 B.C., Nineveh fell . 
I n Jerusalem the poetry of Nahum, the last of the great 
classical Hebrew poets, 3 was no doubt used by Yahwists to 
express the joy felt by all i·Tho had known the cruelty of 
Assyri a. A rec ently discovered Assyrj_an lav7 book makes spe-
cific these fears of the consummate Assyrian brutality. Some 
penalties were: 
Gouging out of eye s , hack:i.ng off the hands or other 
members of the body [tongue, among theE¥', cutting 
off the · breasts of women, slitting the nose, l"~moval 
of ears, and pouring boi led tar over the head. 
1: Rogers, HAP, 19 . 
2. 2.13-15 . 
3. Pfeiffer ~ IOT, 597 . 
4. Paterson, GFT, 117. 
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It is probable that Nahum was active at this time. The book 
bearing his name is the only anci.ent source regarding him. 
1 }Ij_s l~ome v1as Elkosh, rnid.'\vay bet1veen Jerusalem and. Ga. za ....... 
The reference to the sack of Thebes 2 need not imply proximity 
in point of time for great events are remembered and used by 
speakers as one would mention 1-la terloo or Bunkei' Hill. It 
is not thinkable that this poem vTas known duPing the reign 
of Ashurbanipal (d. 626), and hardly less likely until after 
Josiah's rebellion against Assyria (621). It is possible 
that d~ep meditation and divine insight might have produced 
it earlier, to be treasured in prophetic circles until the 
time was right, but its nationalistic implications 1vould 
cause it to be published prematurely unless it were known 
to a very select group or unless the nationalistic false 
prophets were a new thing a fevT years later, which is very 
improbable. It seems most probable that this poetry was 
composed shortly before or just after the fall of Nineveh . 
Nahum's place as a prophet lies not so much in prediction 
as in his interpretation of thi s event as the vwrk of Yahweh. 
He 1..ras not under the i nfluence of the materialj_stic idea of 
the victory of might o~ arms . The fall of Nineveh is a vin-
d:tcation of the moral order over whi ch Yahweh is supreme. 
Therefore, the attitude expressed is that of the x•ighteous 
1. Late tradit i ons locating it near Nineveh or in Galilee 
are less credible. 
2. 3.8f. 
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indignat i on of the outraged conscience of humanity and not 
nat ionalist ic revenge. Assyria "'vas an important obstacle in 
Yahv7eh' s establishi ng his universal r·eigh. Later this idea 
regarded all Gentiles as an _obstacle. It i s not likel y that 
this idea vias so developed that it caused Nahum to ignor the 
sj_ns of Judah--for him headline ne-v1s took the "'vhole page . 
In 611 Cya.xares of Media did n ot fig ure in the world 
events so "1-las probably busy with internal matters or with 
neighbors on other borders. T'nat year Nabopolassar captured 
1 Rugguliti . Late in the next year he marched against Harran 
1<1here Ashur-uballi t had set up the Assyrian g overnment and 
rallied their forces. -_ Ashur-uballi t abandoned the city and 
fled '\vest when the combined forces of the Chaldeans~ the 
Scythians, and the Mede s 2 began to approach. The Chaldeans 
and Medes withdrew after sacking the undefended city and left 
it occupied by the ScNthians. 
Early in 609 the aged Psammetichus I died and was 
succeeded b y his son, Necho II ( 609-593). 3 The ne1v king led 
h i s army to the aid of Assyria--probably not because of love 
for Assyrj_a, but lest Chaldea advance upon Egypt and bring 
havoc s i mil aii'' to that vlhich Assyria brought a hal fi -century 
earlier. On his ;,.ray to join the forces of Ashur-ubal1i t, 
1. Oesterley, HI, - ii, 9 ; Leslie, POS, 277 , assign this to 
611 . Pfeiffer, IOT ; 488, places i t i n 609 . 
2. Oester1ey, HI, ii, 9 ; their participation is based on an 
extant 1ettel"" of Nebuchadrezzar. 
3. Grandson of Necho of Sais. 
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Necho II killed Josiah of Judah at Megiddo either for his 
pro-Chaldean sympathies or because his ultra-nationalistic 
ideas made him a threat to Necho II who determined to dominate 
l this area.-
E. The Decline and Fall. 
1•1hen ne"tvs of Josiah's death reached the people of Jeru-
salem, a popular uprising made Jehoahaz (609) king instead 
of the crown prince, Eliakim, vTho apparently was pro-Egyptian. 
Jeremiah did not believe that Jehoahaz would last for he told 
the people not to weep for the dead Josiah but 11 for him vlhb 
is to go away. 112 
After joinj_ng the remnant of the Assyrian army, Necho 
marched against Haran but could not take it that summer . 
They retired to Carchemish ·which the Assyrians and the Egyptians 
occupied for four years. On his return Necho II deposed 
Jehoahaz and placed Eliakim on the throne with the crown name 
of Jehoiaki m (608-598) . Jehoahaz was banished to Riblah, on 
the Orontes River, for a time then taken to Egypt where he 
died . 
Perhaps Necho II "tvas satisfj_ed vlith the present state of 
affairs, and since the Scythians had stopped Necho II at 
Haran, perhaps Chaldea felt no threat from the west . Necho II 
1. Tt i s debated whether this was a private execution after 
a conference or a battle · casualty from Josiah's trying 
to stop Necho. Robinson, AHI, i, 424, asserts 11 no Hebrew 
writer ever described such events_Larmed expedition and · a ,; 
pitched battli7in language like L_Hebrm~ of 2 Kings 23 . 22/." 
2 . 22.10 . 
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attempted to connect the Red Sea and the Nile River by a 
-- -
canal and his sailors circumnavigated Ar -r -· i ca. In Chaldea, 
Nabopolassar 1vas gr·-ovr :tng old and was no doubt giving attention 
to the adminis tration of his vast empire. In Greece the poets 
Alcaeus, Sappho, and Stesichorus -vrere lvriting. 
1'1 len Nabopolassar heard of the defection of the satrap 
he had put in charge of Egypt, Coele-Syria and Phonecia , he 
sent a part of his army into the westland under the command 
of his eldest son, Nebuchadrezzar . Necho II collected his 
forces and with Ashur-uballit challenged Nebuchadrezzar at 
Carchemish, an old Hittite capital. Necho II was soundly 
defeated (605) and Egypt v7ould probably have been invaded 
had Nabopolassar not died. Nebuchadrezzar (605-561) had to 
rush to Babylon to secure his claims against a rival. Assyr•ia 
was now a thing of the past. 
About this time Jeremiah paid his 11 respects 11 to King 
Jehoiakim ( 608-598) vrhom he considered oppress i ve and generally 
1 
contemptible. Jeremiah hated to speak, but when he did he 
threvT caution to the winds and declared Jehoiakim vTould meet 
a violent death and not receive proper burial. Jehoiakim vras 
in a difficult position vTith his pro-Egyptian tendencies and 
his having been placed on his throne by Egypt. The people 
seem to have been largely pro-Egyptian . However, there was 
a sufficient pro-Chaldean faction to be troublesome and. some 
1. Jer. 22.18f. 
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of its members were influential. Ahikam, the son of Shaphan, 
vli th others prevented the execution of Je-remiah for s peaking 
against the city and the land. Klng Jehoiakim had ex ecuted 
. . . 
Uriah of Kirjathjearim for speaking just as Jeremiah had done. 
The people of Jerusalem had come to regard their temple 
as a kind of fetish "tvhich would protect them from all evil. 
-
Jeremiah, in his Temple Sermon, 1 attacl{ed this 11 blind reliance 
on the sure possess i on of Yahweh's sanctuary which was the 
illegitimate offspring of Isaiah's faith and Josiah's refor-
mation."2 After the death of Josiah, there seems to have 
been a general reaction to the stringencies of Josiah's 
- -
reformation.3 
In 604 Jeremiah had h i s secretary, Baruch, wri te at 
Jeremiah's dictation, the message-s he had delivered dur'ing 
-- --
h" __ l s mi nistry. Baruch read. them to the people at a f~esti val. 
The r oll vlas confi scated by the pr i nces 1-rho took i t to King 
Jehoiakim. Th e k ing burned the roll and hunted Jeremiah and 
Baruch, but they had hidden. Je r emi ah r e-di ctated the rol l 
wi t h a ddi t ions. 
Th e proph et Habakkuk is usually dated about t hi s t ime . 
The r e is no dat e in the book , but :i. t s contents i ndicate a 
time aft er t h e Chaldeans became a iw rld pm-1e r and befo r e t h ey 
ha d de s t r oyed t he Israel ite na tion . This would be before 587 
1 . J er . 26.1-211 -; 7 . 1-8, 13. 
2~ Robins on , HI , 125. 
' · Jer . 7.18 ; 13 . 27 ; Eze. 8 . 10 . 
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and after 625 "'i·lh en Nabopolas sar f ounded the Chaldean Empire . 
This r is:i_ng povTe r had come into a major role i-Then i t challeng ed 
Assyria -· n 616, and became a 1wrld. pov1er vT i t h the fall of 
Nineveh :Ln 61 2. The wording of the book--"I am raising up"--
seems to indicate a t ime closer to 612 than to the dest ruc t ion 
in 587. It is possible that the Chaldeans "Here regarded as 
be i ng ra i sed up as late as Carchemish (605), or even as late 
as the f i rst deportat i on (597), though thi s seems very im-
probable . However, all the book need not have been writ ten 
in the Emme month. In a very attractive theory, E. A. Lesl i e 
regards Habakkuk as a temple singer vTho prepared t his liturgy 
for use about the t ime of the first deportation (597). 1 It 
moves in thought from the rj_sing-time of the Chaldeans to the 
t ime of cell3bration and beyond. 
Haba kkuk is important for the glimpses he provid.es into 
the prophetic consciousness andthe prophetic technique, but 
he is significant chiefly for his thought. He has been called 
"The Father of Speculation in Israel. 112 While other prophets 
proclaimed, he questioned. He took his questions to Yah1ieh, 
and though he received answers he could hardly understand, he 
came to a concept or~ religion as faithfulness vThich v1as basic 
to Paul's doctrine of justification by faith several centuries 
later. He wondered i-Ihen Yahweh ivas going to do something 
about the violations of his moral order. Yahweh answered he 
l ~ POS, 210 -. 
2. Paterson, GFP, 126. 
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-vms raising up the Chaldeans to punish the offenders . Thi s 
raised a gx•ea ter problem of theodicy: Hm·l could Yahvleh use 
an evil nation to punish a nation which is better than they? 
Then he pr•esented Yahi·leh 1 s teach:Lng that 11 the righteous shall 
live by his faithfulness . " He pronounced five Woes upon the 
Chaldeans for their five sins: rapaciousness~ unscrupulous-
ness~ sanguinax·iness, i ntempel"ance and. idolatry . A v ision 
of YahHeh 1 s struggle ,tl_:_th hi.s enemi es and h i s victory is 
follmved by a remarkable statement of faith in spite of 
trouble. Thi s i s a ttlyric ode~ ivhich, for subl imity of 
poetic conception and splendoul" of diction, ranks with the 
l fines t i-lhich Hebrew poetry has produced . "- It i s fr equently 
d.enied that :tt came from the pen of Habakkuk, though s ome 
1 ' '. t. 2 scho_ars accept i~ as au~nen .1 c. 
The close of the centur•y found Judah i nvaded by enemi es 
from the east as she had been at the open~ng of the cent1ry. 
Assyria had dominated most of the century, but the practical 
autonomy the IsraeL~- teEi enjoyed under J osia h had ended lvi t_l 
hJ.s exe cut ion by Necho II i n 609 . After four years of Egyptian 
control, Judah passed i nto the hands of Chaldea with the de -
feat of Necho I I a t Carchemish (605) by Nebuchadrezzar (605-
l 
-'- • 
2. 
Dri ve r , LOT , 33? . 
Les l j_ e, POS, 275, agr•ee:;_ng \·71th E. Sell in and B . Duhm 
011 t-1•-ic• nn -·ln t- "'Pater•c:•on G"l:;Q 130 sayc:· · 11 'r'r;ere l."' n o _ u.!,. _ ._ ~ .c __ _ _ _ u • _ _ .._, ....... , r ..1. :; ........ . "-' • _ _ u _ 
cogent reason for" denying i ts authentic i ty. But, Pfe i ffer, 
IOT, 5 ~ 7, says: ~There 1 s no val id r eas on
1
for attributing 
both parts of the book to the same author .' 
561). Since l'Jebuchadrezzar was busy in the East, Jehoiakim 
(608-598) enjojed a few years of practical independence. 
. . -· 
About 602, l'Tebuchadrezzar invaded Palestine and Jehoiakim 
1 became subject to him for three years. 
It is probable that Jeremiah wrote the Orphan Chapters 
(14-20) during this time for he found it necessary to hide 
from the wrath of King Jehoiakim. Sections in these chapters 
comprise the "confessions of Jeremiah" which give students 
insight into the inner feelings of the prophet. They form a 
ne1·1 type of devotional, even mystical, literature. The later 
Psalms felt his influence. The visit of Jeremiah to the 
potter's house is important not only for its teaching that 
history is in the control of Yahweh, but it also teaches the 
fact that the prophet's predictions vrere cond:tt:1onal and not 
absolute . As the potter remakes the vessel, so Yah'lveh changes 
his purpose as the people change the i r conduct . 
About this time the pre-Socratic philosophers became 
active in Greece. Thales (c. 624 -545) of the Earlier Ionian 
School ·t-ras a mathematician and an astronomer. He believed 
the world-stuff is water, and history has given him the title 
of "The Father of Cosmology." Anaximander (c. 611-54·7) 'tvas 
his contemporary and taught a theory of materialistic evolution. 
It need not be surpris i ng that that theory is so old for it is 
a childish explanat i on, and untaught mi nds might arrive at it 
by a different route from modern materialistic science. 
1. 2 Kings 2IJ.l. 
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In 600 Marsulia (Marse illes) was founded by the Phoeni -
cians. The next year Jehoiakim revolted and Nebuchadrezzar, 
unable to come ~t once , sent vassal kings from Chaldea, Aram, 
Moab , and Edom aga i nst Jerusalem. Late the next year (598) 
Jehoiakim died--probably in battle or in palace i ntr· gue for 
he was only thirty-six years of age. He was succeeded by h i s 
eighteen- year-old son, Jehoiachin (598-597) \-Tho reigned only 
three months. To save the city from destruction, he and his 
mother voluntarily surrendered to Nebuchadrezzar v7ho was 
marching against the city. M.attaniah, Jehoiachin 1 s uncle and 
a son of Josiah, was made king ~>rith the crOi•Tn name Zedekiah 
(597-587). The royal line was preserved and the city saved, 
though a large portion of the better class of people were 
deported to Babylon (597). Posterity did not forget his 
sacrifice. The number of captives 1o1as given as 8 , 000, 1 
. . . 
2 3 10,000, and 3,023. The first two figures may be estimates, 
scribal errors , or early in the death-march to Babylon. Prob -
ably the young priest, Ezekiel, was in this group of capt i ves. 
If Daniel 1·7ere historical, he might have been in this group, 
but the book of Daniel refers to an earlier siege--perhaps 
immediately after Carchemich before Nebuchadrezzar 1 s return 
. . . 
to Babylon. 4 If there were a Second Isaiah, he might have 
1~ 2 Kings 24.16~ 
2 . 2 Kings 2lf~l4. 
3. Je r . 52.28. 
4. Cf. Young, TOT, 351-367 and other literature regarding 
Dani el. 
been in one of these deportations but he may have been a 
younger contemporary. 
The lo't·Ter class people confiscated the property left 
by the exil_es and. came to have an exaggerated._ evaluation of 
themselves as "pious" because they were not taken into exile. 
Jeremiah, in a statement not designed to win friends, told. 
them they were the basket of bad. figs while the exiles were 
represented by a basket of good figs. Though Jeremiah ree-
ogn:Lzed. the value of leadership, it is pr•obable his faith for 
the future of the exiles 1ms not based upon such a materialistic 
basis, but upon the character the exile would produce. In 
line with this hope, Jeremiah wrote a letter1 to those in 
exile urging them to give up hope of an early return, but to 
lead normal lives and keep alive their faith in Yahweh--the 
Israelites had a spiritual, not a political mission . Religion 
had to exist in the heart when separated from institutional 
accretions. False prophets including Ahab, Zedeliah, and 
.Sh :ema i ah, had kept the exiles stirred up with hopes of r•e -
turning to Jerusalem. One of these prophets, Shemaiah, sent 
an angry letter to Zephaniah, the priest at Jerusalem, for 
pe1•mitting Jeremiah to vTrite thus. Jeremiah denounced him as 
a liar and predicted the extermination of his family. 2 
In 594 Solon of Athens, writer of political and gnomic 
poetry, gave h i s leg i slation. Later that year or early the 
1. Jer. 29 . 
2. 29 .30-32. 
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next, Neche II died and \vas succeeded by his son, Psammet:tchus 
II (593-588). Perhaps the small nations thought the change 
of ruler would bring a more aggressive foreign policy, for 
delegates from Moab, Ammon, Tyre, and Sidon came to Jerusalem 
to plan an upri s ing . Th i s Jeremiah denounced and made every 
effort t o impress his opinion upon king, prj_ests, and people . 1 
He wore a \Woden yoke as symbolic prophecy. 1 1en Hanan::l.ah, 
a success-prophet, broke it from him, he replaced i t with one 
of iron and predicted Hananiah ' s death ivithin a year which 
occurl''ed i<Tith i n ti-10 months. 2 (It may be this intrigue pre -
ceded the death of Neche II and :fell through vlll.en he died.)__ 
Zedekiah ' s trip to Babylon at this t :lme may have been re-
quired by Nebuchad.Pezzar to determ:tne h:Ls loyalty. 3 P sammet-
i chus II 1vas busy trying to recover Nub i a uhich had been lost 
to Egypt for many years . 
Some cuneiform tablets found in Babylon beai' the name 
of Jeho iachin and his sons . One is dated (592). He seems to 
have been free at tbJ.s t i me, though he was latel" imprisoned . 
In the thirty-seventh year of hi s captivity, he was released 
by Evil-merodach . Jehoiachin, who had been a boy king for 
three months, had spent years in prison because of a situation 
created by his father just before he died . At this time he 
was recognized as the l egit imate claimant to the throne of 
1~ Je r . 27.12-22. 
2 . Jer~ ·28. · 
3. Jer. 51.59. 
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Judah. JevTs dated events from the year of his captivity1 
instead of his ascension to avoid Chaldean anger. 
Apries (588-569) 2 succeeded his father Psam~etichus II 
as king of Egypt, and hotheaded Judean leaders forced Zedekiah 
into revo1t. Zedekiah seems to have vTished to remain loyal 
to Chaldea, but he was lveak and was the ruler of an imposs ible 
. - . 
situation--"new rich" and (self-styled) Yahweh-favored remnant. 
Jeremiah consistently counseled loyalty to the suzerain--the 
mission of Judah was religio~s, not pol i tical. With startling 
-- -. 
suddenness Nebuchadrezzar 1-ras upon Jerusalem that same year 
(588). 3 Duri ng the siege the slave owners granted liberty 
to all HebrevT slaves . When the army of Apries drew near, 
Nebuchadrezzar raised the siege to meet it. 4 During this 
interval the slave o1-rners repossessed their slaves. Jeremiah's 
righteous indignation was boundless, and one's appreciat ion 
for h im goes up i n proportion. He quoted the law to them and 
predicted the return of the Chaldeans and the burning of the 
city. 
I t is difficult--if not impossible--to account · for 
such assurance on the bas i s of mere psychology, 
especially 1-rhen the event so surely followed. Nor 
is i t always convi ncing, in such cases_; to ~all back 
upon the theory of prophecy ex-eventu. 
God does break through into history, and most significantly 
1. Cf. Ezel{iel . 
2. Or Hophra . 
3. Pfeiffer; · IOT, 49 2, gives January 587. 
4. Loc. c it . ; gives April 587 . 
5. Snell~I, 171. 
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through human mi nds and character. During this sieg e Jeremiah 
spent much t ime i n prison, some in a cistern, f or h i s pro -
Chaldean ideas . He i-Tas consulted privately by King Zedekiah. 
l Jerusalem fel l fi'om starvat ion in 587 after a stubborn de-
fenc e . Eighteen ostraca, vlith Hebl"'eiv -vrri t ing in the ancient 
Phoeni cian script, found at Lachish, show the turmoil of the 
t ime. After a month 's plunderi ng, Jerusalem ivas burned, and 
more people ivere dep ol"'ted.. Jeremiah vms given a choice of 
going to Babyl on as guest or remaining in Judah. He chose 
t o stay under the nevT governor, Gedal iah, who may have been 
responsible for the Chaldean 1 s knm·Tledge of Jeremiah 1 s atti-
tude, for he ~<Tas the son of the Ahikam 't·lho had saved Jeremiah's 
l i fe. 
Gedal iah -vras murdered by Ishmael, a Pl"'ince of the Da vi d ic 
l ine. Johanan assumed control and ask ed Jeremi ah's advice. 
After due consider ation Jeremi ah counseled him to keep the 
r em..n.ant in Judah, but they refused. They went to Egypt taking 
Jeremiah and Baruch by force . After he had PI'Otested their 
return to the iVOl"ship of 11 the queen of the heavens, 11 Jeremi ah 
pl"'obably d i ed in Egypt. But he had given Juda i sm that lThi ch 
she needed to survive the Exj_le which terminated the times 
of Jeremiah. 
1. Pfeiffer , IOT, 492, gives July, 586; Albright, BP, 47 
gives August 587 . 
CHAP TER IV 
THE FOE Il'J T-IE BOOK OF JEREMIAH 
Against the background of the meani ng of t h e term 11 nor t_lu 
and t he times i n w1ich the prophet l ive and worked~ attent ion 
must no1,7 be directed to t h e 11 foe " vlhich occup :l ed a lax'ge place 
in t h e preaching of Jeremiah . The evidence drawn from a close 
study of the book of J eremiah wi ll be c orrela ted wi th the his -
tori cal data . 
The degi'ee t o i·Th:i_ch the r esults of this study are t o be 
considered . the views of Jeremiah wi ll depend upon ( 1) the 
f a irness I·Ti th lvh:ich the st ud y is made and ( 2) the authent ic! ty 
of the book of Jeremiah . ~-ere i s wide divergence of opinio n 
on the later quest ion ivhi ch involve s probl ems for which d e -
l 
rnonstrabl e answers can n ever be produced . The vie1-JS of 
schol ars vary from t h e opin:ton that only the poetic sect ions 
a r e authentic 2 to the opin~on that a ll the book i s authentic ~ 
though admi tting the use of a WI'it ten document i n Chapter 52 . 3 
l~os t scholars r e cognize three types of matel""al in the b ook : 
1 . Br ight , Art . , 15 . 
2 . Bent zen ~ IOT ~ ii , 117, :eepoi't i n g the vi evl of B . Duhm : Das 
Buch Je r emiah, (Kurzer Han-Kommentar zum A. T .), 1 901 . 
3 . Young , lOT, 229 . 
h :i.. s evaluations by the opinion s of this aut_hority . Th:i..s se -
lection of a uthorities v7il1 mak e appax•ent certain diffe renc e s 
of scholarl y viewpoints . 
The following data has come fi•om the \Vl"i ter ' s st udy of 
the book of Jeremiah and for it he must bear ful l r e sponsibil i ty. 
It preceded in point of time h i s course v10rk i n Jei•emiah , and 
Elmer A. Leslie ' s book on Jeremiah was not yet off the press 
vJhen this was prepared . 
A . The Evidence . 
The references to the foe v7h:i..ch may help identify him are 
relatively fev7 . Additional information :i..s s ecux•ed by a cons id-
eration of the destruct i on vThich the foe was to bring . Collateral 
evidence may be found in the r easons g i ven fol"' the invasion of 
the foe . 
1 . Descrip t ion of the Foe . 
The tl"'ibes of the k:Lngdoms of /7 9 Y shall bl"eak forth 
fx•om 7 7 ::J <.f and set their thl"Ones at the gates of Jel"usalem . 1 
Th e foe :L s symbolized by a l :Lon . 2 The Egypt ·.ans vT i ll break the 
crm·m of Israel3 and put her to shame as she had been pu t t o 
shame by Assyria . !f The 11 ev:i..l 11 is to come from the J79y 5 1 5..l e 
the burning blast of the sirocco from the desert,6 riding up on 
1 . 1.14 . 
2. 2.15 . 
3 . 2 . 1 6 . 
1.~ • 2.36 . 
5 . 4 .6. 
r-
o . lL 11, 12 . 
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char i ots and hor"'e "' 1 
- - u "-' • They are bes i egers 1-Thich have come fro m 
a ~tstant land, 2 and may be symbol _:_ zed as a 1·on, a desert ·vrolf , 
or a stal ci ng leopa r d. . .J They a re a nat -· on come 11 f r om afar ,u an 
d . t• . t t;• ll , l . ' en .UJ'J.ng na · 1.on, an anc J. en na · 1.on, ' i711ose _anguae;e l S no-c 
known or understood by the Semitic Israel i tes . 5 By exa gserat i on 
the ir qu i ve r s al~e call ed n open tombs," and they are all c on -
s i de r ed 11 r1ighty men" 1-rho con fiscate harvest, fo od, s ons, 
daughters, f locks, herds, and fr u i t harvest . 6 A~a in it 5.s 
a nnoun ced that the foe comes fpom /7 ~:f. 7 A l"'eference to 
she pherds cor.1ing a gaJnst Z~Lon may refer to the i n va de :. , but i t 
E:e ems t o refe:r t o the devastat i on wb.ich w..alces Jerusalem a 
pasture . 8 The enemy l L ces t o attac k at no n, cuts mm t x'ees 
and ma k es s:i_ege moun ds . 1 0 Thi s g r eat na t i.on i s c oming fpor::t 
t h e l 7 ~ 5r c ountry, the fal"'thes t parts o f the eai'th . 11 They 
f ight wi t h bow a n s p ea r and are excee i ng c r uel, s h owing no 
merc y ; t h e y sound l ik~ the roaring sea as t hey r i de upon horses 
:tn battl e array .1 2 The f o e may be call ed f! a P~ l~eat commot i on !! 
l . 2~ . 1 ) . 
2 . 4 .16 . 
3 . 5 . . 
1' The Se p tua.:; i n t om:Lts the last tiw e:xpl.., es s5.ons . 
~ 5 .15 . : s: I b -i d . 
7 . o .1. 
8 . 6 . 3 . 
? . 6 . 4 . 
1 0 . 6 . 6 . 
11. 6 . 22 . 
12 . 6 . 23 . 
'Hhich come s out o f the 7 7 :> .!:J country . 1 By im~)l _:_ca tion it is 
s a i d t h at they t ake ca p t i ves . 2 
I n : assag es~ which Lesl i e des ignates as lat e ~ l t is s a i d 
t ha t a nat ion sha ll come out of J 7 :JY a ga i nst Babylon . 3 Als o 
1 t i s s ~')ol~en :)f as "a co mpany of great nat i ons" who f ight ··_n 
battle array and uhose wai• i ors ax•e excellent maPk smen . 4 They 
shall plunder Chaldea~5 for they are from the Lord ' s armory 
and the ·Heapons of h:i..s vTra th . 6 Then the foe of Babyl on i s 
descr i bed in a passage paral led to a descript i on given the foe 
of Je r usalem . 7 The foe of Babylon is to be a destroyerS vTho 
uses arrm1s and shields and its ident i ty i s given: nth e kin g s 
of the I1edes . n9 Thi s identity is repea ted . 10 
Retm"n i n g to materi als recognized as authent i c~ the later 
refe l"'en ces from the reign of Zed:eki ah drop the cryptic Ol"' 
paraphi•astic ex press i ons and call the foe of Jerusalem by name: 
Nebuch ad(n/ r) ezzal"' king of Babyl orl:tr the king of Babylon . 12 
1 . 10 . 22 . 
2 . 15 . 2 . 
3 . 50 . 3 . 
4 . 50 . 9 . 
5 . 50 .10 . 
6 . 50 . 25 . 
7 . 50 . 41 - 43; cf . 6.22-24 . 
8 . 51 .1 . 
9 . 51 .11 . 
10 . 51 . 28 . 
11 . 24 .1; 27 . 6 ~ 8 ; 34 .1 . 
12 . 27 .13; 34 . 2, 21 . 
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2 . Predictions of ·Destruct i on . 
a . Under Jos i ah. 
Israel has become a prey; 1 the land shall be laid waste 
and the cities made a I'u:i..n without inhabitants . 2 The S"iWrd 
wi ll reach their very life . 3 Disas ter will follow upon dis-
aster until the land is laid waste and t he property of the 
indi vidual i s des troyed . 4 The destruct ion 'H i ll be of cosmic 
pro9ort : ons including the earth and heavens~ the mounta i ns 
and the hills, men and birds, unt i l the land is a desert and 
the cities are ruins; but this is not the full end of civili -
t . 5 za l on. The people shall be so frightened they shall forsa ce 
the citi es leaving them "i-Tithout i nhabitants and seel:: refuge 
r 
in the ro cl''"Y badlands and the "i'T ild thickets . 0 Israel shall be 
l il e a thor oughly gleaned vi ne;7 their children, young men, 
husbands, wives, old folk, the very a ged, houses, and fi elds 
shall become the possessions 8 of othel"s . The young men of 
Anathoth shall die in battle and the sons and daught-e r s shall 
C) 
die by famine until there i s none left ~ " The Lord shall forsa ke 
his people and they shall be abandoned and given into the power 
.0 th . . 1 0 o~ elr en em1es . Judah shall be destroyed as many floc _s 
1 . 
2. 
3 . 
4 . 
r 
::J • 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
,./ . 
10 . 
2 .14 ; many of these predic tions use t h e perfe ct of certa i nty. 
2 .15 ; 4 . 7 repeats . 
4 . 10 . 
4 . 20 . 
4 . 22 - 28 . 
4 • 2 ') . 
6 . 9 . 
6 . 11, 12 . 
11 . 22, 23. 
12 . 7. 
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destroy a vineyard, trampling it dovm and making it a v7ilderness 
wh:.ch no man gives concern though there :Ls no peace because of' 
1 
wholesale slaughter• throughout the land . The harvests f'a.:_l 
and men labor in va in . 2 
b . Undel1 Jehoiakim. 
The temple, \·lh~ch had received prominence in recent years 
in the reforms of Jos :i.ah and i·i'hich had become a fetj_sh for 
national security, viill be made like the ancient sanctuary of 
Shi loh . 3 God 1 s angEn" 'Hill be poured out on man and beast, 
t ~1 n • t lf rees anu r r•u:r. E: . The high place of Tophet and the Linnom 
Valley ( in ivhich it stands), shall no longel"' be used as names 
of that place, but it shall be called the Valley of Slaughter 
because the dead will be buried there for lack of space else -
vThere . 5 Not all 'H i ll be bur:Lecl and thei'e will be no one to 
keep the birds and beasts from consuming the bodies. 6 In the 
land of Judah which shall become a waste, there shall be no 
nupt.:_al celebrations. 7 The consummate sacrilege vlill be the 
d:i.sintering and scatter:Lng of the bones of the kings of Judah, 
1 ts princes, priests, pl"'ophets, and the inhabitants of the 
capital; the l"'emnant shall px•efer death to li.fe. 8 The mountains 
1 . 12 . 10-12 . 
2 . 12.13 . 
3 . 7 .14 . 
1.~ • 7 . 20 . 
5 . 7.32. 
6 . 7 . 33. 
7 . 7 . 31.~ . 
8 . 8 .1 -3 . 
and the pastures i n the wilderness shall be laid waste so n o 
one passes thr ough; even the b i rds and beasts shall flee . 1 
The Jel' salem ru:tns shall be a l a::iJ."' of jackals and the other 
c j_t i es of Judah wi ll be equally d.esolate . 2 ,3 The people wi l l 
be vi olently expelled from the land and will suffer distress . 4 
Famil y and pos sessions will be de s troyed.5 A drought, described 
in graph i c detai l , i s a part of the total program of destructi on. 6 
The Lord "'ivill not hear their cries though they fast and burn 
offeri ngs. 7 Sword, famine, and pestilence will come upon all, 
including those prophets who said these vrould not come . 8 No 
0 
one shall bury them or their wives, sons, or daughters . --· Those 
v1ho go i nto t h e country will be killed by the swo:r·d and thos e 
who stay in the city will die by the diseas es which accompany 
famine. 10 ~1e people shall be victims of four types of des-
t r oye:r•s: pest ilence, svTOr d, f ami ne, and captivi ty, or sv1o r d, 
dogs, bir ds , and b ea sts •11 Their wealth and treas ures "'i·T:l..ll 
be s poil, "'i'Ti t hout so much as deflated pr i ce values; t h ey them-
selve s shall serve t heir enemies, no t as vassa l s in their own 
1. 9 . 10 . 
2 . 
3 . 
4 . 
5 . 
6 . 
7 . 
8 . 
0 
-' . 
10 . 
11 . 
~ .11; 10 .22 r ePea t s. 
9 . 15, 16 are c~nsidered l a t e by Leslie a nd will be trea ted 
below with numerous ot her passages . 
10 .18 . 
10. 20 . 
l ll . l -10 . 
14 .12. 
14 .1 2, 15, 16 . 
14 . 16 . 
14 . 18 . 
15 . 2,3 . 
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land but in a fo r e i gn land. 1 The great and the common men 
shall d i e of disea s e a nd shall not be lamented or buried . 2 
They shall di e by s\wrd. and fa mine and the i r unburi ed b od.:.. es 
'"? 
-, 
::1ha ll be con s umed by b i r ds a n d beasts . --' There \'Ti ll be n o one 
to c omfort t hose vlh o mo urn t h e los::: of father or mo ther . 4 Birt h , 
gl a d11ess , and the vo i ces of the bl"idal party shall no l ong er be 
I=; r heard.~' 0 Again, i t i s sa i d that the wealth and t r easure of 
the people shall be a s poi l and they shall serve t h e ::.r en emi es 
i n a s t rang e land . 7 A ma.jor trag edy ( to an oriental) wi ll be 
t h e loss of hi s f ami ly heri tage . 8 He shall not see any g ood 
come and shall dv7ell i n the parched uninhab i ted salt lands of 
t h e wi l dern ess . 9 ,lO Like chaff is scattered by the ea s t 1-1 i n d , 
s o t h ey will be scattered before their enemy; and the Lord wi ll 
turn H:i.s back on them . 11 , 12 The city of Jerusalem and i ts 
people wi ll be broken as one brea ks a potter ' s vessel, so i t 
l '"? lll 
can never be mended . -~' , All Judah shall be g i ven i nto the 
hand of t h e king of Babylon vlho vlill cari'Y them capt i ve t o 
1. 15 . 13, llL 
2 . 16 . 4, 6 . 
"?\ 16 . 4 . 
./ . 
lf • 1 6 . 7 . 
I=; 
~ . 16 . .... . 
6 . 1 6 .13, 16 , dated late by Lesl :te, see bel ovT . 
7 . 17 . 3 , l! • 
8 . 17 . 4 . 
_/ . 17 . 6 . 
10 . 17 . 27' dated late by Lesl:t e, see below . 
11 . 18 .17 . 
12 . 19 . 6 - 9 , dated late by Lesl i e, see below· . 
13 . 19 . lla . 
llf . 19 . llb , dated late by Lesl j_ e, see below. 
Babylon and slay them i•Ti th the svioPd . 1 Al l the \·real th of' the 
city, all i ts gains, all i ts pr:l.zed belongings , and all the 
treasures of the lc.ings of Judah shall be plundered by the 
enemy who shall seize them and carry them to Babylon . 2 I--'iany 
shall die "'n Babylon in captivity . 3,l.! 
The ai'my of Egypt has been ro uted and her cities and their 
iiLh.abitants shall be destroyed by the svrord . 5 Memphis shall 
. 6 
be an un:l.nl'1abited ruin and ·vraste . Egypt 1 s enemies , a people 
f rom ]1.9::5 , shall rn.arch against her in force and 11 cut dm·m. _1er 
forests," and she shall be delivered into their hands . 7 
c . Under Jehoiachin . 
The lci.ngs, pries ts, prophets, and people of JeT'usalem 
shall be filled i·T i th drunkenness and be dashed one against 
another to the"'r destruction . 8 The beautiful crown of regal 
sovereignty shall be t aken from the k1ng and the queen mother; 
the cities of the Negeb are a thing of the past and all Judah 
shall be ivholly taken into exile . '] Jel"usalem 1 s shame r.J.a.y be 
lil:.ened to a \"loman having her sl~irts l ifted over her head wi th 
her lJI'i vacy cor.1pletel-y exposed to the publ ic ga ze . 10 The 
choicest of the nation shall be r·emoved and destroyed . 11 Under 
1 . 20 . If. 
2 . 20 . 5 . 
3. 20 . 6 . 
l.f. 25 . 1 8 , :;:; , dated late by Leslie, see belo-vr . 
r. . 46 . 5 , 8 , 10. 6. 4 6 . 1 9 . 
7 . 46 .• 20 , 22- 24 . 
8 . 13 . 13, 1 4 . (Lesl ie dates earl i er, i n t ime of Josiah . ) 
13 . 1 8 , 1 9 . 
10 . 13 . 26 . 
11 . 22 . 7 (Perhaps earlier). 
the symbol i sm of Lebanon and Bashan, it is announced that theil" 
11 loversn shall go into captivity . l The life of Coniah ( Je -
hoiachin) is E;i ven into the hand of Nebuchadrezzax• and the 
Chaldeans, and he and h:Ls mother i-7ill be forcibly tak en to 
another country and die there . 2 
d . Under Zedekiah . 
Zedekiah, h i s princes , and the remnant :l.n Jerusalem ·Hi ll 
be made a horror, a I'eproach, a bywor·d, a taunt and a curse; 
they shall be utterly destroyed from Judah by SvJord, fami ne, 
and pestilence . 3 The nations 1-1ho do not submit to Nebuchad-
nezza:r• king of Babylon shall be consumed by SI-Tord, fami.ne, and 
pestilenc e ; they will be driven out of the:r land to be removed 
far from j_ t and t o perish before returning . 4 The false prophets 
and those ·Hho hear them shall be driven out to p er·ish by e.vord , 
famine , and pes t ilence . 5 The besj_eging Chaldeans shall be 
brought in the c i ty, but first both man and beast shall die of 
great pe st:i.lence, and those vlho survive pest:Llence, Sl-lDrd , and 
famine shall be g:t ven i nto the hand of f-Teb uchadrezzar• 1·1ho shall 
slay them v7ithout pity or compassion. 6 Those 'Hho stay in the 
city shall die by the triple evil, sword, famine, a nd pestil ence, 
vlhile those vlho surrender shall live as pr:Lsoners of 1-mr. 7 The 
1. 22.22 (Perhaps earlier) . 
2. 22 . 25' 26 . 
3 . 24. 9 , 10 . 
lf • 27 . 8 , 10 • 
5 . 27.13' 15. 
6 • 21 • 4 ' 6 ' 7 • 
7. 21. 9 . 
siege mounds are about to succeed because S'\vOI'd, famine, and 
~Jestilence have ·Heakened the city, and it shall be tak en by 
Nebuchadrezzar and the Chaldeans, \vho shall set fire to the 
city and burn it . 1 ' 2 
e. Later Additions. 
The passages '\·7hich Leslie regards as later additions have 
not been i n cluded vlith the recognized material since they are 
rather numerous . Insofar as they agPee vlith the above data 
they truly reflect the thought of Jeremiah on this point . The i r 
pl ace i n this study is for confirmation, not to supply new 
data . 
The people i·lill be given "wor•mvlOodu and "poisonous i'la ter 11 ; 
they will be scattered among the nations and pursued by the 
sword until they are consumed.3 They shall be hurled into a 
foreign land i-There they shall serve other gods day and. night 
with no favor from the Lord; 11 fisher su shall catch them and 
11huntersu shall hunt them in the hills, mountains, and clefts 
~f the r~cks . 4 A fire shall be kindled in the gates of Jeru -
salem v7hich shall destroy the palaces and not be quenched. . 5 
The Valley of Slaughter shall be the neiv name of Topheth or the 
Valley of Ben-hi n.nom because of the number of persons v7ho will 
1 . 3 2 • 2If , 28, 29 • 
2 . 44 .11-14, 27, which Ahern would date after the Fall are 
dated from the diaspore by Leslie, see belovT. 
3. 9 .15' 16 . 
4.- 16 .13, 16 . 
5 . 17 . 27. 
p er ish i n battle there. 1 The bodies of the s l a in shall be 
unburied and be devoui•ed b y birds and. anin18_ls . 2 Those who 
hear of the disasters of the c i ty wi ll b e horrifi ed, for they 
s hall eat t h e ii' sons, daughters, and neighbors . 3 Men shal l bury 
lt 
in To pheth for lack of s pac e elsevlhere . ' The cit i es of Judah, 
Jerusalem, her kings and princes shall be a desolation and a 
·waste, a hissing and a cul"'Se . 5 Those slain shall be fx•om one 
end of the eart h to the other a nd shall not be lamented, gathered., 
or buried . 6 
The Lord. i s against t he x•emnant in Egypt for e vil so that 
fpom the most common to the most important they shall be d e "' ·· 
stPoyed by conflict and. fami ne unt i l all the J ew i sh r emnant 
there be destroyed . 7 They shall be an execx•ati on , horrOl""', 
curse, and. taunt, because they shal l be punished by sword , 
famine, and pestil ence just as Jerusalem had been . 8 None of 
the remnant in Egypt shall e s cape , survive, or return to Judah, 
except a fei·7 fugitives . 9 They shall be destroye d by s'vord. and 
famine except very fe'v ' ·7ho esca pe back to Judah . 
l . 19 . 6, 7 . 
2. 19 . 7 . 
J. l 9 8 
- . ' 9 . 
If • 19 .11 . 
5 . 25 .18 . 
6 . 25 . 33 . 
7 . 42! . 11 , 12 . 
8 . l}l.f .12' 13 . 
9 . l.f4 . llf . 
3. Reasons for the Invasion. 
Though Jerem:Lah constantly pi•eached destruct i on, he hated 
to do :Lt and l"epeated.ly told the people why the disaster \>lould 
come upon them . By constant r eference and repetition he tried 
to get his message across. Since the "foe" was coming for a 
reason and to ac complish a purpose, a study of the reasons 
which Jei•emiah ga ve for the destJ•uction i s necessary to round 
out an understanding of his conception of the "fo e ." 
a. Under Josiah. 
The people commit great ivickedness in forsaking the Lord, 
burning incense to other gods, and worshiping the work s of 
1 their own hands . This has defiled the land given to them by 
God. 2 The priests who handle the law do not knov7 or seek the 
Lord, the prophets prophesy by Baal and seek illusory gain, 
and the rulers transgress the divine requirements .3 The evil 
of the people is twofold: they have forsaken the true and have 
deliberately taken false sources for their life. 4 The people 
have brought evil upon themselves by their forsaking the Lord 
and depending upon Egypt and Assyria for protection .5 Their 
wickedness must be chastened and aposta (sy reproved until they 
realize it is evil and bitter to forsake the Lord their God. 6 
They have rebelled against the Lord and would not take correction 
1. 1.16. 
2. 2.7. 
3. 2. 8 . . 
4. 2.13 -. 
5. 2.17, 18. 
6. 2.19 . 
though he smote them, but with their own swords they have killed 
1 His messengers, the prophets . . Because spiritual harlotry was 
not seriously regarded, they were faithless to the Lord and 
2 polluted the land by spiritual adultery with stone and tree. 
The foe from the north comes because of Israel's wickedness 
vrhich is manifest in evil thoughts, doings, and vrays. 3 They 
are a foolish people, spiritually stupid and without moral 
understanding, skilled :tn the practice of evil but unable to 
4 do good. More specifically, no one does j ustice or seeks the 
truth, and they swear false oaths in the name of the Lord.5 
Though God has smitten them for their evil, they feel no re-
morse and refuse correction, making their face harder than 
flint in their determination not to repent. 6 This is true of 
those privileged with instruction as well as applying to the 
rabble; their transgressions are many and their apostacies are 
great.7 They have failed in their responsibility so that their 
children have forsaken the Lord and swear by those things which 
are net gods . 8 Though it was the Lord 1-1ho provided for their 
life, they committed spiritual adultery against Him and 11 trooped" 
to the worship 1-rhich used cultic prostitution. 9 This has led to 
1. 2.29 , 30. 
2. 3. 9 , 20. 
3. 4.4, 14, 18. 
4. 4.22. 
5. 5.1, 2. 
6 . 5.3. 
7. 5.5, 6. 
8 . 5 . 7 . 
9 . 5.7. 
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general prosmiscuity which may be best described under the 
figure of well-fed stallions: each Israelite neighs for his 
neighbor 1 s wife . 1 Their utter faithlessness to the Lox•d has 
made them no longer His. 2 They have maligned the Lord saying 
he -would do nothing about their godless lives; He ¥7ould not 
send evil, s-word or famine, upon them.3 They say His prophets 
are 111-1ind-bags 11 and do not bring true oracles. 4 Because they 
have spoken these things, a strange nation from afar is coming 
upon them. 5 ' 6 How foolish and insensitive they are; they do 
not recognize the obvious s igns of what the result of evil 
life v7ill be. 7 They do not fear or tremble, but have stubbornly 
turned aside and follovled their own rebellious heart ·Hi thout 
acknmdedging the Lord who provides rain and harvest . 8 Suqh 
ini quities and sins keep man from finding the really good . ? 
The wicked men among them catch men by treachery to become 
"rich, gx•ea t, fat, and sleek, 11 and. thex•e is nothing to which 
they will not stoop, even denying justice to orphans and the 
d.est:ttute . 10 The most appalling and horrible thing is the 
:fact that the prophets prophesy falsely, the pri ests rule by 
human policies, and the people kno-v1 it is so and love to have 
T,.,_ 5. 8. 
2. 5.10, 11. 
). 5.12~ 
4. 5.13. 
5. 5.14, 15. 
6 . 5.18 , i s dated late by Leslie, see be1ov7 . 
7. 5. 21. 
8. 5.22-24. 
9 . 5. 25. 
10. 5.26-28. 
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1 
such leaders. The people of Jerusalem practice 'tvickedness, 
violence, and destruction so there is constant suffering.2 
Tl'ley refuse the ivarning that such policies must br>ing retr>i-
bution, but scorn the Word of the Lord--there is nothing in 
it fOl"' pleasm~e seekers ivho are greedy for unjust gain.3 The 
prophets and priests betray the people, soothing the disturbed 
conscience by saying everything i·Till turn out all right. 4 As 
a result, v7i th seared conscience abominable deeds are comrai tted 
vlithout shame or embarT•assment.5 They do not heed the words 
of the LOl"'d or His servants i·lho vlere sent to 't-Tarn them; they 
rejected God's law and the fruit of their schemes will be their 
,... 
.... 0 destruction by a people from the north counury. · Not obeying 
ihe vlill of God or inclining their ears to learn his i>Till, the 
nation j_n the reign of Josiah walked in the stubbornness of 
their evil heart and multiplied the gods to v7hom they burn 
incense until they are as numerous as the cities of Judah and 
the altars of Baal are as many as the streets of Jerusalem.7 
b. Under Jehoiakim. 
The people trust in false teachings, steal, murder, commj_t 
adultery, swear falsely, burn incense to Baal, and give their 
real allegiance to other new gods, then by the magic of church 
l. 5.30, 31. 
2. 6.7 . 
3. 6 . 10, 13. 
4. 6.13, 14. 
5 . 6.15. 
6. 6.17, 19 . 
7. 11.8, 12, 13. 
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attendance expect to be delivered so they may continue their 
abominable lives 'Hithout reformation. 1 This makes the temple 
a den of robbex•s \•Tho persistently refuse the call to righteous 
life for -vrhich it stands. 2 The people make cakes for the 
queen of heaven and present drink offerings to other god.s.3 
Having no teachableness of spirit, they follow their oivn notions, 
and, in the stubbornness of their evil heart, they persistently 
refuse to hear the -vrarnings of the prophets or to obey the voice 
of the Lord until, by their refusal of discipline, truth i s no 
longer found among them--a peJ•son accustomed to driving animals 
would say they "stiffened their necks.~ 4 By service and worship 
they have given their love to the sun, moon, and "all the host 
115 6 of heaven. Morally they are adulterers. They are so treach-
.._, • 1 11 h ·th. II f th ..., • 1 1 erous wnere l S no _onger onor among l eves or ey rl_ 
the land i:Ti th falsehood and half-truth, going from evil to evi l 
and ignoring the Lord, until every brother is a supplanter and 
every one slanders and deceives his neighbor, heaping up oppx•es-
sion and deceit.7 No one speaks the truth hav:ing become skilled 
8 
· 1 · They commit i.niquity and, being too weary to repent, J..n ylng. _ 
refuse to know the Lord. 9 Their tongue j_s a deadly arrow Y.Thich 
.l . 7 .8-10. 
2. 7.11. 
3. 7 .18. 
4. 7.2Lf-28. 
5. 8 .2. 
6 . 9 .2. 
7. 9 .2-6 . 
8 . 9 .5~ 
9 . 9 .5, 6. 
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dece i tful ly s peaks peaceably to a ne ighbor whi le planni ng an 
1 
a mbush for him. They glory i n their own \v i sdom, might, and 
riches , whi le their leaders stupidly do not i nquire for the 
will of God . 2 ,3 In i niqui t y and 
a nd do not restrain their feet . 4 
sins t he people love t o wander 
The prophets and pri ests 
mechanica l ly perf orm their duties wi thout any real experience 
c:; 
of God . -' In rejecting the Lord , they go backward until they 
shall be spo i led because of t heir sins . 6 ,7 The land is polluted 
vlit h d i sca rded detestabl e idols and the Lord ' s inheri t a nce i s 
fi ll ed with abomi na t i ons !8 The peopl e have forgotten t h e 
Lord and burned incense to false gods, stumbl i ng i n spir i tual 
bypaths i nstead of God 1 s h igh-vmy . 9 ' 10 The Lord has persis tentl y 
s poken to Israel and they did no t l is ten, yet the Rechabites 
11 
obeyed a man . He repeatedl y sen t prophets who tr i ed t o tu rn 
t h em f rom evi l and from other gods, bu t they woul d no t hear 
or obey .12 The Rechabites obeyed the commands of a man, yet 
Israel does not obey the Lord !13 The Israelites ignored the 
l . 9 .8 . 
2. 9 . 23; 10 . 21 . 
3. 9 .13, 14 , are dated late by Lesl i e, see bel ow. 
4. 14 .10 . 
5 . 14 .18 . 
6 . 15. 6' 13 . 
7 . 16 .11 , 12 ; 17 . 23, 27 , are dated late by Leslie, see bel ow. 
8 . 16 .18 . 
9 . 1 8 ~15 . . 
10 . 19 .4 , 5 , 13 , are dated l ate by Les l i e, see belo·H. 
11 . 35 .14 . 
12 . 35 .15 . 
13 . 35 .16 . 
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Lo r d when he spoke to them and call ed to them to turn from 
their evil ways and avert j ust ret~ibution. 1 From their youth 
their motto has been: 11 1 wil l not lJ_sten . 11 2 
c . Under Jehoiachin. 
Great pri.d.e has ma de this an evil peopl e vlho refuse to 
hear the 1-1ords of the Lord, and, following the i r mm stubborn 
heart, have gone after other gods . 3 They have forgotten the 
Lord and trusted in l i es so that they committed abominat j_ons, 
adulteries, immoral 11 neighings , 11 and. levld harlotries on cul tic 
high places . 4 
d . Under Zedekiah . 
The ungodly prophets and priests even bring t heir v7ic {e -
ness into the temple . 5 The prophets of Samari a were bad enough 
1-1hen they prophesied by Baal and led the L ord 1 s p eople astpay, 
but. the pro:ohets of Jerusalem are horr :Lble : they commit adultery 
and 1-Ta.Lc 1n l i es , and., because they strengthen the hands of 
evil doers, no one turns from his wickedness unt:l t he prophets 
are as repul si ve to the Lord as Sodom and the people lik e 
6 Gomorrah . These prophets of Jerusalem are the source of the 
ungodliness of the land, for they say they have a message froli.l 
the Lord and p:roceed to tell l i es t hinlc:tng they can maRe the 
l . 35 . 17; 36 . 3, 7 . 
2 . 22 . 21 . 
3 . 13 . 9 , 10. 
4 . 13 . 25, 27. 
5 . 23 . 11 . 
6 . 23 . 13, 14 . 
people forget the Lord a s the i r fa t her•s forgot Hi m t o serve 
Baal . 1 These prophets ; v-rho i n t h e name of the Lor•d tel l false 
dreams , lea d the people ast r a y and per vert t he -vrords of the 
l i ving God, t he Lord of Rosts. 2 Re -enslaving t hose l~berat e d 
i n a time of danger, t h e peopl e have not ob eyed t he Lord and 
ha ve transgres sed t h e covena nt by thi s f a i lu r e t o keep i ts 
3 l~ t erms . ' 
e. Aft er the Fall. 
The pe ople i n Egypt are commi t ting a great evi l wh ich ·wi l l 
cause t hem t o b e des t royed.5, 6 They provoke the Lor d by t h eir 
-v1or ks and by burni ng i ncense t o other gods. 7 The reason evi l 
befell them in Judah was because the Lord could no l onger 
tolerate their evi l doing s and abominat i ons: burning i nc en se, 
s inning agains t the Lord, and refus i ng to obey Hi s vo i ce and 
to wa l k in Hi s lavT, statutes 7 and test i moni es . 8 
f. Later Addi t i ons . 
I n the i r own land they had served fore ign g ods. 9 They 
had f orsaken the law of the Lord and did not obey Hi s voice or 
wa l k a ccording to His wi ll, but stubbornly followed their desir e 
to g o a f ter Baa ls . 1° Forsal{ing t he Lord, they ha d sought , served, 
1. 23.15, 25:~ 26, 27. 
2. 23.31; 32, 36 . 
3 . 34 .1 7, 18 . 
4. 32. 29 -35, i s dated late by Le sl:te, see beloiv. 
5. 44.7. 
6 . 44.3, 4, 9, 10, are dated late by Leslie, see below. 
7. 44. 8 . 
8 . 411 • 22 ' 23 . 
9 . 5 .18 . 
10. 9 .13 , 14 . 
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and worshiped other gods; forsaki ng the law of the Lord they 
refused to listen and stubbornly follovled their evi l "Hill . l 
Refusing to respond they became stiff -necked neither hearing 
nor receiving i nstruction. 2 The Sabbath vias not kept holy, but 
was desecrated by bearing burdens into the city of Jerusalem.3 
Forsaking the Lord the people profaned the Valley of Ben-
hinnom by burning incense to gods previously unknown in Judah 
and filling i t with the blood of :i:nnocent s .4 They had built 
h igh places to Baal and sacrificed their sons to Baal.S They 
also burned incense on the roofs to 11 all the host of heaven" and 
presented dri nk offerings to other gods. 6 By burni ng i ncense 
to Baal and giving drink offerings to other g ods , they did. 
g reat evi l, turni ng their bac k on the Lord and not listeni ng 
t o His teaching . 7 They set up abominat ions in the temple, 
built high places to Baal in the Valley of Hi nnom, and offered 
up the i r sons a nd daughter s to Molech. 8 Burning incense to 
other g ods provok~d the Lord vrho sent prophets, but the pe ople 
would. not l:Lsten. 9 Judah was destroyed because of the wicked-
ness of the fathers, kings, king 1 s wives, the people, and their 
l. 16.11, 12. 
2 . 17 .13 . 
3 . 17 . 27 . 
4 . 19 . 4 . 
5 . 19 . 5. 
6 . 1 . • 13 . 
7. 32.29 ;....33 . 
8 . 32.34, 35. 
9 . 44 . 3, !f . 
1-1ives . 1 They did not humble themselves nor fear the Lord, 
nor walk by His laws and statutes . 2 
B. The Poss i ble Ident i ty of the Foe . 
If the data given in the preced i ng section leads to the 
i dentif i cat i on of the foe, the s i tuat i on to wh i ch Jerel!l:tah 
spoke becomes cons i derably clearer by the addition of data 
already J: ... novm about that nation . As a step toward that 
identificat i on this section will present brief sketches of 
the h i st ory of the iwrld. povlers of J eremiah 1 s t i me . The 
problem of which nat i on was the one Jeremiah had i n mi nd 
pro perly belongs in the final chapter of this study . 
l. The Cimmerians . 
Stri ki ng out of the 11 Cimmerlan darkness 11 in the n orth, 
these Aryan peoples crossed the Caucasus and came near the 
border of Assyr i a on their vmy t o Cappadoc i a i n the spring of 
3 707 B.C . The fears of Assyr:i.a mater:i.alized vlhen t h e Cimmer i ans 
cros sed Armeni a, but they were defeated by Esarhad.d on ab out 
680 B. C. They turned to As i a Minor . and sacked Sinope and over -
threw· Mj _ 'as of Phr yg i a soon afte r . l.f Th ey cont inued t o be a 
,-
powe r t o be cons i dered in the t i me of Ashurbanipal . ~ Fa i ling 
i n t h e i r firs t at t empt, t h ey sa cked Sard :t s in 657 . Af t er that 
1 . 4Lr . ~ . 
2 . 41.!.10 . 
3 . Ol ms tead, HA, 266 . 
4. Woodhous e , Ar t . , 656 . 
5 . Ol mstead, HA , !f 21 . 
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they van:i_shed from the records leaving practically no trace 
1 
on the culture of Asia Minor . It is not l ikely this power, 
v igorous though it had been, was the foe expected by Jeremiah, 
but tales regard1ng so recent a plunderi ng power definitely 
added t o the ominous qual i ty of the 11 n orth •. 11 
2 . The Assyrians . 
Assyria, the t e:rible, who had destroyed Is rael , became 
t he overlord of Judah du:r<Lng t he reign of Manas seh i·ihen the 
mighty war ma chines of Esa r·haddon and Ashurbanipal crushed all 
oppo s i t1on. During the reign of the latter, Assyria reached 
the lJ i n.nacle of her culture , 2 but after h:Ls death in 626 , t he 
deterioration was rapid . Nineveh was destroyed in 612 B.c. 
and t he Assyrian po-wer• 1-ms broken. They ral l ied at Ha r a n 
ivhere they vT :tthstood the Chaldeans :Ln 611, but they fel l t o the 
comb:i.ned for·ce of the Chaldeans and the Medes in 610.3 The 
Scyth:ian·s occupied Haran , 4 and the remnant of the Assyrians 
j oined the Egyptians at Carchem:lsh ~>There they were completely 
pouted by the Ch.aldeans in 605 B.C . Assyri a i·Tas then a thing 
of the past, Since the Assyrian sun had set by the time Jere-
m:lah began his m:lnistry, it is doubtful if he expected a 
recrudescence by that nation . Ho-v;ever, Assyria must hiVe pl a yed 
a large part in the formul ation of Jeremiah's concept of the 
ominous north . 
1 . 1ioodhouse, Art . , 656 . · 
2. Finegan, LAP~ 182, 183 . 
3 . Ol mstead, rffi, 638 . 
4 . Finegan, LAP, 184 . 
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3. The Egyptians. 
Psammetichus I (663-609) had been placed on his throne 
by Ashurbanipal. Though continuing as a vassal of Assyria, 
he recovered the prosperity of Egypt by h i s wise and firm 
1 Pule. He stopped the Scythian invasions by diplomacy and a 
cash gift accoPding to the only early report of those invasions .2 
"Hhile the Assyrian overlord vJas preoccupied with Elam and 
Babylon, Egypt greatly strengthened her position as a '\Wrld 
pm·7er. 'tfuen As syria was in trouble, troops wePe sent to her, 
and vrhen she fell Necho II ( 609-593) marched across Palestine 
killing Josiah on the way to join the Assyrian remnant. Frob-
ably his real purpose was to secure all the Assyrian vassal 
states he could and prevent a Chaldean invasion of Egypt. He 
1o1as soundly defeated by the Chaldeans at Carchemish in 605 B.C. 
Necho vias followed by Psammetichus II (594-589). During hie: 
reign Egyptian pov7er was sufficient to send an expedition to 
Ethiopia.3 The next ruler, Apries (Hophra) (588-569), dared 
to challenge the might of Nebuchadrezzar vlhen he laid siege 
to Jerusalem, though he was defeated. Although second-rate, 
Egypt definitely 1-ras a world poWel'' in the time of Jeremiah. 
If rrnorthfl is a symbolic term for destructive powers or the 
divine power sending the destruction regardless of the direction 
from '·7hence the agent came, then Egypt may be considered as a 
1. Griffith, Art., 75. 
2. Herodotus, H, i, 105. 
3 . Griffith, Art., 76. 
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poss ibility in the attempt to identify the foe from t he 11 north 11 
in the book of Jeremi ah. 
4. The Medes. 
Though the Aryans came to the Iranian plateau about 1500 
B.C., two tribes, the Medes and the Persians, are f i rst men-
1 t i oned in the annals of Shalmaneser III about 836 B.C. The 
Medes ·Here conquered by Sargon II in 715-713 ~ but regained 
their i ndependence in the later half . of the next centm~y2 when 
they broke the Scythian domination which had replaced the 
Assyrians in that a r ea. Attacking Assyria independently at 
first, the Medes under Cyaxares and the Chaldeans under 
Nabopolassar later jo ined forces and took Nineveh in 612. In 
this event the Median king was the most important figure .3 
Though the Medes took the Assyrian lands north and east of the 
Tigl"' i s and the Chaldeans took those v7est and south, the Pising 
power of the Medes was a menace to Chald.ean po't·Ter vThich was 
rising also. Th e Je'tvs expected the Chaldeans to be d.efea ted by 
this ominous pov1er , but the Me des and the Chald.eans concluded a 
treaty in 585 B.C. 4 The Medes dominated Pel"Sia and Elam, which 
had been destroyed and nearly depopulated by Assyria in 646 B.C.~ 
until the revolt and conquest of Cyrus II the Great, in 550 B.c.6 
1. Finegan, LAP, 192. 
2. Meyer, Art., -171. 
3. Finegan, LAP, 183; Hyatt, Art., 509 . 
4. Meyer, APt., 172. 
5. Finegan, LAP, 193. 
6 . Meyer , Art ., 172. 
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Media was still a force and the second ranking satrapy with 
Persia first and Elam t hird . 1 The Medes were, therefore, 
definitely a vigorous iwrld power :ln the north at the time of 
Jeremiah. 
5 . The Scythians . 
Archaeological evidence of the Scythian activity in Asia 
is almost non-existent. 2 There are references in the Assyr i an 
cuneiform records to the Ashguzaai ivho are ident i f i ed as the 
Scythi a ns. They receive some notice in the History of Herodotus 
uho is the sole source x•egarding their invasion to the border 
of Egy pt . 3 
These Aryan peoples ·Here dr i ven out of Asia by Issedones 
and Arimaspi farther east. They invaded vThat is now Southern 
Russia driving the Cimmerians before them. The later people 
divided , one group going into Thrace and the other across the 
Caucasus Mountains. This group thus invaded the territory of 
the state of Han, a vassal of Assyria near Lal{e Urmia, thereby 
incur•ring the lTrath of the Assyrian empire. Assyr:La made friends 
wj.th the Scythians and together they drove the Cimmerians west 
to Asia J•Iino:£". The Scythia.ras in pursuit of the Cimmerj.ans '\>Tent 
as far as Media whj_ch they dorn:Lnated for• some time. Probably 
the domination of Asia '\>las not actual administration but contr·ol 
by vir·tue of 11 protection11 payments by the powers . 
l. Finegan, LAP, 193. 
2. Hyatt, Art., 500. 
3. Herodotus , H, i , 103f~ 
It is px•obable that the desired all iance with Assyria was 
gi•anted and Esarhad.don 1 s daughte r given to the son of Px'otothys, 
k j_ng of the Scythians, as that son, Madyas, in 625 B . C. x·aised. 
the sieg e of J'.Tine veh by Cyaxares ( 625 - 585) . 1 The P-lades d i d 
not r'etu.r•n for a decade, perhap s because of the sevari ty o f 
theil-. defeat . Cyaxares had invested the city to avenge the 
death of h i s father, Phraortes, recently fallen i n battle wi th 
II"' c• ~""r l• a 2 
.:.-i. vu.;t ... • Possibly the Scythi ens were used by Assyria t o attack 
.:::gyp t W~'len s2.1.e lias beg:Lnn:i..ng to assert hel"' independence. Per -
h ai_}S s ome o f these \'Tare not true Scythi<:Lt'1.S but Sacae f r om east 
of the Caspian. 3 They dl d not at·tack ,Judah, perhaps because 
s he ·Has loyal t; o the suzex•a :Ln, OJ:' because t h e Scythian s con -
,, 
tra c ted venereal dis eas e at Ashkel on~ and were un f i t f or an 
attack . The l\1edes seem to ha ve destroyed the Scythia n p o\-t e :r• :i..n 
1\1-.men:ta 8.r1d Ca)padoc :La i.n 598/7 B. ::::. wh:'Lle :l.t s confederate 
'cl umbled .Tudn h , the buffex' state vJ i th ppo - Ei?yptian tendencies .5 
The Scythians t h en l"e turned to the steppes of southern Russ i a 
c 
and established a kingdom there . 0 
It is clear that the Scythians were a power in the world 
of Jeremiah's day and had been more or less settled north of 
Assyria for half a centui•y or more , 7 Assyr:i..a did not fall until 
l . Schmidt , Art., 4338 . 
2 . Ibid . ~ 4333. 
3 . Minns, Art . ERE , 276 . 
4 . Cf . Herodotus; H, i, 103f. 
5 . Schmi dt, Art . , 4338 . 
6 . Hyatt:, Art., 500 . 
7. Frost , OTA, 50n. 
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11 deserted11 by the Scythians. These invasions were a great 
disintegrating factor in the history of Assyria and one of the 
most influential in all oriental history. 1 When they occurred 
is not clear . Probably they were the moving force behind the 
Cimmerj_an migrations of 707 B.C . and those 1vhlch precipitated 
the defeat of the Cimmerians about 680 by Esarhaddon and the 
Scythians . They came to the rescue of Nineveh in 625 B.C. 
·1-J:1.ere their 11 t1-1enty-eight 11 years of domi nation2 came in the 
period 707 to 598 is not clear . irfuether the invasion to the 
border of Egypt occurred Ol" not is a debated subject , since 
Herodotus is the only authority for it and at times he is quite 
mu·eliable. From the available data it is difficult to de-
ter·mine v7hen in the seventh centur>y it was supposed to have 
3 }_f 
occurred . It has been dated 630-625 B. C. , and 640 B.C . 
The Scythians were very skilled with the bow and almost 
l ived in the saddle. They collected scalps and fought runn l ng 
battles retirj_ng rather than flght close formatlons. 5 
6 . The Chaldeans . 
The Chaldeans, an Aramaean tribe, 1·Tere a Semi tic people 
\·Tho migrated t o Babylonia about 1000 B.C. They first appear 
in Assyrian history :Ln the annals of Shalmaneser III for the 
year 851 B.c. 6 A century before Jeremi ah the Chaldean leader 
1. McC urdy, HPM:; ll, 392 . 
2. Herodotus, H, i , 103f. 
3 . Leslie, POS , 277 . 
4. Welch~ J, 102~ 
5. Minns, CAH, 199 . 
6 . Olms tead, HA, 250 . 
Merodach-baladan trled. to establish an i ndependent kingdom i n 
721 B.C., but he ioTas defeated by Sargon II. His descendant , 
NabopolassaP (625-605), siezed control of Babylon after the 
death of Ashurbanlpal and built the Chaldean empire \vhich was 
to last nearly a century until Babylon was taken by Cyrus II 
the Persian in 539 B.c. 1 Joining forces wi th the Medes, they 
were able to destroy the Assyrian Empire by the d.e&t :t·uci:i i on o:f 
Nineveh in 612 B.C. and Haran in 610 B.C. The Chaldeans be-
came the undi sputed master of lands lying west of the Tigris 
Rivei' vlhen they defeated the Assyrian remnant and the Egyptian 
army of Necho II at Carchemish in 605 B.C. In 598 whi le the i r 
Median allies defeated the Scythi ans, the Chaldeans humbled 
Judah, a buffer state v7 i th pro -Eg~Tptian factions. After t h e 
rebell:i_on of Zede_ciah, the Chaldeans returned and to ok Jeru-
salem and led her people capt ive in 587 B.C. Though Medi a was 
a vigorous po\·Ter rising rapidly also, the Chaldeans and Me des 
avoided mutual destruction by a treaty in 585 B.C. 2 Apparently 
this was observed until the Medes were conquered by Cyrus who 
was not bound by Median treaties. 
The Chaldeans began their rise to power about the time 
Jeremiah began his mini stry and 1vere named by him as the agent 
of the Lord in ptin.:i.Shing Judah for her sins, after i t became 
clear from the course of events. He advised surrender to them 
as the only feasible course of action. 
1. Finegan, LAP, 190. 
2. Meyer, Art., 172. 
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7 . Summary . 
A revi elv of the possibilities shows that the Cimmer··ans 
passed off the scene of Palestini an historical influence be -
foi•e Jeremiah began his ministry . The Assyrian sun had. set and 
i t is doubtful if Jeremiah expected a rejuvenation of t hat 
pov7er. He did not name them though he obviously knei·T of them 
because his kno1-1ledge of IVOl"ld affairs could not have oP-I:Ltted. 
that povTer . Egypt was named, but their destl"Uction of Judah 
1-Ta s by default in the matter of savi ng an ally. To cons l :t1e:r: · 
her the foe from the 11 north11 1-10uld require that term to be 
entirely symbolic. The Scythians were vigorous in the north 
until 598 and came to the rescue of Nineveh in 625 B.C . If or 
vrhen they came near Judah is not demonstrated . The Medes vrere 
a vig orous r i sing power but in another sphere of influence, the 
Judean stete being in the area dominated by the other rising 
vigorous power, Chaldea. 
CHAPTER V 
S UIVIIVLARY /l.ND CONCLUSION 
This investigation has given consideration to the three 
factors in the problem. The meaning of the term "north," 
7 l :J:>, was examined. Jeremiah was seen in his times. His 
remarks regarding the foe were expanded by the inclusion of 
his viBw of the destruction which was to come and why it was 
necessary. A historical portrait was given of the nations 
which were possibly the stimulus which produced Jeremiah's 
conception. It is now necessary to restate certain conclusions 
that they may be seen in the context of the othen conclusions 
and thereby so relate the elements of this problem that general 
conclusions may be reached. However, to properly evaluate 
Jeremiah in this situation, it is necessary to see all this 
against the background of Jeremiah's view of God and the world. 
A. Jeremiah's Philosophy of History. 
Jeremiah does not devote a chapter of his book to a 
philosophy of history. However, there are numerous references 
which clearly state how he conceived the situation. The essence 
of these references is here presented in chronological order 
following the guides used in the preceding chapter. It must not 
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be assumed that Jeremiah 1 s belief 1vas uniform unles .... , a studv 
. ., 
of the chronological evidence warrants that conclusion. 
1. Under Josiah. 
It ·Has the Lord vJho set Jeremiah over nations and king -
doms to destroy and to build. 1 He watches over his word to 
~ . t 2 perror m l • It vlas He I.Jho 1ms. calling the kingdoms of the 
north to execute h:i.s judgments. 3 It is the Lord vlho bi'ing s 
the apostate to judgment4 and stretches out his hand against 
the land.5 However, the coming evil is the fruit of the devices 
6 of the people . It is the Lord who brings the evil which can 
not be escaped. 7 The Lord has forsaken his temple, abandoned 
his mvn land and people, and given those most dear to him to 
tl . . 8 'lelr eneml es. It :Ls the sword of the Lord 1·7hich br i ng s 
destruction, and it is he who prevents harvests mak ing toil 
q 
useless. ~ 
2. Under Jeho iakim . 
The Lord has a moral obligation to punish such a nation . 10 ,ll 
It :ts the Lord v1ho is violently removing the people from the 
land. 12 The great drought v7as at least permitted by the Lord, 
1. 1.10. 
2. 1.12. 
3. 1 . 15' 16. 
4. 2.35. 
5 . 6 . 12. 1 
6. 6.19 ; cf. preceding chapter on "Reasons. 1 
7. 11.11. 
8 . 12.7 . 
9 . 12 . 12, 13 . 
10. 9 . 9 • . 
11. 9 .15, 16; 10.7, are dated late by Lesl i e, see be1ovl . 
12. 10.18 . 
and it is implied that he sent i t. 1 It i s from the Lord's 
presence the people are sent, and it is h e who sends the four 
kinds of destroyers . 2 ,3 As clay i s in the hand of the potter 
so Israel is v7ith rela tion to the Lord. 4 He shapes the evil 
against them and devises the plan which brings it against the 
unrepentant.5 He will break the people and city like one 
breaks a pottery vessel 1-1hen he brings evil. 6 '7 The Lox•d sends 
for all the tribes of the north, and he wil l utterly destroy 
Judah and the surround:l.ng nations. 8 He \·lill punish the king of 
Babylon and idll make the nations drink the cup of His -vrx•ath. 9 ,lO 
3 . Under Jehoiachin . 
It is the Lord who filled the land with drunkenness, that 
11 
=ts this self - d.estroJrj_l1.g madness . 
4. Under Zedekiah. 
The Lord will make Zedekiah and the remnant a horr•or, re-
proach, bYiwrd, taunt, and curse . 12 It is the Lo r d i-Tho drives 
the nat i ons from their own land . 13 It i s the Lord i·Tho makes t h e 
l . 
2 . 
3. 
4 . 
r 
::J• 
6 . 
7. 
8 . 
0 ~ . 
10 . 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14.7' 9 ' 10. 
15 . 1. 
15.4 is dated. late by Lesl:te, see below . 
18.6 . 
18 .11. 
1? .11, 15. · 
19 .3, 7, 8 , 9 , 12, are dated late by Leslie, see below . 
25 . J • . 
25 .12, 17. 
25.2J ; 50 . 25, 45; 51 . 11, 20 - 23 are dated late by Lesl i e, 
see bel ow·. 
13 . 13, 14. 
24. ? . 
27.10. 
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f:!_ghtine; of the .Ju deans :Lneffect:i_ v e ; more than that, He ac -
tive l y f ights aga i nst them and will smite the c i ty and deliver 
Zedekiah and t he l"ernna n t into the p01·7e r of NebuchadPez zar. 1 
The L ord sets before t he Pemnant the alternatives which lea d 
to l ife or t o death, · bu t He has determi ned evi l, not good, 
regardine the c i ty . 2 However, His punishing them is a ccording 
t o the fr u i t of their behavior .3 1.• It :'L s He who deEitroys t hem , 1 
r 
and el ve s t he c i ty in t o t h e hands of the Chaldeans . ~ 
5 . Later Passages . 
The L ord fed the p e ople iv ormv7oo d, gave them poisonous 
water to dr ink , and scattered them i n far countri es un t i l they 
·Here con:::umed . 6 The Lord. :Ls 11IrJng of the nations . u7 He made 
the people a horror' . 8 He brought such evil as tn..ade the ears 
0 
of those vho h eard of ::tt t ingle . ~ The plans of .Judah a nd 
Jerusalem He made void and gave the:t r bodi es to the b irdE: and 
b .L 10 ea suS . He made the c i ty a horror--they ate their sons, 
daughters, and neighbors . ll l 2 The city He made l ike Tophet . -
He has begun an evil -vwrl{ and has summoned a sv7ord against the 
1. 21.5 '-7 . 
2 . 21 . 8 ' 10. 
3. 21.14 . 
4 . 21 . 14 . 
5 . 32.28 . 
6 . 9 .15' 16 . 
7. 10.7. 
8 . 15.4. 
9 . 1 9 . 3. 
10. 19 .7~ 
11 . 19 . 8, 9 . 
12. 19 .12. 
i nhabitants 1 of the earth . -
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The Lord has op ened h i s armory and 
brought out the weapons of his wrath, for the Lord God of hosts 
? has a 1vork to d o in the land of the Chaldeans.- He has a plan 
and a purp ose against Chaldea and Babylon; he has st i r r ed up 
the Medes to accoml)lish His purpose of destroyi ng Babylon, 
requ i t i ng j_t f or all the evil i t did to Z:i..on . 3 Babylon i s the 
4 Lord ' s vTeapon . 
6 . Summary. 
There is no doubt that Jeremiah 'I'Tas theocentric in his 
v i ei'l of h i story . This is as clearl y true of the early period 
as i t i·Tas latex' . Though he counseled. submi ssion to Chaldea, 
he was not being fatal i stic . On the contrary, the only reason 
he counseled submission was because it was the will of the 
Lord . llhether he or a later \·Triter i-7rote the f ollOi·Ting , it 
clearly states Jeremiah 1 s view·: 11 You are my hammer and. weapon 
of wa~: ~ith you I break nations in pieces; with you I destroy 
kingdoms . " 5 
Jeremiah was no pass i ve spectator . Against personal de-
sire, he was called to be a prophet to the nat i ons . No one i n 
h i s day could concern h:i..mself 'I·Tith the problems of the nat i on 
and not face the interna t:i..onal s i t uation . He gave polit i cal 
advice, but always i t was a religious ut t erance . To rescue 
l . 25 . 2·- . 
2 . 50 . 25 . 
3 . 50 . 45; 51 . 11, 24 . 
4 . 51 . 20.:..23 . 
s. 51.20. 
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faith in God, the pride of nation and the national past had to 
be abandoned . 11This ·Has the greatest sacrifice vlhich Israel 
placed upon the altar of YahHeh . 111 To the Lord belonged the 
credit for achievements, to the people the shame of failure . 
Jeremiah helped make their religion a force vlhich triumphed 
over worldly politics . It had been born in history and would 
have died in history had,someone not seen into the purposes 
of God--political death was necessary to separate the political 
entity from the religion . 
Jeremiah could n ot doubt that God had a pui'pose in history . 
He found it unmistakable i.n his pei•s ona l expel..,ience. 1.r11o be-
side the Lord could compel by mor•al oughtness one so um·rj_ll ing 
to become so strong? He longed to make intei•cession for h i s 
people but could not; he fain 1-lOUld remain silent but had to 
speak; he tried to evade his task but could not . 
Men who believe in a divine purpose are inevitably 
forced on tb think of an end . The prophetic thought 
of the 1vill of God i-Thich r'evealed i tself to Israel 
could not fail to issue in ~n eschatology . It was 
involved i n their fundamental conceptions. God ' s 
self-revelation was the expression of His wi ll, and 
must issue in making that \-Till valid. And since the 
di vine purpose vms the outcome of the d:i.vine charact-er 
or i ts embodiment, it must issue in a righteous end. 
In the conditions of Israel and the world that end 
involved and could not but i nvolve judgement . For 
righteousness coD1d never be incUffe:r'ent . A revelat ion 
of righteousness in such a world as that i n which the 
prophets lived meant firE:t a judgement on it. Again, 
if Yahweh l·ras r ighteommess, I·I:Ls ·vril1 involved more 
than Israel, and His end included all the nations . For 
t here v1as and there could be only one righteousness . 
l. Hempel, Art . , 39 . 
His judgement therefore, v7hen it arrived, must l ight 
on the world to purge and to renew it . l 
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Tho ugh Je remiah had a strong sense of the purpose of God 
in his own life, it was predestination to service, not a 
f ,_·xa·t l"on. OP.i. _~ ,_· _n_al_ -~ate . 2 T th 1 da ~ h " · · ~ __ n ___e ear_y ys O.i lS mlnJ. s _,ry 
he offered one condi tion to the peopl~ who wi shed to escape 
disa ster: they must turn from f ore ign gods by whole -heartedly 
conforming to the requirements of the Lord . In this, there 
i s a double freedom: freedom on the part of God to change h i s 
pm..,poses for moral reasons in view of cha;ng ed behavior on the 
part of the people; and the freedom of man to th'Hart the pur -
poses of God .3 Both of these variables leave the final x•e-
s ponsibil i ty vrith man . Destruction is the fru:t t of the:tr 
behavior. Hhen Jeremiah ' s efforts to get men to see the i r 
responsibility failed, he could see no alternative except 
bow i ng to the ·Hill of God and submi tting to the Chaldean power . 
The Lord is sovereign; if voluntary repentance i s not given, 
absolute subm:i.ssion ·Hill be demanded . 
B. Jeremiah and the Foe from the Nol"'th . 
In his inaugu:c"a l vi sion Jeremiah learned that 11 evi l 11 i-Tas 
com.:_ng on hj_s country from "the north . 11 This evil is described 
in terms used to describe the usual military operat ions . How-
ever, the f oe is not ident ified until the fourth year of 
l. Welch~ J , 118 . 
2 . Smith, J, 336 . 
3 . Ibid . , 337 . 
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Jehoiakim1 "i'Then :t t became clear, after the battle of Carchemiah 
in 605, that Chaldea v7ould demand the alleg:Lra..11ce of the former 
Assyrian vassa ls . Attempts to understand the references t o 
the foe as meaning the Chaldeans from the very start must 
suppose J ex•em:i..ah vias referr•ing to a rebe l prince and lri s sw.a 11 
army or the passages must be dated at least a decade later 
when Chaldea really ivas an observable x•ising pOi·Ter· . At best, 
this the ory does not satisfactorily answer the question of 
Jeremi ah ' s relation to the reform of Josiah and resorts to 
textual s urgery to eliminate the references to the beginning 
of Jeremiah ' s ministry i n the thirteenth year of Jos i ah, 626 
B.c . 2 This vi ew als o negl ects the fact that these oracles 
evidence the judgment and fire of youth . 3 
It is quite impossible, as Skinner and Vol z have 
recogni zed, t o relegate this expectation and all 
the material which deals with ~t to a late period 
i n the prophet ' s life . He began his career under 
the j_mprese.io~ that Yahweh ·Has bring ing trouble out 
of the Torth . 
It is also ma:ntained that the descriptions, except for minor 
elements, s uit the Scythians more closely than they do the 
Cha ldeans . 5 
The s uggestion of Venema, 1765, 6 that the fo e from the 
north was the Scyth:ans has been widely accepted unt i l recently . 
1 . 24 .1 ; 27 . 6, 8, 13; 34.1, 2, 21; cf . Stewart , Art., 8n . 
2 . 1.2 ; 25.3; opposing Hyat t , Art., 5llf . 
3 . 1-Telch:, J~ ll6n; Sk:· nner, PR, 43n . 
4 . 'Helch, J:, 104; Slctnner:, PR·, 43n . 
5 . Smith, J, 383; Sk:i_nner , PR, Ll2. 
6 . Rudolph, J , 41. 
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But , s i nce there is no evidenc e that the Scythi ans actually 
invaded Judah, 1 i t was supposed that Jeremi ah was mistaken 
and discredited by his contemporaries . Thi s discredits him 
:Ln modern eyes also, though h e d:td not na me the Scyth:tans . 
There is no evi dence that h i s knovrledge 11 -vms ever open to 
correction on any question of fact," 2 though it has been 
s uggest ed t hat he changed his mind and later referred the 
oracles t o the Chaldeans . 3 The theory was never pro ved and 
there is too great a l i terary uni ty and unity of concept i on 
to a ll oi-7 for revi ::: :ton of the ora cles :Ln vi e"Yr of t he change o f 
foe . 4 A champion of the ne-vrer v:L e'\v that the foe is the Chal -
r-:: 
deans has made a careful study of the Scythian theory . J He 
f i nds historica l improbab i l i t ie s in the report that the Scyth-
i ans attacl:::ed vassals of Assyria and that they dominated Asia 
for 28 years . On this aspect of the problem he concludes: 
Di e Geschichte von der Plunaerung des Venushei l igtuns 
i n Askalon tragt a lle Merkmale e iner a t i olog:Lschen 
Erzahlung an s ich, die den Zvlec lr verfolgt, uber einen 
vorl iegenden Tatbestand auf volks tGmliche We i se Auf-
schlub zu geben ; Herodot hat s i e auf se inen _ei sen 
i rgendwo einmal gehort upd. s i e als int er essante 
Anekdote aufgeschrieben . 0 
The fir::1t historica l ob j ect ton i gnOFeS the possib i l i ty that 
the As syrians may have asked tha t service from their ally--a 
few years later the Scyt hia ns came to the rescue of Nine veh . 
1 . Stewart , Art . , Bn . 
2 . L oc . c:l.t . 
3 . Dr i ver;-BJj 21; a nd -others . 
4 . Hyatt~ Art . ; 502 . 
5. Wilke~ Art . , 222 - 254 . 
6 . Ib i d . , 228, 229 . 
About the middle of the se venth century Ash rbanlpal was 
engaged :~n a civi l v1ar "1-Ti th Babylon 1·Thich shoo :is emp:l.re t o 
the foun ations , then he had t o destroy Elam. .evol t in the 
·\-lest ·Has seneral at that t 5.me a n he had to resubject t .. os e 
countries to hi_s pm·ler , perhap~: because the Scyth:i.ans Here 
unable or unwill ing t o compl ete the tas k after t hey contracted 
venereal disease . ~ e only data for this invasion c oes not 
f:i.x uhen 5_t occ urred :i.n that century . It has been assumed t hat 
1 · occurred a t the beginning of the 28 years of ominat ion , 
but i t is not necessary to assume southern Palestine was ~n-
eluded i n the refePence to "A:::::La ." To a Greel: :i.t may ·Hell 
have meant only __ s7..a M:tnor . Not on.ly 1~: the extent of the 
clom~~n.at:i_ on in cJ() ubt j the tJme :i.:::: also . It may have fol l mred 
the :~n5. t:i_al :Invas :Lon of the northern areas or i t may have 
been the last yea r s of streneth in Asia Minor before being 
expelled by the Medes in 5J8 B.C. Therefore, thoueh the 
h :tstoP:i.ca l objections tn the fact o f a Scythian :i.nvav ion may 
be n swered, 1 t _e date of their occurrence during t he reign of 
Psarnmet~chus I ( 663 - 0? ) i s not established . An early date 
seems more probable, but i t :'Ls possible i t never occurred at 
all . 
The exeget ica l evidence from the book of J eremi ah presents 
problems for both the vlevr that the foe 1m::: the Chaldeans and 
1 . The ent:i.re argument by 1Jilke is not convincing to Skinner, 
PR, 43; Smi th, J, 381 -333:, 388 , 389; Smith and Ir"\·Tin , PTT_, 
l3lf; and Robinson, HI, i , 412-414. 
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that it was the Scythians. Against the latter view is the 
fact that the Scythians did not have the skill or patience 
to besiege towns. They did not use chariots, take captives, 
or fight in regular ranks, as far as is known from the avail-
able data. It is improbable that a homogeneous people lik e 
. 1 
the Scythians would be called nnations.n The descriptions 
which have been used as evi dence that the foe was the Scyth-
ians have been used by prophets to whom the Scythians were 
unknown. 2 One of the leading authorities on the Scythians 
says the statements of Jeremiah are ttin some ways singularly 
inapplicable to the Scythians, fitting the Chaldeans much 
better.u3 Since the descriptions do not contain material 
peculiarly relevant to the Scythians, there are parts that 
peculiarly do not apply to the Scythians, and an invasion of 
the Scythians at this time is unlikely, the Scythi~Ds as the 
direct stimulus for Jeremiah's oracles on the foe from the 
north must be ruled out.4 
These facts have produced an impasse. The oracles do 
not describe any nation. By elfuminating certain passages they 
may be made to apply to the Scythians or to the Chaldeans. 
However, the former was too early or no threat at all, and the 
latter is too late. Moreover, explanation is required for 
oracles of destruction when "neither the Hebrew nor the Assyrian 
1. 
2. 
4: 
Welch, J, lOl; cf. Wilke, Art. 
Wilk e, Art., 2 37f. 
Minns, CAH, iii, 196. 
Welch, J, 103, 104; Hyatt, Art., 502. 
records contained the hint of' any troubles in Palestine in 
1 those years. n To the problem presented by this impasse 
some vital data has been brought by a school of thought 
which has been called "eschatological" by its opponents. 2 
The nature of the data allows its proponents to use the 
term.3 Some excesses and conclusions are unwarranted, but 
this does not invalidate all the data presented by this view. 
To this approach the present study adds data from Ugarit, 
which was not available until recently, and from Sumer. 
These sources present the mythology regarding the North, and 
the Ugaritic cognate of' [ 7 ")!:{is inextricably connected with 
that mythology. 
There are three avenues of approach to the tteschatological" 
solution of the problem. The present study began with the 
semantic problem. The problem could have been approached from 
the exegesis given in a later chapter of this study: the foe, 
the destruction, and the reasons for it. Earlier proponents 
I 
of this view considered the nature of prophecy.~ To avoid re-
dundancy the results of the three are here presented together. 
The impasse described above has arisen because the students 
of the problem held 11 the mistaken idea that the prophets were 
roused to activity by outward events in the national history."5 
1. 
2. 
~: 
5· 
Welch, J, 99, 100. 
Hyatt, Art., 505, referring to Welch and Volz. 
Welch, J, 110. 
Loc. cit. 
Ibid.~07; cf. 117. 
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But, Amos predict~ destruction in a time of peace and prosper-
ity, Elijah denounced Ahab when all was well with his kingdom, 
and Ahijah predicted the dissolution of the unthreatened empire 
of Solomon. Akin to his predecessors Jeremiah was sensitive to 
moral trends and values. It is at this point he is sold short 
by the expositors, and they come to an impasse. The question 
is not whether it is a fact that: "the prophet's mind is the 
seismograph of providence, vibrating to the first tremors that 
1 herald the coming earthquake.u The question is: To what was 
~prophet sensitive? Not to the tread of soldiers or the 
reciprocal trade agreements of the world powers. These are 
but the chronological landmarks whiCh supply data--and being 
human, he is more sensitive to them. They help him see how 
his prediction is to be accomplished, and they lend credibility 
to his message in the mind of the audience. But deep within 
his soul is the gyro-compass whiCh keeps ever pointing to the 
moral nature of the Sovereign of the universe. This was pre-
eminently true of Amos and of Jeremiah. 
He ~as no politician, reckoning with earthly powers and 
calculating the laws of probability. He recognized only 
one factor working in history--Yahweh alone. That Yahweh 2 held the fate of Jerusalem in his hand he took for granted. 
This does not make him a.pocalyptic. He is firmly rooted in 
history, and prophecy is closely related to history.3 Apoc-
alyptic cuts the anchor line to history, while prophecy learns 
1. Skinner, PR, 38. 
2. Hempel, Art., 35· 
3. Cf. North, OTIH, 129. 
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moral value from history and pas:::es judgment on :tt . Jerem:i_ah 
had been comm:tssioned a prophet to the nations and he thought 
in terms cons i stent vli th h:i..s call . Amos had broken the 11 i ron 
curta i n" and widened the scope of divine act i vity . By Jere-
miah 1 s day 11 thex•e 1-ras no more l"Oom for a merely national 
prophecy j_n Israel than for a merely national deity in i ts 
If the deity were merely national, the destruction 
of the nation vrould mark his demj. se. 
A uniform conception of Jeremiah 1 s vievr of the coming 
destruct ion has been achieved by m_any students by ignoring 
certain elements or by designat i ng them as later addit ions to 
the tex t . Neither expedient i s necessary . Though h i s oft 
repeated reference to the means or weapons of destruction is 
11war, famine, and pestilence, u there are more than one ref-
erenc e to a destruction of mountains, hills , birds , harvests, 
beasts, trees, fruits, and vl i ldernes::: pa stures . 2 The most 
stable thi ng s are affected, and they are far beyond the pov7el" 
of a human j_nvader to destroy . The destruction :i.s to be un i -
versal. In thi s he proc l a i ms nothi ng ne\·7 for so h J. s prede-
cessors had spoken . 3 Though Jeremiah ' s favorite descri ption 
of the coming destruction i s that of an invading army, it is 
not essential to the basic element , for he uses a ls o the figure 
of a sirocco . He uses the direction north , but often he uses 
1 . Sk inner, PR, 30 . 
2~ Cf. previous chapter; esp . 4 . 23-31; 25. 1 -29 . 
3 . Amos 9 .1 - 3; Hosea 4 . 1 -3; Is . 2. 6-22. 
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no direct ion and the sirocco came from the south . He refers 
to the destruction of Judah , but i t i s a l s o a cosmic destruct i on 
such as only the Lol"•d h imself could bri ng . It :ls this vT :L ch 
has led to the s t atement that 11 v7hat follows i s more the begin-
ning of the Antichrist conception tlmn a descript i on of a 
menace fro m the Babylonians or Scyth5.ans . ul 
A study of Jeremiah ' s philosophy of history reveals a 
controlling view of the sovere ignty of God and the fact of 
his purposes in the world . "From God came both the mo st 
te rrible fea1~s and the most profound blessings . 112 Th i s 1va s 
constant wi th hi s persona l experience, for he a kindly person 
1-ms compel led to announce the mo s t severe destruct i on . So 
also a kindly God could b e forced by mol"al purposes to bring 
destruction; He was both powerful and merc i ful . 
Tho ugh much energy has been ex pended by students f Jere -
miah to identify the foe , and they used the descri ptions of 
t1e destruction fO r evi dence, there has been scan t treatment 
of the l"easons for the destruct l on . ·This study has shovm t hat 
the pr ior studie s have, therefore, an i nverted vi e1-1 of the 
impor tanc e of these facts in relat :Lon to Jeremi ah 1 s vievr of 
them . The reasons for the destruct·on are given far greater 
t rea t ment than the descrj_ptions of destruction, 1-Jhile the foe 
i s ment ioned ~n re l a t i vely few passages . Jeremiah cared mo re 
for the fact t han the how and mo st of all he cared for t he -vrhy . 
l . 
A c:. . 
Clar ' e CBC 541 · c·J.0 • 1,{el ch , J-, l26f . 
- _._ ' ' .. ' 
Hempel, Art . , 44 . 
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Th:ts is strongest in the re i gn of Jos :Lah fop much more preach -
ing is de voted to reas ons than in any later period , while t he 
preaching of destruction occupies greater space in the time of 
Jehoak~m than in any other period . 
An anc.lys l s of t he reasons given shol·ls they may be r educed 
t o three: re l igious i nfidelity 7 mora l decadence , and obduracy. 
Je remiah would gladly have used the words of a later wri ter 
to descr:Lbe his people : They have 
lips that l i e 1dth a diml)led smile , an eye \-l i t h a 
gleam that no l nfamy dulls , a consc 1ence t har r:Lses 
fro m lust and murder wi th 1u t a haggard look . 
Th5. s~ then, i s that t o which the prophet is sensitive and that 
11hich st:tmulated him to anr10unc e the comi ng destruct :l.on fr or:1 
the Lord . Though the pl"ophe t s regal'd.ed t he Loi'd as the source 
of the destr uct ion , they thought of him as using human at;ents . 2 
In vi ew of the chi ldhood vi ew of t he north which Jere~iah had , 
the history of evil coming on Palest ine from t he north , and 
the myt hol og:i.ca l elements 11hich that di rect ion in Jel"em:Lah 1 s 
day , long before and l ong after, i t :Ls not s t r ange that he 
often refers t o the enemy as coming fl~om the north . I t had 
"b e come no l onger a point on the compass but t he express ion of 
. d If 3 an 1. ea . Hoiorever· , i t does not foll o-vr t hat " t he destr' oye:c' 
of na t ions vra s no t a histor:Lca l figur e . 114 The escha tologica 1 
1 . Attributed to George Eli ot · (Marian Cross). 
2 . Hya tt, Art . , 507; Smit h , J, 389 , rightly oppo s ing 'helch ' s 
implicat ion that t hey do not. 
3 . i;Telch, J, 12lf . · 
4 . Opposing Welch, J, 126. 
elements are not strong enough to reduce these oracles to 
apocalyptic utterances . It may not be argued 
for an 1 either- or 1 concerning the foe mentioned 
here . He i s, in the prophet ' ~ mind, both a 
threatening political force •.• ,but also an 
' actualization ' of mysterious forces coping from 
' the ends of the earth ' or 1 the North . 1 
Even a strong suppor·tei' of the Chaldean theory admit s : 
the genera l tenor of these poems is such as t o 
suggest a foe i·7hich, while defj_nitely carry:Lng 
on warfare wi th chariots, s iege - instruments, etc . , 
is of such a nature that i ts identity i s n~t 
entirely clear to the mind of the prophet. 
The prophet did not intend to describe any particular 
nation but expresses his belief that the foe from the north 
l s the weapon of the Lord . 3 "Mehr weiss er nicht und will er 
nicht wissen ." 4 The destruction was coming from the Lord so 
eschatological elements attend the descri ption ivhen the specific 
ins t r ument which He will use ·s not known . Jeremiah lived to 
see that the Chaldeans wePe to be that instrument . Keenly 
sensitive to moral i ssues and the sovere ignty of Morality, he 
needed no external threat to stimulate him to announce destruc-
t i on . One ivho ·is sensitive to moral values may say Russia will 
be destroyed, if she does not I'epent and bi'ing her conduct i.n 
line i·li th Eternal Morality, though the ·ueapon 'Hh i ch He ·wi ll use 
1 . Behtzen, IOT, i , 122; he seems to l ean to o heavily to the 
Chaldean influence -vrhen the oracles viere given . 
2 . Hyatt, Art ·. , 508 . 
3 . Rudolph, J, 4lf . ; Lauha , Z, 62f . , 72f . 
4. Hyatt, Art ~ , 506, citing Volz , Der Prophet Jeremia , 
Leipz~g, 1922, 58 . 
to accomplish it is not now known . The less sensitive soul 
could say the same PegarcHng the Un i ted. States if he bel i eved 
evil was eating at her moral fabric . He would be less sen-
s i t i ve for a hostile po'i'Ie r stands ready to tal'e ovei' i f and 
"~dhen 5_t can . Jeremiah belongs to the first type, fop as Amos 
h e saw moral corrupt i on as the harbinger of destpucti on in 
a day ·1-1hen all seemed "\·Tell . Therefox'e, his d i srepute came 
not from being wrong but from being absurd --" destruction in 
thi s day, nonsense ! 11 Th:L s inter~ reta tj_on k ee-os these oracles 
consistent w:!.th the stature of the prophet 1-1hich is seen 
el s ei·rh ei'e; _1e d i d not mal~e pred~_ction~: then revise them later 
to mean something else . It ma.kes textual sux'gepy less nee -
essory . 
Jeremiah expected destruction on mora l grounds t o be 
sent y the Lord through a human agent, but 1-1hen he described 
the foe, he could well have paraphrased a trite express ion of 
the rad1o announcel'"'s: "Any similarity to any nation , l 1ving 
or clead, j_ s p LU'ely co1nd.dental. 11 
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I. The Problem. 
A casual reading of the book of Jeremiah revea:J:.s his 
concern for a Ufoe from the northtt which was to bring destruc-
tion to his country, Judah. This dissertation seeks to de-
termine who is meant by the ''foe, n the sighificance of the 
term "north, n and their place in Jeremiah's Weltanschauung. 
The· usual approach to this problem is a consideration 
of the history of the period resulting in a choice of t h e 
most probabl e nation. Because the nation is not named and the 
data is meager, indisputable decisions have not been reached. 
Since Venema in 1765 the Scythians have generally been re-
garded as the foe. As knowledge of this people increased, it 
became clear that there were elements in the Jeremiah passages 
which are not applicable to this people. In 1913 Fritz Wilke 
carefully examined the Scythian theory and repudiated it be-
cause of the historical improbabilities, inapplicable ref-
erences, and the absence of distinctively Scythian allusions. 
Though his historical improbabili ties may be answered, he 
opened the way for wei ghty historical improbability. His 
ex egetical examination of the problem has not been adequately 
answered. Many of the more recent students have followed 
Wilke in the belief that the foe was the Chaldeans. However, 
this view must consider the oracles of destruction as written 
when the foe was merely a rebel prince with a local following, 
or it must date the oracles at least a decade later when 
Chaldea really began to appear as a world power. This means 
2 
the exponents of the view must ignore (1) the elements in 
the relevant passages which allude to a horde rather than 
an army and (2) the impetuous immaturity of youth evidenced 
in the passages. They must (3) force an explanation of the 
relation of Jeremiah and the reform of Josiah and (4) resort 
to textual surgery to eliminate references to Jeremiah's 
call to the prophetic office in the previous decade. Into 
tbi s impasse Adam C. Welch, also following the historical 
approach, interjected some valuable data from the nature of 
prophecy and the eschatological elements in the record. Some 
of his conclusions are unnecessary, and a great wealth of data 
has been made available since he wrote by the discovery of 
Ugaritic literature at Ras Shamra in 1928. 
II. The Investigation. 
This study utilizes the results of the historical studies, 
but 1 t makes a semantic approach to the term "north" and gives 
exegetical-teleological consideration to the passages relating 
directly or indirectly to the ttfoe." Each occurrence of the 
Ugari tic cognate of the Hebrew word for "north" is exandned. 
Though the Sumerian lacks Semitic cognates, cultural links 
make pertinent the Sumerian concepts of the relation of gods, 
mountains, and the north. Every occurrence of the word "north" 
in the Old and New Testaments is examined. usage in the Apoc-
rypha and Pseudepigrapha receives notice. Biblical proper 
names of possible relevance are examined. The place of Jere-
miah in history is given by a chronological treatment of world 
3 
history wi th special emphasis on Judah instead of parallel 
accounts of the nations. Six possible identifications of 
the "foe" are examined. A study of Jeremiah's philosophy of 
history provides the background for drawing conclusions. 
III. The Conclusions. 
A. The North. 
The word "north" seems to have non-directional connota-
tions in certain instances in the book of Jeremiah. This is 
shared by other Biblical occurrences. The older cognate in 
the Ugaritic literature was inextricably connected with 
mythology. It was primarily non-directional, being the 
. 
mountain locus of the major god, and was used as his name 
both in compounds and alone. This makes relevant the earlier 
data from Sumer. r n the Sumerian mythology of the third pre-
Christian millennium, there was a strong belief that the gods 
dwelt on mountains which were located in the north. Also 
evil came from the north: cold in winter and sandstorms in 
summer. The coastal limitations to the south could be known, 
but the north stretched infinitely into the lands of hardship. 
This surrounded that direction with mystery. Though the word 
u.north" is primarily directional in Biblical use, there are 
passages which show definite use of the mythical beliefs to 
convey higher meanings. Other elements of mythology are 
apparent in some of these passages. The popular mythology, 
the historic invasions, and the view of that direction from 
his childhood home made the "northtt a meaningful symbol to 
4 
Jeremiah. He used it with skill to convey a message to the 
popular mind. Proper names from the Se~tic root of the 
Hebrew word for "north" show the inter-relation of the Ugaritic, 
Assyrian, and Hebrew cultures. 
B. The Foe. 
The exegetical study of the book of Jeremiah found far 
more of the prophet's preaching devoted to the reasons for 
the invasion than to the destruction it was to bring~ while 
the foe received relatively little notice. This was found to 
be even stronger in the time of Josiah when the reasons re-
ceived by far the greatest consideration. The destruction 
received greatest notice in the days of Jehoiakim. To Jeremiah, 
the why was more important than the what and the who was in-
cidental. Most studies have given this teleological data t he 
inverse evaluation. 
C. Jeremiah and the Foe from tbe North. 
----- -- - -- -- ---
Jeremiah was not a politician forming his opinions on 
calculations based on the laws of probability. His moral 
sensitivity did not need a possible politiaal threat to be 
stimulated into activity. A people living in conflict with 
Eternal Morality must repent and conform~ or Morality must 
destroy them to remain moral. Jeremiah's favorite description 
of the destruction was that of an invading army from the north, 
but this was not the on ly description . His philosophy of 
history made the Lord the real source of the destruction. 
Like Amos, he saw moral corruption as the harbinger of de-
5 
struction when there was no political threat. Who the Lord's 
weapon would be, he neither knew nor cared--though he lived 
to see who it was. Describing the unknown agent of the Lord, 
he was at times eschatologica.l, and he used an agglomeration 
of terms applicable to different military powers. 
This interpretation treats these oracles consistently 
with the stature of the prophet revealed in other parts of 
the book, it ma..l.ces textual surgery less necessary, and it shows 
his disrepute came not from being wrong but from being absurd--
i rrmdnent destruction was unthinkable. The hurt of bis people 
had been healed slightly bw being led to believe there would 
be peace when there was not the moral basis for it. 
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